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Foreword

Dear Reader,
During Tim Brodhead’s tenure as President of the
Foundation, one of the most popular sections of the
Foundation’s website was the “President’s Corner”
which contained the speeches that he delivered to various national audiences.
The truth is,Tim often rewrote his remarks right up
until the moment he gave them, only putting them into
final form once he was back at the office.We have selected several to share with you in this book, as acknowledgement of his enduring contribution to our work.
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ForewOrd

The essays cover topics ranging from the environment to the economy, and from social inclusion to social
innovation. If there is one theme that surfaces more often than others, it is the health and vitality of the community sector itself. As Tim himself might say, it takes a
community to build a community.
We hope that you will enjoy this volume, and that
it will prove useful to you in your own work as a community leader.

1
Volunteering and Leadership

Sincerely,
Lyn Baptist
Chair, The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation
At theVolunteer Development Leadership Institute,
Cornwall, Ontario, March 2003
I want to talk to you today about the links which lead
from volunteerism to engagement to leadership to community building.
Let me begin with a confession: flattered as I am to
be asked to come to speak to you today, I feel compelled
to own up to the fact that I know much less about the
topic that we are addressing than do most of you. Indeed
as I was reflecting on what I might say, it occurred to me
that after 35 years’ working in the so-called “voluntary”
sector I have never thought of myself as a “volunteer”—
despite having been involved as a staff member of sev-
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eral not-for-profits, as a Board member of many others,
and as someone who has contributed time and money
to a great many others. Only in my first job was I called
“volunteer”—when I signed on with CUSO as a recent
graduate and went to teach in Africa for what turned
into a five-year stint abroad. But those of us working
with CUSO didn’t think of ourselves as volunteers,
though we were called that; and it is difficult to see in
what sense we were volunteers, as we received a modest
salary and lived in conditions similar to those of our African counterparts (and no one called them volunteers).
We joined CUSO for many reasons—a sense of adventure, a desire to experience the world, perhaps even a
wish to do some good—but if “volunteering” implies
sacrifice of some kind, that was an insignificant part of
the motivation, and rarely a consequence.
These reflections on my credentials for speaking
to you today led me quite naturally to think about the
concept of volunteering, which we take so much for
granted as part of what makes Canadian society what it
is.We have all heard, and perhaps trotted out, the quotes
from de Tocqueville about Americans’ unique propensity to form voluntary associations of various kinds which
was such a distinguishing characteristic of the society he
visited and wrote about in the mid-19th century. Canadians, too, historically have banded together in mutual
assistance societies, voluntary organizations to address
a wide range of community needs and charities to help
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the needy. Recently we have heard commentators like
Robert Putnam talk about this as “social capital,” the
glue that holds society together, and even more recently
we have been told that it is eroding, that fewer people
are participating in communal activities, that less time is
being spent “volunteering”—which, as you know, is giving rise to some anxiety and hand-wringing as we contemplate the future of many worthwhile organizations
dependent on a steady supply of committed volunteers.
Sometimes the problem is presented to us as, “Canadian society relies on volunteers to meet a wide range
of needs, and always has done so; but now, we see trends
which portend a future in which fewer people are willing, or able, to volunteer,” and this suggests a disastrous
situation for many bodies and the people who depend
upon them for services or support. Faced with such a
scenario, the solution would appear to lie in redoubled
efforts to recruit volunteers, to motivate them and to
manage them professionally so that they are as “efficient”
as possible (i.e. we get our money’s worth from them).
But perhaps the reality is very different…
If volunteering is action without expectation of personal gain or recompense, then it encompasses a large
part of what we do, though perhaps less than in the days
before work, paid work, became such a specialized activity divorced from the normal tasks of daily life.
Once what we did to earn a living became separated from the rest of our lives, carried out in a different
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place—the factory, the office or the shop—rather than
outside on the farm or in the workshop, how were we
to define all the other things people did which were not
paid for—looking after relatives, helping neighbours,
ministering to the sick, coping with emergencies, relieving the poor?
Thus arose, I suggest, the notion of volunteering.
It is no surprise that the golden age of volunteering is
often considered to be the middle half of the last century, or that the archetypal “volunteer” was the stay-athome mother—skilled, educated but under-utilized,
for whom work, even unpaid work, was a chance to be
active, engaged and productive outside of the home. But
in a market economy where work is worth what you
pay for it, such unpaid labour had to be recognized and
dignified; hence the mystique of “volunteering.”
Now that there is no large pool of women seeking
an outlet for their abilities, volunteering faces a host of
new challenges: how to make it attractive to a generation which by and large expects to be in the paid workforce, which has been taught that “you are as good as
the salary you command,” and for whom time may be
the most precious resource and self-fulfillment (or the
“pursuit of happiness”) the most laudable goal?
Apart from being unpaid, volunteering had a second
aspect which has become problematic: it was doing for
others, that is, it was supposed to be intrinsically altruistic. Looking after aging parents or disabled children
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didn’t count, and one’s motivation should be unsullied
by purely personal considerations. Since most people at
some point do have to look after family members, this
aspect could be taken to imply that volunteering had an
element of “noblesse oblige” to it: volunteering was the
special activity of people who had the leisure to devote
their time to looking after the needs of others who were
less fortunate. I am not suggesting this wasn’t worthwhile, even praiseworthy, but, again, there are fewer
and fewer people in that situation today. Those who have
money feel less obligation, and those without have less
time.
And so we read statistics of declining rates of participation, and we re-double our efforts to recruit, motivate, train, and manage the volunteers on whose labour
and dedication we depend.
What is it about volunteering that gives it such cachet? Is it the fact that it is work which is unremunerated, which makes it seem increasingly anomalous in
modern life? Or is it the fact that it is willingly chosen,
unlike the obligation to work to put food on the table or
the compulsion to pay taxes? Or is it that it embodies a
different value system from that of most of our transactional relationships in which we carefully calculate what
we are giving and getting? It seems to me that the act of
volunteering speaks to a deeply felt need in people to be
part of a community, to engage with others in a relationship that is not market-driven. As a volunteer expressed
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it at a meeting last November of the Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada: “Je ne fais rien [comme bénévole] par devoir, je le fais par amour.”
If I seem to be undervaluing the importance of volunteering, nothing could be further from the truth. In
fact I believe that Canada is suffering from a shortage of
civic engagement, of “social capital,” if you wish. But if
volunteering is about choice and belonging, then “mandatory” volunteering in schools, or joining an organization solely to add a line or two to make your CV more
attractive to potential employers, is not about volunteering.
In preparing some thoughts for today, I asked Vanessa Reid, Executive Director of Santropol Roulant, a Montreal-based organization which relies on young people
to deliver meals to the elderly or infirm, to describe
some “typical” volunteers for me. Her response? There
are no “typical” volunteers; there is a constantly shifting kaleidoscope of mainly high school and university
students who show up to pitch in—in the kitchen or to
carry the hot meals to various neighbourhoods by bike.
People like Bradley, aged 24, from South Africa, who
stopped by on his way through Montreal, helped out for
two weeks, and plans to return on his way back from
Vancouver in the spring; or William, 14, who with his
mother comes every second week as a family because,
“It is a fun way to spend time together”; or Marc André,
a university drop-out who does seasonal construction
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work and likes to spend off-time in a convivial but not
“institutional” setting. And so on. Not all are young, but
all find value, and a sense of community missing in other
parts of their lives. They come, they connect. Why? Because, says Vanessa, they are not expected to “fit in” to
a pre-determined role, instead the organization treats
each one of them as a gift, a person with unique qualities
and strengths: the organization’s challenge is not to use
them more efficiently, but to re-mould itself in such a
way that each individual’s contribution can be optimized
and celebrated.
I can almost hear you, as managers, saying, “How
can we afford to do that?” Aren’t volunteers supposed
to serve our needs? Well, yes and no. Corporations have
discovered that the way to attract and retain valued employees is by imparting a sense of pride and fulfillment
in their work, and they have the advantage of the additional incentive of bonuses and options! In the voluntary
sector we must go further, we must create opportunities
for people to connect, and to express what they care
most deeply about. And if this means certain organizational priorities don’t get done? I asked Vanessa for example, what happens to the seniors waiting for meals
when snow or cold discourages the couriers, or exams
eat up their time? That, said Vanessa, is what we have
paid staff for. Note the reversal: people who are paid
do the work which is more demanding or routine or
unexciting, not the volunteers (as is the case in many
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organizations—often the ones wondering why they cannot attract a new generation of unpaid workers).
Can we reconcile the contradiction between the undoubted difficulty many organizations have finding and
keeping the volunteers they need, and the fact that many
people, especially the young, are hungry for ways to be
involved? Partly, as I have said, it may be by stripping it
of any remaining notions of privilege or noblesse oblige;
partly it may be in reminding everyone that volunteering is not an end in itself: it is a way to connect people
and to build community. Especially it is by new thinking,
with less of a focus on an organization’s need for peoplepower—our traditional approach which served so well
for a century—and more focus on the individual’s desire for meaning, connection, and community. To push
this even further, we may have to conclude that many
tried and true organizations which have provided valuable services and which rely on volunteers, will not be
able to adapt and therefore will not survive—that in
fact the voluntary sector’s vitality stems not from the
persistence of organizations but from the limitless capacity of people to invent new responses to old problems. In summary: nowadays people don’t want to fit
into pre-determined roles, especially if they don’t see
their value—the baby-boomers are probably going to
be characteristically picky about doing work they define
as socially useful, and the young generation coming up
wants to create its own fora which are engaging, conge-
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nial and fun. Is this a bad thing? Yes, for those of us who
are so invested in the structures we have created, but
ultimately? No. This is the social sector’s version of the
capitalist cycle of renewal and innovation, what Joseph
Schumpeter famously described as the on-going process
of creative destruction. Change is not progress; change is
adaptation.
So volunteering is about participation.Two years ago,
John Ralston Saul in an address to the Volunteer Canada
annual meeting in Vancouver suggested that we would
do better to stop thinking and talking about volunteering as a special activity carried on by that special class of
people we call “volunteers.” Rather, he said, being engaged in contributing to society through our unpaid labour should be regarded as a normal part of citizenship,
something that everyone is trained and supported to do
from the earliest years throughout life.
The focus would be participation, not “volunteering” as such; civic engagement, or citizenship, would
be an expectation for everyone, young and old, able or
disabled, native-born or recent immigrant. It would be
inculcated in school, which would consequently treat
students as full-fledged “citizens of the school” rather
than passive and uncritical consumers of education who
must be mandated to “volunteer”; it would be supported
by employers, who would be expected to offer timeoff and other assistance so their staff could do unpaid
community work (as Ericsson, the Swedish telecom-
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munication firm, has just announced); and it would be
promoted and encouraged by governments through tax
benefits and other inducements as an essential feature of
a healthy society and polity.
Misunderstandings about what volunteering is and
isn’t lead to confusion about the real role of the voluntary sector. The voluntary sector—which comprises
both paid and unpaid workers—is the place where people can connect and build community. The critical issues facing it—the lack of operating funds, for example,
which compels not-for-profits to act opportunistically,
chasing contracts rather than investing in their own
staff and building long-term capacity—are obscured by
an image of volunteerism which in the public mind is
equated with amateurishness and improvisation or, for
the young, by compulsion. The response to this is not
just to be more professional in our use of volunteers but
to change the popular understanding of what the voluntary sector is and what it does—to demonstrate why it
is as crucial to a healthy society as are an efficient private
sector and effective public sector.
At the 2001 annual forum of the Canadian Centre
for Philanthropy, Bronwyn Drainie spoke about how the
Voluntary Sector Initiative launched by the federal government had raised the profile of the voluntary sector
but it did not clear up the confusion between voluntary
and volunteering which exists not just in the mind of
the public but also in the minds of policy-makers and
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funders. The voluntary sector is more than the volunteering sector, and gauging its health by the ratio of paid
to unpaid workers in it is misleading. The voluntary sector is the values sector; it is where people choose freely to
commit time and effort in pursuit of goals and causes
they deem important—for themselves, their communities and their society (and, increasingly, our globe). It is
where, collectively, we answer the question, “What kind
of Canada do we want?”—which the Caledon Institute’s
Sherri Torjman in a paper she wrote in 2001, phrased
as follows: “A nation of active citizens in vibrant communities—communities which provide support, which
promote inclusion, which encourage learning.”
In addition to de-mystifying volunteering, we need
to de-mystify leadership. The fact that I am standing up
here and you are sitting down there doesn’t make me
a leader any more than it makes you “followers.” Our
bookstores are full of books describing individuals who
by their “leadership” have saved companies, inspired
millions or changed the fate of whole countries. Most
eventually turn out to have been false prophets, and
some outright crooks. Of course, there are generally
inspiring or extraordinarily able individuals who have
had a positive impact, but by focusing so intensely on
the heroic few we are led to believe that the ability to
lead is a special grace vouchsafed to only a minority
whereas in fact it is something within the grasp of each
one of us.
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The most successful leaders I have met in the voluntary sector tend not to see their role as attracting and
“using” people more effectively.What distinguishes them
is that they don’t see their challenge as finding ways to
attract and motivate people to help their organization or
cause. They simply want to release the potential in individuals, to put them into a situation where their creativity and commitment can be expressed. In a sense they
see themselves as brokers—they identify what a person
is passionate about and then put that person into a place
where they can connect with the issue, do something
about it, and see the results, which in turn fuels further
commitment.
At bottom, being a trusted leader means knowing
yourself—knowing your strengths and weaknesses, being
honest about yourself and others and therefore getting,
and deserving, their trust. It doesn’t mean that you’re
the brightest, fastest, bestest; it does mean you have integrity, you have a vision of where you are going and
what you are trying to do, an ability to communicate
that and to inspire confidence in others. Debates rage
over whether it is innate or can be taught, but there is
little doubt that leadership, or the lack thereof, is on
people’s minds these days.That is hardly surprising: during the stable ’50s and ’60s it was the manager who was
king (yes, king); it was the age of the Organization Man
and the MBA. Now, in a world of rapid change, when
people are trying to discern patterns for the future the
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need is less for managers than for leaders, and not just
for new leaders, but for a new type of leader.
A few years ago the McConnell Foundation, alarmed
at the disarray in the voluntary sector (a consequence of
cutbacks in government funding, the changing roles for
the public, private and not-for-profit sectors, and other
factors), sounded out people in the sector on what they
perceived the priority needs to be. The answer overwhelmingly was: stronger leadership. This gave rise to a
master’s level program for senior and up-coming managers of national organizations, designed to strengthen
leadership skills. More recently we launched a national
program to develop leadership at the community level,
inspired by work in Vancouver and Calgary. Again, this
was designed to revitalize local leadership—but also to
make it more diverse, broad-based and inclusive, more
reflective of the reality of Canadian cities today. These
programs are running now in fifteen Canadian communities, from Victoria to St. John’s. It is too early to assess
their impact but not too early to remark on the energy
and enthusiasm they have unleashed!
So volunteering is getting involved. Participating in
civic life is how we build shared values. Shared values
are the basis for community. And being part of a community is how we thrive as individuals, as families, as a
society.
John Gardner in his book On Leadership writes:
“Families and communities are the ground-level gen-
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erators and preservers of values and ethical systems. No
society can remain vital—or even survive—without a
reasonable base of shared values, and such values are not
established by edict from lofty levels of society. They are
created in families, schools, churches, organizations and
other intimate settings in which people deal with one
another face to face. The ideals of justice, cultural diversity/inclusiveness, and compassion are nurtured in
communities.”
Modern society needs community, shared values,
more than ever. But building a sense of community requires a much larger vision of what the voluntary sector, the values sector is and does.You, because you work
with, inspire, and guide volunteers, are the best placed
to express and embody this. Just as the voluntary sector must provide leadership to the broader society, you
must provide leadership to the sector. By situating the
work you do, that your organizations do within this
broader context, you move it away from service delivery and “helping others,” away from talk about “clients”
and “programs,” and place it squarely in the context of
civic engagement and community building, of social justice and shared values.
I want to conclude with some questions for you to
reflect on. First, how do we view change? Do we welcome the opportunity it presents, or resent the discomfort it can create? Do we think that we have to adapt, or
is it up to others to fit into our way of doing things?
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Second, what does it mean to us, in practical terms,
to shift from being driven by our organization’s or mission’s needs in terms of volunteers, to focus on how we
can help community members to find their path to engagement
(i.e. from “motivating” them to “listening” to them)?
Third, what more do we have to do as leaders in the
voluntary sector—the sector based on values, on participation, and on community-building—to get decisionmakers in the for-profit and public sectors to view our
work not as “nice but not necessary,” as Paddy Bowen has
expressed it, but as essential to the future of a healthy
democratic society?
Finally, can we have “volunteering” as active citizenship or democratic participation in a world where
people do not feel they are listened to or have power?
Where are the synergies with other sectors (the corporate responsibility movement, the pressure for electoral
reform or political devolution, and the use of the Internet to facilitate public participation, for example) that
create allies in this larger struggle?
The next time people ask me what distinguishes the
voluntary sector, why it is more than just unpaid labour,
I will tell another story I heard at Santropol Roulant. Two
weeks ago, on St. Valentine’s Day, each of the seniors
receiving a hot meal was given at the same time a red
rose. That gesture speaks volumes. Impossible to justify
in terms of the economic logic that governs so much of
our lives, it says that the persons—both the giver and
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the receiver—are more important than cost or mere efficiency. It says that the organization is not just about
filling a need, real and important as that is; it is about
relationships, about trust, about love. And that, in the
end, is where volunteering, the voluntary sector, and
creating a better world meet and join.

2
Grantmaking Leadership

At the “Excellence in Grantmaking”Workshop for Grantmakers
and Funding Organizations,The Kahanoff Centre,
Calgary, Alberta, February 2004
I am particularly pleased and honoured to be invited to
speak to this group in Calgary—a city which is recognized as a “centre of innovation” for the voluntary sector in Canada, where a lot of new ideas have been tried
which are later picked up in other cities across Canada.
Among the examples with which the McConnell Foundation is associated are Leadership Calgary, CAPES
(which is part of our ArtsSmarts program) and Vibrant
Communities. The United Way here is also out in front
with new approaches, and, not least, you have this re-
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markable facility where we are meeting today, the Kahanoff Centre for Non-Profit Management, something no
other city in Canada can boast. In addition, Calgary is
fortunate to have people who provide leadership to the
not-for-profit community here, but who are also recognized across the country: Jim Dinning,Ted and Margaret
Newall, Martha Parker, Jim Gray, Dan O’Grady, Ruth
Ramsden-Wood and Heather MacDonald, Rick George,
and others.
When I was pondering what might be useful to
discuss in the context of today’s topic “Excellence in
Grantmaking,” I thought of a practical exercise which
could help focus our thoughts. So I am happy to inform
you that upon leaving this room you will each receive
an envelope containing a pledge for $2 million from the
McConnell Foundation, along with a form to fill out
giving your choice of recipient for the funds, your rationale for that choice, and the terms and conditions to be
attached to the grant.
It will be interesting to find out how you allocate
your grants; no doubt the major institutions like the
Foothills Hospital and the University of Calgary will
benefit, but so too more personal interests and causes—
mental illness, health research, and I expect, social problems like homelessness and spousal abuse.
I am sorry…my Trustees didn’t actually agree with
this idea so I have had to forego the envelopes and the
cheques; besides, it seemed a bit gimmicky. But that
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exercise is what this day is all about: making decisions
about the best and most effective way to use our resources.
No doubt the distribution of those $2 million
cheques would have reflected a mix of individual and
personal preferences, along with your assessment of
the urgent needs facing the community, and it is in fact
that mix that constitutes the core of what philanthropy
is about.
The “value proposition” philanthropy offers is about
the private satisfaction of the donor and meeting important social needs. In a world of polarities—good/bad,
right/wrong, rich/poor, mine/yours—philanthropy
creates a bridge. It links private and public—personal
commitment, individual initiative, private wealth and the
public good, collective responsibility, community well-being. It says, “We are not islands; we can choose, freely, to
act for the common good.”
One of those polarities is our tendency to frame
many public issues in terms of whether they lie in the
realm of government or the private sector. But we know
that many of our most intractable problems cannot be
confined to one or the other—improving Canada’s
quality of life is a long-term effort which requires the
active engagement of all sectors—government, business—as well as the philanthropic and not-for-profit.
(Calgary has always exemplified this, hence its reputation as a “can do” community.)
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I want to talk this morning about three issues facing philanthropy, and more particularly grantmakers:
first, the need to identify and support successful organizations; second, how to provide that support in ways
which help, not undermine, the recipient organizations;
and third, the need for more sophisticated ways of measuring results so that we can demonstrate the social value that is being created—and then we need to tell this
story to Canadians!
Let’s go back to the value proposition—specifically,
the balance between donor satisfaction and the public
good. These two are not necessarily in conflict, but if
they are, which one takes precedence? We live in a culture in which individual gratification is paramount, in
which “the customer is always right.” But society supports philanthropy through tax measures because it
meets social needs, not just individual wants. And what
does the donor want in return for his gift? It depends:
perhaps to see concrete results, proof his or her gift is
being put to good use; certainly efficiency, evidence that
money isn’t being siphoned off into administrative overheads or wasteful expenditure; or maybe just the name
on the building and the status that comes with being recognized as a generous benefactor.
In a competitive fund-raising environment, organizations and institutions must out-do one another to
attract donor support—and often it is done in ways
which we know, in the long run, to be detrimental to
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their causes. Unrealistically low administrative percentages are advertised, or unsustainable strategies adopted
(child sponsorship is a favourite one for international
organizations); or donor choice is promoted even when
it may conflict with, or undermine, community efforts
to set priorities based on real needs rather than fundraising potential.
This is not an easy issue. People value the personal
identification and reassurance that seem to come with
targeting their gifts. But perhaps it is time to reassert
that there is a role for knowledge in determining where
money should be allocated—that donors’ interest in a
particular cause or organization should on occasion be
balanced by the urgency of need of a women’s shelter or
a drug rehab program. Some bodies, like the United
Ways, were created to move us away from a multiplicity
of uncoordinated and highly competitive fund-raising
drives toward a more deliberate and broad-based approach to analyzing community needs and fashioning
a collective response. Other bodies, like community
foundations, were set up precisely to marry individual
generosity with informed knowledge and experience,
so as to ensure that the interests of donors and communities can both be served.
Without the mix of commitment and knowledge
there is no way to be sure that effective organizations
grow and prosper and make a real contribution to society, and that lacklustre ones wither and are replaced.
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In business this happens all the time. Competition ensures that organizations stay on their toes, keep good
staff, improve their products or services—or their revenues dry up. In the not-for-profit world money does
not necessarily follow quality and consequently there
is no incentive for improvement. Instead, revenues are
boosted by successful PR, elite connections, an attractive “cause” (early childhood, not street children; breast
rather than colon cancer), sudden media attention, even
fashions or fads. Most of us don’t have the time or ability
to measure whether real social value is being created,
that is why we need the skilled people in United Ways
and community foundations to tell us which organizations deserve more support, which causes are coming up
but are not yet on our radar screens, which groups in
society risk falling through the cracks of media attention
or public consciousness.
A second issue which must concern us all as funders
is the rapidly deteriorating financial situation of voluntary organizations. We all know the basic stats: that
Canada has almost 80,000 registered charities and many
thousands more not-for-profits, employing almost
900,000 paid staff and engaging millions of volunteers.
What we may not all be aware of is how perilous the
state of many of these organizations is—with aging
employees, low salaries and few benefits, struggling to
meet growing needs while their own resources stagnate
or shrink.
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The issue here is not that the absolute amount of
money has diminished in every case, but that the terms
under which it is provided have fundamentally changed.
Until the mid-1990s the government—which furnishes
some 60 percent of the revenues of charities in Canada—provided grants to organizations delivering government-mandated services. Then, under pressure to
reduce public expenditure, coupled with a heightened
concern about accountability, there was a wholesale
shift to “contract funding” which allowed governments
to specify outputs and tightly control spending. At the
same time corporate donors and foundations were moving in a similar direction, replacing general operating
support by tightly specified project grants. The parallel
trend toward “leveraging” grants by requiring matching
funds has only exacerbated the problems agencies face.
The result has been chronicled in a study by the Canadian Council for Social Development (CCSD) called
Funding Matters: typically, it found that contract funding
does not cover the actual cost of program delivery; it
offers no capacity to invest in staff training or necessary infrastructure for efficient program delivery; the
funding volatility of going from contract to contract creates insecurity for staff, and not infrequently the loss of
key employees; there is “mission drift” as organizations’
original purpose or experience has to be compromised
to meet narrowly defined new funding criteria; and inflexible contract terms stifle creativity and innovation.
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Some of you may be thinking, this isn’t so bad if it
results in less dependence on government and a more
entrepreneurial spirit! But that view rests on some illusions—let me illustrate:
• Illusion 1: the private sector is a major source of support for charities; Fact: to offset a 1 percent cut in
government funding, corporate donations would
have to increase by 50 percent (all private giving
represents only 14 percent of charities’ revenues
compared to 60 percent from government);
• Illusion 2: voluntary organizations are run by volunteers; Fact: only half of voluntary organizations do
not have paid staff, and often a full-time paid coordinator is the only way to get value from even willing volunteers (yet volunteer coordinators are frequently the first to go when savings must be found);
• Illusion 3: for-profits and not-for-profits can compete on a level playing field for service delivery
contracts from government; Fact: voluntary organizations, operating on razor-thin margins, have
no room for error, no ability to write off losses as
“business expenses,” to apply for bridge-funding or
operating capital, and insofar as they sacrifice quality of care to paring expenses to the bone, they
betray the very principles and motivations which
make them successful and different from ordinary
business.
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It is hardly surprising that charities are finding it increasingly difficult to attract young people as staff; liability chill is making many people reluctant to serve
on boards; inability to invest in infrastructure and human resources is crippling the ability to develop staff
or explore innovative ways of working. We as grantmakers have a responsibility here too, for we are part of the
problem, and not yet part of the solution. We have to
invest in our grant recipients—though capacity-building
grants where appropriate, multi-year funding, a willingness to share risk rather than put it on grantees’ shoulders alone, at the very least by tailoring untied operating
support to the needs of grant recipients—which means
free money for staff training, adequate technological
support, etc. Good grant-making practice would include not forcing organizations into unproductive collaborations which entail more fundraising and discussion (if we are covering only part of the costs, we should
offer advice and help in finding the balance), but where
partnerships are formed donors should harmonize their
reporting and accountability requirements.
Funders have the power to improve significantly the
conditions on which our money is provided. Surveys
have shown that there are three characteristics which
determine the relationship between donor and recipient, the stability of charitable organizations and the effectiveness of accountability. These are the duration of
funding, which determines the stability and effective-
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ness of the non-profit; the likelihood of renewal of funding, which determines whether organizations can plan;
and restrictions on use of grants, which influence the
flexibility non-profit organizations have to fulfill their
mandates. If these three determinants are not matched
to the type of problem being addressed, the effectiveness of the grant will be compromised and the relationship between donor and recipient will be unsatisfactory.
The last issue I want to raise here has to do with our
insistence on demonstrable results. I can almost hear the
protest, Who can object to our wanting results? I am not talking here about having a clearly defined goal, a strategy
for realizing it, and some way of monitoring progress to
ensure we are moving in the right direction. I am talking about the danger of so-called “misplaced concreteness”—assuming that everything can be defined in terms
of results, especially quantifiable ones (even that every
problem can be solved—some situations, like poverty,
homelessness, or addiction, may not be “solved” but the
misery they cause can be alleviated and that in itself is
not such a bad thing to do).
It is very hard when talking about results not to rely
excessively, even exclusively, on numbers. We envy the
private sector with its unambiguous “bottom line” which
tells a story of success or failure—but let us not forget
that even business is learning that social, environmental,
and ethical results also form part of a comprehensive
“bottom line.” Numbers are not the only kind of know-
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ing, even if they seem more “truthful.” It has often been
said, “Not everything that can be measured counts and
not everything that counts can be measured.”
Many of our most pressing needs require a sustained
long-term commitment. Programs like Vibrant Communities, which aims at poverty reduction and which
has been launched in several cities across Canada, are by
their nature complex, emergent, and have inter-related
components. The ultimate objective—community wellbeing—is a long way off and difficult to map in advance.
What we need are a series of rolling targets, indicators,
not a map but a series of signposts which suggest that
progress is being made: has the rate of teenage pregnancy dropped, is the birth-weight of newborns rising,
are fewer teens dropping out of school, are there fewer
homeless and unemployed. Indicators such as these can
be tracked more readily than “less poverty” or “more social inclusion.” Then we must refer to existing bodies of
knowledge and our own analysis to identify the factors
that have caused or allowed these changes to happen and
focus our efforts on those factors.The tracking of Toronto’s Vital Signs, launched last year by the Toronto Community Foundation, is a model to be closely watched.
This approach to measuring results assumes they are
important for the learning they generate rather than as a
justification to satisfy donors, they are meant to improve
performance, not prove a case. I would argue that too often our emphasis on results really just masks our desire
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to avoid risk. We don’t want to be associated with failure;
we don’t want to be accused of “wasting” our carefully
stewarded resources. But businesses don’t succeed by
avoiding risk; they succeed by managing it. We should
emulate them by encouraging risk-taking in the activities we fund while realistically determining the level of
risk we are comfortable with—should 5 percent or 25
percent of our project portfolio be “high risk” grants, for
example? This would be more productive than trying to
avoid risk altogether by hedging our grants with conditions and cautions that stymie innovation and undermine effectiveness. And in any case, if we are doing our
job we cannot avoid risk—even endowing a professorship or underwriting a building only appears less risky;
in fact, there is no guarantee that such activities will end
up fulfilling any purpose at all!
The common thread that unites these three important issues is the need to make a new case for the importance of philanthropy, based on evidence—qualitative
as well as quantitative—of the social value it creates, a
story which informs the heart as well as the head. That
story is a story of innovation: new structures, like the
proposed Charity bank which is being explored as a way
to provide a wider range of financial tools for the notfor-profit sector; new ways of creating value, like the
Meal Exchange program which launched the idea of engaging university students in the fight against hunger. It
is a story of unexpected results too, like the accounts by
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teachers in the ArtsSmarts program of how involvement
in music or drama has changed classroom behaviour and
brought withdrawn children into the fun of learning
new skills and discovering unsuspected talents. And, especially, it is a story about people and their ideas—like
the young initiators of the Framework Foundation in
Toronto, who have devised a way to engage young people in volunteering while at the same time benefiting
emerging artists and voluntary agencies seeking needed
skills.
These stories need to be told. An example is the recently released Great Grants booklet, by Philanthropic
Foundations Canada (PFC), but this should be emulated
by all of us from our own store of wonderful—and even
less than wonderful—experiences.
Finally, my message today is that we need to re-orient our thinking from a reductionist focus on our distinct roles as “grantmakers” and “grant-seekers,” which
emphasizes how we differ, to our common objective of
improving the well-being of our communities, which
underlines our complementarity. In this, we need each
other, and we as grantmakers in particular have a stake
in identifying effective organizations and institutions,
and then providing them with consistent, stable support
so as to ensure their sustainability.
I want to close with a quote from Reinhold Niebuhr,
which I have paraphrased from memory, which I believe
nicely captures the philanthropic credo as we engage in
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the important task of improving our communities and
Canadian society in our many and diverse ways:
Nothing that is worth doing could ever be done
without a vision, and that is why we must work with
faith. Nothing that is worth doing could ever be
completed in our lifetimes, and that is why it must
be done with hope. And nothing that is worth doing
could be done alone, and therefore it must be done
with love.

3
How do Environmental
Grantmakers Lead?

And perhaps at the risk of stretching it out a little, I
would add the following specifically addressed to those
of us who have the responsibility of making grants:
Nothing worth doing can be accomplished by money alone, therefore we must have humility. New solutions will not be found using old approaches, and
therefore we must have courage. Finally, anything
worth building must have a solid foundation; therefore we must always work with integrity.

At the CEGN Annual Conference,
Calgary, Alberta, June 2004
Many here would share my view that it is presumptuous
for a foundation which doesn’t even describe itself as an
environmental grantmaker to speak to a group such as
this about leadership.
So I am going to take the liberty of substituting
“can” for “do,” as in “how can environmental grantmakers lead,” as well as talking a little more generally about
some generic challenges we face as grantmakers, whether of environmental causes or in other fields. Generally
speaking, having money is rarely a sufficient condition
for leadership—but it can help! Private foundations
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have limited ways they can exercise leadership: they can
develop their own goals and programs, of course, and if
they are large enough, and acquire the knowledge base,
and persist, they can indeed have significant influence.
But most of us have more modest means and choose to
fund other organizations’ programs rather than design
and implement our own programs. For such funders,
leadership accrues because they acquire knowledge and
experience and can therefore fund “smarter”; because
they can find synergies; and because they can afford to
take the long view—to look ahead, to identify emerging
issues, to persevere and not flit from cause to cause or
fad to fad.
When we speak of leadership, are we referring to
leading in terms of the environmental field, or in terms
of granting practice? The two are not the same. One
could be a visionary in terms of identifying environmental threats and new ways of addressing them, and at
the same time be dismally ineffective as a granter. So let
me be clear: whatever observations I can make from the
vantage point of the McConnell Foundation come not
from specialized environmental knowledge but rather
from our experience as a funder.
Let me look at these three means available to most
of us: funding “smarter”; funding collaboratively; and
funding with an eye on the horizon.
Funding “smarter” usually means funding “strategically,” i.e. setting projects within a context of goals
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which the funder has set itself. But this in turn must be
situated in the larger context of the capacity of grantees
to set goals and to develop coherent, sustainable strategies as well.
This brings us to the critical issue of resources. We
know the voluntary sector is under-funded, and environmental organizations live perhaps even closer to the
margin than others. This is a chronic condition that we
have become inured to and the responses have traditionally been phrased in the old mantras of having to
“do more with less,” diversifying funding streams, muddling through. But we are now seeing evidence that
these mantras have lost whatever power they once had:
some agencies are closing, many employees are suffering burn-out, new young staff are increasingly difficult
to attract, and there is a looming leadership crisis. The
trouble with chronic conditions is that it is easy to miss
the signs that they are becoming critical.
A report early in 2001 by Lynn Eakin for the VSI
Working Group on Financing dissected the problem:
she demonstrated that it is not necessarily a decline in
the absolute amount of money which is the problem
but the change in the way it is provided—the shift by
governments through the 1990s from funding operating costs to project funding so that they could tie their
support closely to specified outputs and ensure more
accountability. Lynn Eakin’s report was followed by
an analysis by the CCSD called Funding Matters, which
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found that, to make matters worse, in most cases contract funding does not even cover the full cost of the
services being delivered. In a further report, released in
May 2004 and entitled Community Capacity-Draining: the
Impact of Current Funding Practices on Non-Profit Community
Organizations, written for the Social Planning Council of
Toronto, Lynn Eakin goes further to produce a tool to
analyze agency financing which can be used across organizations, programs and funders and which reveals the
extent of the systemic under-funding which has resulted
in agencies’ deteriorating ability to fulfill their mission.
This analytical tool reveals the following: for the
agencies surveyed, 85 percent of their revenues were
relatively inflexible, paying for specified programs (and
82 percent of this came from governments); 13 percent
came from other sources, including fund-raising and undesignated grants; and 2 percent from fees. In theory
the 15 percent “other source” funding should allow for
organizational development, program innovation or
emerging needs. In fact, however, the analysis also reveals that on average organizations received 14 percent
less funding than needed to cover actual program costs!
Put differently, recipients were subsidizing the delivery
of programs, thereby cutting into their own capacity to
respond to new needs or to use their discretionary income on their own priorities, which for environmental organizations often include advocacy or education
work. This is not just an abstraction: it translates into
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systematic under-funding of employee benefits, inadequate staff supervision, and little or no investment in
organizational development.
It is true that this data comes primarily from service
delivery organizations in Toronto, but I think our own
experience bears out that the situation is not greatly dissimilar for environmental organizations, even if the mix
of revenue sources is different.
I raise it here because the lessons—though particularly relevant for government funders—apply to other
grantmakers too. I expect most of us—for the best of
reasons—are just as guilty of the practices which Lynn
Eakin examines and criticizes as any other funder, including governments. We want to get the biggest bang
for our buck and ensure that our grants are used strictly
for the purposes for which they are given—of course!
And our grantees play the game, if that is the price of
getting money.
The result is that we all connive to create a “culture of deception” (or sometimes delusion)—funders
pretending they are “leveraging” their grants or ensuring accountability, and grantees pretending that positive
cash-flow equals financial health.
On our own we are unlikely to be able to change
governments’ methods (though this doesn’t excuse our
contributing to the problem that organizations face!).
However, when it comes to the environmental sector,
even though environmental grants represent a small
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percentage of total grants (25 percent of grant dollars,
according to Kathryn Townshend’s report to the CEGN
Fall 2003 Retreat), family and community foundations
together were the single largest source of such grants.
This gives us an opportunity to lead—by example.
We can do this by ensuring we fund the full cost of programs, probably by adding 20–25 percent to cover management, core and HR costs. We also need to shift our
focus from nit-picking project budgets to establishing
agreed and explicit outcome and accountability measures, leaving grantees to determine the most efficient
way of achieving them. And we need to go beyond individual grantee needs and targeted project grants to look
at infrastructure needs and building common platforms
for capacity building and sector strengthening.
This brings me to my second point: seeking synergies and opportunities for collaboration. Most of us
would agree that the environmental community in Canada is not only under-resourced, but fragmented. According to Kathryn Townshend’s 2003 report, just over
2,700 grants—amounting to $132 million—went to
1,564 different recipients—almost 60 percent of them
described as organizations working primarily on environmental issues. The median grant was $11,700, and
the average was under $50,000.
It is not surprising that there are so many organizations since environmental activism is both global and
intensely local. A large number of organizations, ade-
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quately resourced, could be a source of strength, not
weakness. But as we have seen, the sector in Canada is
not adequately resourced; what we have is a large number of small organizations mostly in survival mode.
We are often quick to complain of duplication or
waste among grantees; but, again, are we part of the
cause or part of the solution? Do we as funders model
collaboration or competition in how we work?
This is where we as funders may be able to provide
some leadership—not by urging, much less forcing collaboration on others, but by ourselves working together
as funders to support essential infrastructure.
Why should we support infrastructure? Precisely
because at a time of complexity and enormous challenge to the sector, in part for the reasons enumerated
earlier, individual organizations need help. Our capacity
as grantmakers, in turn, to effect the changes we seek
depends crucially on the vitality of the organizations we
fund. If they are weakened, so are we. More importantly, if we believe that the work of environmental groups
is fundamentally important to Canadian society and
to future generations of Canadians, then we must find
ways to strengthen them. A strong, accountable infrastructure of organizations providing training, advocacy,
information and communication support can help environmental and other groups to learn, adapt and sustain
themselves. As Christine Letts of the Hauser Centre at
Harvard says: “While for-profit managers are awash in
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training, research, and education, and boards and investors encourage them to take these seriously, nonprofit
managers are expected to get heroic results out of their
organizations with few of these supports.”
Until recently, capacity building was low on the list
of funders’ priorities (with some honourable exceptions such as Laidlaw’s support for the Sustainability
Network, and the work of the Vancouver, Kendall and
Brainerd Foundations and some others). It has gained
increased prominence in part because of heightened
concern about results, more competition from the private sector and business models, but especially, I would
argue, because of the chronic under-funding of organizational core costs that I have described above.
Capacity building can take place at the individual,
organizational and sector levels. Limited, focused grants
to address short-term capacity needs, such as a new financial management system, or a strategic planning or
social audit initiative, are the easiest to fund and to evaluate. Although typically not very expensive, they can
have surprisingly large impacts (e.g. McGill McConnell
“anchoring” grants). Capacity-building initiatives aiming
at an overall increase in organizational effectiveness require a longer term commitment and the results must
be measurable in terms of improved performance (i.e.
relevant programs, organizational resilience and sustainability, efficient policies and processes, and skilled
leadership).
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For the past year we have funded a capacity-building
program in five national environmental organizations,
with two other organizations which received similar
support participating in a broader “learning circle.”
From this we have already gained some useful lessons
to guide future such efforts. Among these: the value of
a capacity-building grant depends crucially on where
an organization is in its “life cycle”; it will only work
for an organization that already has a learning culture;
it takes time and real commitment—not surprisingly,
it turns out that everything is linked to everything else!
Among the results we have seen so far is a recognition
of just how important it is for the whole organization
to be aligned around a common mission (not easy when
people are forced to chase grants opportunistically and
skimp on management and internal communications),
and the value of creating a forum for collaboration and
learning—where organizations can share their experience and place their own work in the broader context of
creating a movement.
Finally, there is the need for sector-wide capacity building, which cannot be accomplished by a single
funder or even a small group of funders but which requires a sustained and collaborative approach.
This, too, is not easy. At the present time there is little appetite among funders for this kind of commitment,
whether in the environmental sector or more generally
for the voluntary sector. The reasons are many: speak-
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ing for the McConnell Foundation (which tends, along
with Muttart and Kahanoff, to be the recipient of first
resort for many such requests) I can cite a number of
reasons these proposals are unpopular: the results tend to
be couched in terms of process and are hard to measure;
what is most needed is income to cover core costs; the
Trustees prefer grants to specific organizations for activities of benefit to identifiable groups, etc. But sector infrastructure is a key part of building capacity, and its need is
inversely proportional to the weakness of the sector. For
a compelling reason to support infrastructure one need
go no further than to look at the remarkable facility in
which we are now meeting, the Kahanoff Centre!
For other reasons I direct you to an article in the
most recent NonProfit Quarterly entitled Why Every
Foundation should Fund Infrastructure. “Infrastructure” refers to the intermediary organizations which provide
training, management support, technical assistance, research and policy links, a common voice for advocacy
purposes and a collective identity and platform for collaborative action. Such groupings can also set standards,
benchmark performance, insist on ethical conduct. For
many years I have envied the highly developed infrastructure of the voluntary or “independent” sector in
the US, with its specialized associations, regional and
affinity-based groups, academic centres, etc., all representative of a “mature” sector, but the NonProfit Quarterly article argues that even in the US infrastructure
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is largely supported by a handful of the largest foundations and shifts in their priorities are weakening some of
the key institutions—at a time of increasingly harsh and
critical public scrutiny of the sector.
If you encounter a lack of enthusiasm among your
Board members for such grants, try to build the case
for a degree of infrastructure support which is at least
proportionate to your level of environmental granting.
If you tie grants to specific deliverables such as a training program, add a percentage to help cover operating
costs, or add money to an individual organization’s grant
to enable it to join or subscribe to services. There is a
particular challenge in the environment field, namely
that much of what is needed is in the area of policy development, advocacy, and even litigation—from which
many donors shy away. At the least we need to explain
to our boards why these tools are important and legitimate, and help organizations acquire the skills to operate effectively in the policy arena.
Infrastructure funding and capacity building is
clearly investments in tomorrow. But as funders we have
a responsibility to “take the long view” beyond today’s
grants and the most immediate organizational needs.
We are here as members of CEGN because we believe that environmental destruction, species loss, climate change, etc., represent real and present dangers
to the future of humanity on this planet; we believe that
something can and should be done about it, and that
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time is short. There are not a few of us: apart from those
who have dedicated much of their professional lives to
environmental causes, millions of Canadians share this
concern. Indeed a recent poll sponsored by the Dominion Institute reveals that overall, the environment ranks
second only to education in terms of its importance to
young people. And yet we hear nothing about environmental issues in the present federal election campaign.
Why is there this disconnect? Why has the environmental movement been so unable to take advantage of
the high level of public concern? Why, indeed, does a
considerable proportion of Canadians describe themselves as deeply concerned about the environment yet
shun the term “environmentalist,” which is viewed as
narrow and extreme and exclusionary?
Is it because the public is bombarded by so many
warnings of impending crisis that their common roots
are obscured? Is it because in the never-ending competition for money the messages become ever shriller, while
the opportunities for people to actually get involved and
do something meaningful are frustratingly few? Is it because the conflicting claims of science and pseudo-science appear to cancel each other out, and leave just confusion in their wake? Is it because some people’s passion
for the cause of the environment seems to overwhelm
their concern for the needs of people? Or do we simply
need a new language: “environmentalist,” perhaps like
“feminist” or “humanitarian,” is perceived as carrying
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too much baggage to describe accurately people’s values
and outlook today?
Of course we can speculate endlessly. The question
is, do we have a responsibility to do something about it,
and if so what?
I have already spoken about the need to improve the
financial stability of environmental—and other—organizations, and the particular importance of strengthening infrastructure and building capacity.
But looking ahead we can take advantage of two
factors: the likelihood that the environment is going to
loom ever larger in people’s consciousness—whether
because of the growing awareness of health impacts, the
likelihood of an energy crisis, extreme weather events,
or other factors; and the growing power of a generation
which is motivated to act on environmental issues.
We need to ensure that the environmental movement is positioned to take advantage of these by ensuring
that environment groups are strong and credible; by beginning now to prepare the next generation of leadership,
by ensuring that sustainable development is incorporated
into education systems at all levels. The Green Street program is already reaching 10,000 K–12 schools and involving some 20 environmental organizations as providers of
educational materials, but it needs to be broadened and
sustained, and its involvement of young people strengthened—and this is in a context of education curricula
which by and large do not address sustainability as such.
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I return to the question: how can environmental
grantmakers lead? By doing a better job as grantmakers,
by combining our efforts where appropriate for greater
leverage and impact, and by both funding present needs
and investing in future change. In doing these we have
a specific role as grantmakers, but beyond that we have
a common purpose with the people we fund and the
wider Canadian society. What we do is not just about
projects and grants; it is about the world we bequeath
to our children. Grant seekers and grantmakers are two
sides of the same coin: we have different roles but a
common aim.
It is time, I believe, for us to sit down together to
develop a common strategy to transform a fragmented
collection of organizations and concerned individuals—
including those in the private sector and government—
into a powerful movement for change. We in the granting community have a particular responsibility: we can
choose to fund “smarter”; to ensure the infrastructure
exists to enable a multitude of organizations to turn
their diversity into an asset rather than a liability; and to
invest—in capacity building, leadership development,
opportunities for all Canadians to get involved, and in
particular programs which engage youth and which
place sustainability in the broader framework of equity
and social justice, which for them cannot be dissociated.
We can lead. We have the means. Do we have
the will?

4
Philanthropy in the Era
of Globalization

At “Community Foundations: Symposium on global movement,”
Berlin, Germany, December 2004
I have been asked to reflect on the role of philanthropy in
an era of globalization. There’s nothing new about philanthropy per se, of course. In its older form as charity
it has existed as long as humans have had culture. It was
expressed in the ways in which members of a community took care of their own, in the protection extended to
the poor and powerless, and in the tradition of hospitality offered to the stranger. Examples are provided by the
holy texts of almost all the world’s religions: the righteous man was the man who had charity. In the Christian
tradition this was the Good Samaritan, a parable which
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emphasized the individual act of caring for your neighbour. In the Muslim tradition, charity, or zakat, is one of
the five pillars of the faith, but it is also a communal act
expressed in the concept of takafful, the responsibility of
each Muslim for every other Muslim. In Judaism there is
tzedakah, which is more than charity; it connotes justice
or fairness, giving the poor their due—an obligation incumbent on everyone. Buddha and Zoroaster point to
charity as one of the cornerstones of a well-lived and
righteous life; Confucius said, “It is the spirit of charity
which makes a locality good to dwell in. He who selects
a neighbourhood without regard to this quality cannot
be considered wise.”
What sets “philanthropy” apart from charity is its
emphasis on purpose: to over-simplify, charity comes
from the heart and expects neither recognition nor reward; it is gift in the pure sense. Philanthropy, on the
other hand, is led by the head: it is deliberate and expects to see results. The form of philanthropy that many
of us represent, that of community foundations, is a
comparatively recent phenomenon, but as we can see,
the roots of it extend a long way back. It shares with
charity the notion that “philanthropy builds community,” it is an expression of collective responsibility for the
well-being of all, it enlarges the concept of community
itself.
The other part of the equation, with a more recent
pedigree, is globalization.
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I don’t want to enter into a debate here about
whether globalization is good or bad, liberating or oppressive, the latest stage of the inexorable march of
global capitalism or the last gasp of an economic elite
seeking to control the entire world. Let us just agree
that it is real, and that it is impacting most aspects of
modern life, including the field of philanthropy.
Its impact on philanthropy is illustrated by this gathering which has brought us all to Berlin. We in various
ways demonstrate the reality of an international network of grant-making organizations; in some respects
we reflect similar values, beliefs, structures and ways
of working (many of us are actually called by the same
name, community foundations). But at the same time
we express an extraordinary diversity: we come from
different countries and cultures, with different traditions and attitudes toward charity and philanthropy. This
is a good thing: if I have one message today it is that
even as we celebrate what we have in common we must
equally recognize the value of our differences.

Philanthropy
Let me begin by dispelling some misconceptions about
philanthropy.
First, philanthropy is not a replacement for government. This may seem self-evident to you but much of
the research and writing about philanthropy tends to
come from the US, which has a very different political
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culture from most of the world (even more of a truism since last month’s election!). The vibrant tradition
of philanthropy in the US, the sheer scale of many of its
largest foundations and of the sector as a whole is mesmerizing. It is not surprising that it becomes the model
and benchmark for much of what is happening in other
parts of the world.
The American political culture is on the whole
suspicious of government; in Ronald Reagan’s phrase,
“Government is not the solution to our problems; government is the problem.” Americans as a people are remarkably generous in their support of a variety of public
and community institutions that in other societies would
be supported by the state. Furthermore, Americans
match their distrust or skepticism of government with a
corresponding willingness to allocate their own wealth
to the support of education, the relief of poverty or the
tackling of societal problems. One could argue that the
relative role and power of the philanthropic sector in the
US is out of balance, that almost all social innovations
now arise from a private interest and personal wealth;
and indeed there is a lively debate going on now on this
very topic. Some in the US Congress are demanding
greater regulation of foundations and not-for-profits, in
part due to a few abuses and instances of misconduct
by foundation and charity trustees and staff. Books have
explored the “politicization” of foundations and have
alleged that the rightward march of popular opinion
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has been the result of a deliberate strategy of targeting
grants to ideological think-tanks by highly conservative
foundations and individuals.
In most of the world however, organized philanthropy is neither so large-scale nor so ambitious. It is seen as
an instrument to do what government is unable to do,
to meet particular needs, to explore new approaches to
solving social problems, to channel individual generosity and initiative into improved wellbeing for all—these
are important but cannot be confused with the overall
responsibility of government to assure people’s security
and basic needs are met.
What is unique about philanthropy, in fact, is that
it brings together personal choice and collective wellbeing. Its “value proposition,” if you like, is the way in
which it taps the private satisfaction of the donor (and
there must be a donor, else there is no philanthropic act)
and the meeting of important social needs. In a world of
polarities—good/bad, right/wrong, rich/poor, mine/
yours—philanthropy creates a bridge. It links the private and the public—personal commitment, individual
initiative, private wealth and public good, collective responsibility, community well-being. It says, “We are not
islands; we can choose, freely, to act for the common
good.”
It is not coincidental, of course, that the rapid rise
of organized philanthropy has taken place at the same
time as the opening up of formerly authoritarian societ-
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ies. Many observers have linked the overthrow of dictatorial regimes with the rise of civil society around the
world, of which public and private foundations are an
important part. But that does not necessarily mean that
governments and philanthropic organizations are in opposition to one another.
Much of our work can and should be complementary. Government provides the framework that allows
civil society to develop and flourish. Philanthropic organizations provide the “social venture capital” to try new
approaches, and they respond to the particular needs,
the neglected issues, the vulnerable groups in society.
But the problems which humanity faces today far transcend the ability of any single sector to solve: enterprises, governments and civil society must all be engaged.
For civil society the choice is not between refusing to
cooperate or being co-opted by the state. Our responsibility is to help build better governance structures, not
to replace government; to make government accountable to the citizens, not to create an alternative power
structure.
This brings me to the second point I want to make:
that philanthropy is not a substitute for social justice. The
two over-riding challenges of our time—the danger of
ecological collapse and the persistent gap between rich
and poor, the haves and have-nots, in virtually every society—cannot be met simply by more generous giving.
What is needed is something much greater, a generosity
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of the spirit. By this I mean an ability and willingness
to embrace others, (and especially others—the stranger, the “different,” the “foreign”), and to see the world
more as Aboriginal peoples see it—not received as an
inheritance from our parents but held as a trust for our
grandchildren. As someone has described it, what we
need is not to pour knowledge into people’s heads but
to grind a new set of eyeglasses so that we see the world
in a different way.
The justice dimension runs deep in philanthropy
just as it does in religious belief. But let’s be honest,
there is also much that is self-interested, elitist, comfortable with the status quo. This may be particularly
true of community-based philanthropy. We know that
communities are rarely homogeneous, that power is
not evenly distributed, and that even the most open and
accountable institutions tend to reflect the views and
values of those with the greatest wealth and influence.
Community foundations must constantly ask themselves, “Are we representing our entire community, are
we providing a space for all its members to contribute
to its betterment? Do our priorities always reflect Gandhi’s dictum that a society is judged by how it treats the
most vulnerable among its citizens?”
The final misconception is that philanthropy is essentially about giving money. This is a very incomplete
view. For most people, what they have to give is not
money but their time. Lester Salmon in his book Global
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Civil Society compares rates of giving in 36 countries
around the world. Not surprisingly, in looking at cash
donations, the US rates very highly (at about 1 percent of GDP, excluding donations to religious organizations), but when one includes volunteer time, some
European countries and Tanzania rank higher than the
US We need to be reminded that philanthropy is not
about the relationship between donor money and recipient project, but a relationship between people, the
tangible expression of human solidarity and strengthening of community.
This is particularly relevant for community foundations struggling to amass funds and grow their endowments: private foundations often start because a wealthy
donor has amassed a fortune; the challenge is what to
do with it. Community foundations, on the other hand,
have to build their endowments, which takes a lot of
time and effort. Indeed, it can seem that nothing can
be done until there is money in the bank. In fact, we
need to remind ourselves constantly that money is just
a means, not the end. The end is to build healthy communities, and community foundations do that by giving
leadership; by providing a common space for people to
meet, take stock of what they have in common and address problems; and to gather the resources—all the resources—they need to reach their goals. It may be that
community foundations in Europe, which are as likely to
be operating foundations as grantmakers, are in this re-
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spect better models for their counterparts in other parts
of the world, particularly in countries where the threat
of inflation makes permanent endowments suspect.

Globalization
What impact does globalization have on philanthropy?
It helps us to see the world in a different way. It enlarges our concept of community. The history of human
progress is in large measure about how our notion of
community has grown from the family to the clan to the
ethnic or religious group we belong to, to the nationstate and finally to the emergent global society of which
we are all part—with a corresponding increase in our
sense of responsibility and shared destiny.
In an interconnected “globalized” world, all problems become everybody’s problems: disease, conflict,
pollution spread rapidly and affect each of us no matter where they originate. The scale of the challenge is
daunting, and an easy response is to conclude that there
is little that individuals can do. But stretching our perspective to embrace the world and our time horizon to
hundreds of years, not just a decade or two, will not
happen by government decree or spontaneously by the
“hidden hand” of the market. All of us must be involved
in bringing about this sea-change; there is no alternative.
That new technologies collapse time and space,
allowing people to talk to each other and act together
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across borders and time zones, is not a novel idea. What
is more striking is that while we talk about it, in general adults don’t quite “get it.” For the next generation
however, it is not so much a new idea as a reality they
experience. Young people are connected in a way that
seems natural and organic. An organization based in Toronto called TakingITGlobal, which is run by 20-yearolds, electronically connects over 80,000 (and growing
by 5,000 a month) young people from 190 countries
around the world. This global online community allows
participants to meet, discuss, explore ideas, strategize
and collaborate. A young person from the Ukraine can
talk about his or her fears and hopes about the promise
of political change, with someone from Latvia or Nigeria.Youth connect with others who share their interests,
they access information, they conspire to create a better
world. In the words of one participant, Haseeb from Afghanistan, “I have met so many great young people from
different parts of the world. I started to have faith that
I will not lack support, ideas, and help with whatever
positive movement I start and whatever change I aim to
bring about.” (And to counter the charge that this form
of electronic communication is accessible only to people
in rich countries, it is worth pointing out that while the
largest number of members are in North America, the
second largest are in Africa!).
Expanding our definition of community means that
we fix our sights not just on the local actions that we can
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take to improve things in our own neighbourhoods, but
on the global problems of war, hunger, HIV/AIDS, poverty, the oppression of women. Some might well ask,
“Don’t these large problems overwhelm us, make us feel
powerless?”
They can, but we need to focus also on the ways
that philanthropy is responding—in the many small
actions supported locally that together add up to real
change, and in the larger initiatives, like the Gates Foundation program to develop vaccines to eliminate certain
widespread diseases. The Treaty to Ban Landmines was
launched by civil society and it succeeded because of the
partnership forged between sympathetic governments
and philanthropy-funded NGOs. The award of the 2004
Nobel Prize for Peace to Kenyan environmentalist and
peace activist Wangari Maathai is a welcome tribute to
the effectiveness of local grassroots action, supported by
international foundations.
By collapsing space and time, making communications nearly instantaneous and creating networks of
knowledge and shared values around the world, globalization has radically expanded the opportunities for
effective philanthropy. Old patterns of a north-south
interaction, with money and knowledge flowing in one
direction, are being supplanted by more complex interrelationships: northern and southern organizations collaborate through sharing resources and knowledge, and
in this sharing much of the innovation and creativity
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come from the south. The Ashoka Foundation, to give
one example, identifies and funds a handful of exceptional “social entrepreneurs” each year—but those individuals, located in India and Brazil and South Africa and
dozens of other countries, use their knowledge of local
needs and possibilities to leverage system-wide change.
According to a recent study, 59 percent of Ashoka Fellows have had national policy impact in their country,
and the average Fellow is providing direct service to
374,000 people.
This epitomizes the catalytic effect of linking community knowledge and assets with global contacts,
experience and resources. Philanthropy is also finding
new forms: the boundary between economic enterprise
and social mission blurs as not-for-profits launch revenue-generating ventures to diversify their funding and
increase their autonomy. The Internet allows organizations to connect with funders directly through initiatives
like Global Giving, which is an online “marketplace” for
practical local projects seeking support. It was created
by Pierre Omidyar, founder of eBay, based on the same
principle of linking demand and supply electronically.
I do not want to suggest naively that the opportunities created by globalization are all positive. There is a
shadow side too. Conflicts, particularly civil conflicts,
often over resources and usually fuelled by easy access
to arms, are characterized now by unprecedented brutality. In recent years foreign and local aid workers have
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been targeted for attack and kidnapping to the point that
the very notion of disinterested humanitarian assistance
to the victims of conflict is at risk. Meantime the fight
against international terrorism is leading some governments to impose controls and restrictions on the use of
philanthropic dollars that may stifle the trend to greater
cross-border resource flows.
So, to conclude, how is globalization affecting philanthropy? The inspiration for human fellow-feeling and
its expression in individual acts of kindness and generosity continue to feed philanthropy as they always have.
But globalization challenges us to see the whole world as
our community, and to understand that the injustices
and environmental threats affecting others, affect us too.
It forces us to see our world through new eyes. Fortunately, with this new realization comes a new capacity
to connect, to communicate, and most importantly, to act!
This gathering is a reflection of that new global reality—an international network of people who share values, who exchange experiences, who come together to
learn and to re-dedicate themselves to the effective use
of philanthropy to build a more peaceful, prosperous
and inclusive global community. I predict that in years to
come, community foundations, as an expression of that
spirit, will grow in scale and number and will take on
forms and activities that we can today scarcely imagine.
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5
Social Venture Philanthropy

At SocialVenture Partners Calgary’s Million Dollar Celebration,
Calgary, Alberta, May 26, 2005
It is a particular honour to be invited to join you in Calgary tonight for Social Venture Partners’ Million Dollar Celebration. This city has consistently pioneered innovation in philanthropic practice in Canada. You have
been blessed with leadership which has influence country-wide—people like Martha Parker and Jim Grey, the
Newalls and Jim Dinning and others too numerous to
mention, and to this list I would now add the Zumwalts,
who introduced SVP here. The Kahanoff Centre is a
unique model that other communities would like to be
able to emulate. And of course you have blazed a trail in
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starting Social Venture Partners Calgary, which we are
celebrating here.
I would like to recognize two achievements tonight:
the first is Social Venture Partners’ work in pioneering
new thinking about philanthropy in Canada; and the second is its success in engaging a new cohort of philanthropists—people who have decided to contribute their
money, their time, and their personal commitment to
finding solutions to some enduring social problems in
their community.
Let me talk about the concept of social venture
philanthropy first—or what some people prefer to call
“engaged philanthropy” to escape the business connotations of venture capital. What is it, how new is it, why
is it important, what is its potential to change the way
philanthropy is understood and practiced?
I don’t need to belabour a definition of social
venture philanthropy for this group. You know better
than I how it takes philanthropy beyond “business-asusual” funding for worthwhile organizations. But let’s
be clear—it is not totally new: many of the giants of
North American philanthropy, men like Andrew Carnegie and John D. Rockefeller, were highly engaged in
their philanthropic pursuits. Closer to home, John Wilson McConnell, who in 1937 created the foundation
that bears his name, was a very hands-on donor. Much
of his generosity was devoted to founding or building
lasting institutions like the Montreal Neurological Insti-
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tute (which he co-founded with the Rockefeller Foundation) and McGill University. Most beneficiaries of his
largesse were organizations with which he maintained
very direct contacts, like the YMCA and the Boys’ and
Girls’ Clubs.
Engaged philanthropy adds value not because it is
new, but because it responds to a new set of needs in
the community. Philanthropy is constantly evolving, as
it moves from its initial expression as charity—giving
alms, helping others as enjoined by every major religious faith—toward a more deliberate activity designed
not just to palliate suffering but to provide a remedy;
in short, to go from sheltering the homeless to asking,
“Why are they homeless, and what can we do about it?”
There will always be a need for charity, but more
and more today we expect that giving, like investing,
should have some kind of return—it should produce results beyond just feeling good about oneself. When resources are limited, as they are today, we feel even more
strongly that they should be used in a way that produces
the greatest effect. And this is where social venture philanthropy becomes important.
If early philanthropists were every bit as engaged as
yourselves, that didn’t prevent a certain hardening of
the arteries as their individual roles became institutionalized through the foundations they established to carry
on their work. This was not malign; institutionalization
happens: personal passion and commitment slowly but
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surely morphs into bureaucratic norms, the routine of
processing grant applications, the setting of program
priorities and funding parameters. Over time, philanthropy takes on some of the trappings of an industry
(notably in the US), people enter into it as a career, and
we have the emergence of a “grants economy,” which is
to the real economy as sponsorship funding is to paying
for actual goods and services.
This may sound as though I am denigrating foundations and the people who work in them, which is not my
intention. I am one of them and proud of the work we do
at McConnell, but I recognize the power of entropy, the
deadening effect of routine. One of the key challenges
we face is to remain open and responsive. Business and
governments have to change, the former to remain viable in the face of constant competition and the latter
because at least once every four years they must answer
to voters. The world of philanthropy is somewhat insulated from the need to change, and—for donors at
least—quite comfortable. Accountability tends to be
one-way, from recipient to donor, and honest feedback
ranges from limited to non-existent.
We know that change is needed. It is not just that
we have a much more competitive fundraising environment. The way money is now provided often has perverse effects: donors are “quirky,” they sometimes seem
to suffer from ADD; successful organizations are unrecognized or unrewarded (since raising “too much money”
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is a reason to cut the next year’s budget); honest assessment is penalized, so that organizational learning is discouraged; and risks are borne almost exclusively by the
weaker partner.
In the past, these perverse effects were not so important. Government was the largest funder of charitable activity in Canada, and its funding tended to be
stable, long-term and cover operating costs. But in the
’90s, as a result of budget-cutting and a heightened
concern over accountability, government funds—like
corporate and foundation money—shifted from a program to a project basis. Now organizations are forced to
compete for projects, and there is little or nothing for
“overheads”—in other words, for investing in staff and
infrastructure to ensure that organizations can improve
their work and remain viable over the long term.Worse,
we are asking charitable organizations to act like businesses while denying them the tools any business would
consider indispensable.
It is obvious why “social venture philanthropy” or
high-engagement philanthropy has brought a corrective
focus to many of these problems. Beyond your achievements here in Calgary you are demonstrating that these
failings in the operating methods of many donors can be
corrected. And that can only be positive for the whole
field of philanthropy in Canada.
Of course, challenges remain. SVP Calgary is barely four-and-a-half years old. Where will you be in 25
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years? I can’t tell you that, but I can give you an example from the McConnell Foundation’s experience. As
I mentioned earlier, this foundation was set up in 1937,
which makes us one of the oldest in Canada. But we
are very different today from what we were when the
Foundation was essentially an extension of Mr. McConnell’s personal giving—to organizations and causes he
was involved in or committed to. We are more likely to
initiate programs ourselves, and not just respond to requests. We don’t have discrete program themes like the
environment or health, but rather address large-scale
societal challenges, like how to help citizens actively
contribute to community-building, and how to ensure
our communities are able to respond to economic, social or demographic change. More often than not we
fund programs, not discrete projects, and the funding
can extend for eight to ten years rather than the two to
three years of a decade ago. Most crucially, a concern
for the long-term sustainability of our initiatives means
that we find ourselves often engaged in some form of
systems change, that is, a permanent shift in how things
are done or how resources are allocated.
ArtsSmarts, a Foundation initiative to give children
opportunities to experience the arts both to improve
learning outcomes and to develop an appreciation for
creative expression and (we hope) a lifelong appreciation for the arts, has spread to every province and the
NWT. Since our ability to sustain this is necessarily lim-
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ited, the program was designed to impact educational
policy—to convince teachers, parents, school boards
and Departments of Education of the need to re-direct
funding into arts-infused education because of the results
it produces, and it is doing just that. Our program to provide respite for caregivers started off working with nine
organizations across Canada to identify best practices.
We learned that existing programs often focused on the
receiver of care, not the care provider, and that respite
was not a service but the outcome experienced by the
provider. By building in an explicit policy component,
the respite to caregivers program has begun to influence
the federal government’s recent initiative to recognize
and support the role of family care-givers in Canada’s
health system.
I mention these just to demonstrate how profoundly institutions can change if they remain flexible and
responsive to new needs, and open to learn from the
experiences of new actors in the field, like SVP. It is a
truism that what defines our time is constant change,
just as it is a truism that with age both people and institutions grow to resist change. That means in philanthropy we must constantly challenge ourselves, and remind ourselves why we are doing what we are doing.
Building the capacity of the organizations we fund is one
of the cornerstones of “engagement philanthropy” and
has become highly influential in recent years. But we
need to remind ourselves that our goal is not just more
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capable organizations and more stable revenues. Our
goal, wherever possible, is social change, and for that
you must believe change is possible. If children are coming to school hungry and not prepared to learn, the first
response, of course, is to provide them with a nutritious
meal. The next is to ask, why does this situation exist,
or persist? Can something be done to address the cause,
not just the symptom? Our goal, after all, is to ensure
children have the best possible start in life, not to be
substitute parents.
As SVP Calgary matures you will encounter—or
have done already—problems, and some possible limitations of a social venture approach may emerge. One
issue concerns recognizing successful programs by giving them the means to “grow to scale,” as would happen with a business. A simplistic view would say this is a
self-evident proposition: if an activity is benefiting one
group, why not extend it to as many others as possible?
Well, the McConnell Foundation has learned something
about this through some 20 grants to disseminate proven successful program ideas in widely different fields.
We have learned that most of the business models don’t
apply—replicating, cloning, franchising, and so on. The
value of voluntary organizations is not in generalizing an
approach (that is what governments do: standardize and
make a service universally available). Rather it is their
ability to tailor a program or service to meet specific
needs.
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A second issue you will face, or have already, is that
of “exit strategy.” In a commercial start-up there is an
IPO or other mechanism that allows investors to get
their money back. The equivalent for not-for-profits
used to be the “hand-over” to another donor or to government for continued funding. That rarely happens
anymore, so how do you cut a grantee loose, or avoid
having all your resources committed indefinitely to the
same small group of recipients? This is why at McConnell we have found ourselves having to address the need
for “system change” if projects are to be sustainable over
the long term; in other words a permanent shift in the
regulatory environment on resource flows that will ensure continuity. But if systemic change is indeed a condition of success, it won’t occur haphazardly—it must be
designed into the project from the very beginning. In
other words, the exit strategy cannot be separated from
the initial decision to fund.
Finally, there is the question of control. Engagement
in its most positive form is about sharing risk and sharing resources, not just money, but ideas, management
skills, social networks and so on to enhance results. But
it is not always positive. Voluntary organizations have to
respond to many forces, not all of them harmonious—
the groups they serve, donors, volunteers, and others.
It is in order to manage them that they have volunteer
boards. A single powerful donor, no matter how wellintentioned—especially one combining money and
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expertise—can take control away from the board and
usurp responsibility that should be vested in the organization itself.
The second reason I gave at the beginning of my
comments for saluting SVP Calgary is that you have
introduced a new cohort to the practice of philanthropy—and a form of philanthropy that engages their full
range of talents, enthusiasm and commitment. This is
important—of course, philanthropy (and I am not talking here of charity) long ago moved away from being the
privilege of truly wealthy people. The rise of community foundations has encouraged people even of modest means to be philanthropic and in so doing it democratized the field to everyone’s benefit. But a growing
challenge in the charitable or voluntary sector is how to
remain relevant to people who are not content to simply be passive donors. United Ways are finding it more
difficult to raise undesignated “general” revenues to allocate among their member agencies in the face of competing appeals that offer more hands-on opportunities.
The enduring appeal of international child sponsorship
programs testifies to people’s desire for connection. Faceless appeals, the flood of interchangeable requests we
receive through the mailbox (practically the only thing
we receive through our mailboxes these days!) just don’t
do it.
People value the opportunity to connect because
in that act they create community. In a mobile world of
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virtual relationships, people feel the need to participate
in a real community, to engage with others to address
needs and contribute to the public good. Increasingly it
is through our voluntary activities that we can express
our values, contributing time and effort to the causes
we deem important—to ourselves, our communities
and our society. This is where we answer the question,
“What kind of Canada do we want?” And it is through
participation that we build shared values, which are the
basis for community.
John Gardner in his book On Leadership wrote: “Families and communities are the ground-level generators
and preservers of values and ethical systems. No society
can remain vital—or even survive—without a reasonable basis of shared values, and such values are not established by some edict from lofty levels of society. They
are created in families, schools, churches, organizations
and other intimate settings in which people deal with
one another face to face. The ideals of justice, cultural
diversity/inclusiveness, and compassion are nurtured in
communities.”
I want to close by saying that effective philanthropy
always asks three questions: first, what needs to be done?
The answer to that question is found in each one of you,
in whatever moves and motivates you. There is no shortage of causes, and the only limits to action are those of
lack of imagination and lack of will. Second, how can we
make a difference? And the answer to that lies in observ-
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ing, learning, experimenting, innovating and constantly
adapting. Finally, and most importantly, why are we doing this? The answer to that is because we care, because
we are citizens who have a stake in building a better
community and a better world, because we want our
children to enjoy all the benefits and opportunities available in our very fortunate country, and because while
no doubt there will always be social pathologies, we will
never concede that they are inevitable or that we are
powerless to address them.

6
Convocation Address
at Dalhousie University

At his Convocation as he was awarded the degree of
Doctor of Laws, at Dalhousie University,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 2005
Mr. Chancellor, President Traves, honoured guests,
faculty, and—most importantly—fellow graduates,
parents, supporters and family.
This is the part of the ceremony when you, who
have worked hard and postponed many earthly pleasures to earn your degree, have to pause briefly to listen to someone who hasn’t, give you gratuitous advice
which you will promptly ignore. The good news is that
it is only ten minutes, and there is no test.
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Nonetheless, as they say of the body at an Irish
wake, it has to be there, even if no one expects it to have
much to say!
Faculty members and those of you who make a
habit of collecting degrees will know that convocation
speeches consist of equal parts congratulations to the
graduates, earnest pointers on how to live the good
life, and a rapid tour d’horizon of the challenges you will
face. The congratulations are the easy part, and they are
heartfelt. I salute your achievement not just because you
have worked hard to earn it, but also because—let’s be
honest—we need you out there. There are some big
problems in the world, and we’d rather you not waste
any time before tackling them.
A few years ago the American journalist Tom Brokaw wrote a book titled The Greatest Generation. It wasn’t
about my generation; it was about the generation that
lived through the Depression and the Second World
War, that defeated Nazism and set the foundations for
economic prosperity that has lasted pretty much until
the present day—at least for those of us lucky enough
to be born in the rich world. The generation of my parents and your grandparents. Strangely enough, it was
a generation that mostly did not have the benefit of
post-secondary education—but we won’t pursue that
thought now.
I am sorry to say that if Mr. Brokaw gets around to
writing a sequel, a book about my generation, it won’t
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even be titled “the second-best generation.” We grew
up—in North America—in prosperity, and mainly in
peace. We graduated into waiting jobs or we traveled
the world, or we volunteered to teach in the newly independent former colonies. We accepted all this as our
due, and yes, we wanted to change the world. We were
sincere about changing the world; we just didn’t see any
particular need to change ourselves. In fact, not to put it
too crassly, we sometimes thought that what was needed
was for the world to be more like us!
In a way, we started off well, with the struggles for
civil rights in the US, and against apartheid in South
Africa. But then we got distracted, or maybe just too
comfortable. We never quite got around to addressing
the situation of Aboriginal peoples right here in Canada,
and before we knew it, it seemed perfectly natural that
the ratio between highest paid and the lowest paid in our
workplaces should grow from 7 X to 70 X.
We inherited the greatest opportunities to change
the world lastingly for the better that any generation has
had in the history of humanity. Our parents showed the
way with the Marshall Plan to rebuild war-shattered Europe. We had an even greater opportunity, to overcome
the legacy of a century or two of colonialism, to bridge
the divide between the world’s privileged and the dispossessed, and we had 25 years of wealth creation to
do it with. We failed. No, we didn’t fail; we didn’t try.
We witnessed the collapse of communism and the end
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of the Cold War, potentially freeing up billions to create a better life for everyone on the planet—adequate
education and health care, opportunity and a decent
standard of living, hell, even just a modicum of human
dignity, but tax cuts and more disposable income for the
better-off seemed more urgent. We didn’t intend not to
leave enough oil for you and your children, but those
SUVs are thirsty critters! We saw that it was possible to
eradicate scourges that had plagued mankind forever—
like smallpox and polio—at no great cost, but then the
HIV/AIDS pandemic came along and found Stephen
Lewis and a handful of community activists crying in the
desert, begging for the resources that could potentially
save millions. Besides, we had to work on a cure for obesity, and ADD.
Well, as Margaret Atwood said, when you spill
milk, after you finish crying you are left with a glass that
is either half empty or half full. I think we are giving you
the glass half empty, but if I were in your place I would
see it as half full.
There is after all a silver lining to my generation’s
dereliction of duty (or ADD, if you prefer).You will have
the responsibility and honour of finishing what we only
started: you will be able to finally find the cure for many
of today’s diseases; you will get us off our crack addiction to fossil fuels and onto more sustainable alternatives; you will make real our claim to see others as our
equals by re-fashioning our global economic system so
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that it doesn’t just serve the interests of the well-off and
more powerful.
But you will also be tempted, as we were, to postpone those hard tasks in favour of some short-term gratification, to give in to the comforting feeling of powerlessness (“What difference can one person make?”), to
succumb to the invidious message, “Be realistic!” which
really signifies, “Accept the status quo.”
Why do I think it will be different for you than for us?
We were luckier, in a sense.We thought we had the luxury of not having to choose—maybe it is true our ecological life-support systems are degrading, and three million
souls perished in the Congo and our political leaders have
still not honoured the pledges they made over a decade
ago to eradicate child poverty in Canada, but it is hard
to change human nature, and who are we to intervene
in others’ quarrels, and government isn’t our collective
instrument to manage society but a meddlesome tool in
the hands of corrupt and incompetent bureaucrats. We’ll
get around to dealing with the problems in good time.
Well, the good time is here, and, as Oscar Wilde
said, “The basis for optimism is simple terror.” We are
near a tipping point, when change will come whether
we choose it or not. We can’t know what will finally tip
us over—climate change, or the revolt of those who can
see—but not share—our prosperity, or the slow but epochal shift of global economic power from Europe and
North America to Asia.
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Thomas’ Theorem in sociology says, “What is perceived as real is real in its consequences.” If your generation thinks it must and can change the world, you will
change the world. You have the resources, you have the
education, all that you have to do is supply the critical
faculties Dalhousie has honed to see through the “I’m all
right, Jack” images purveyed by the media, the easy cynicism that kept many of the best of my generation aloof
from involvement in politics, and the fear of failure that
provides an alibi against trying. You will fail, sometimes;
otherwise you are not setting your goals high enough.
But as Marianne Williamson says, “Our deepest fear is
not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we
are powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our
darkness, that most frightens us.”
I see evidence of that light every day in the young
social entrepreneurs and innovators who are bringing
their intelligence, their plugged-in knowledge of the
world, and their formidable energy to tackle urgent social and economic problems both in Canada and abroad.
They fill me with optimism! And they, unlike many of
us, understand that to change the world you must first
change yourself; you must be the change you seek!
It bears repeating on this momentous day: you are
powerful, and you are blessed. An unknown author
wrote:
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If you woke up this morning with more health than
illness, you are more blessed than the million who
will not survive this week.
If you have never experienced the danger of battle,
the loneliness of imprisonment, the agony of torture, or the pangs of starvation, you are ahead of
500 million people in the world.
If you have food in the refrigerator, clothes on your
back, a roof overhead and a place to sleep, you are
richer than 75 percent of this world.
If you have money in the bank, in your wallet, and
spare change in a dish someplace, you are among the
top 8 percent of the world’s wealthy.
If you hold up your head with a smile on your face
and are truly thankful, you are blessed because the
majority can, but most do not.

Let me close by quoting the great American philosopher, Dr. Seuss:
You have brains in your heads.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
Any direction you choose.
You’re on your own. And you know what you know.
And YOU are the guy who’ll decide where to go!

To all of you, Bon voyage! The world awaits… and needs
you!
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7
Change, Connect,
Imagine, and Inspire

At the 2005 YMCA International Conference,
Montreal, Quebec, October 2005
I am honoured and delighted to be with you tonight,
and the following story will explain, in part, why: one
hundred and fifteen years ago a boy of 14 left his family
and the poor rural community of Bracebridge in Ontario to go to the big city, Toronto, to seek his fortune.
In Toronto, ambitious but with only a basic education, he
joined the YMCA, which had been established there in
1853, two years after the first one was set up in North
America, here in Montreal. What he received there was
what the Toronto Y promised: support for the “social,
intellectual and spiritual development” of young men
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such as himself, newly arrived from the countryside.
Around 1900, with growing success, he moved to the
then metropolis of Canada, Montreal, where again one
of his first acts was to join the YMCA. In 1906 we pick
up a paper trail, the record of a monthly gift of ten dollars (200 dollars in today’s value) out of his modest salary to the YMCA; by 1909 his name is associated with a
$320,000 (about $6 million in today’s money) campaign
to move and expand the Y from its original location on
what is now Dominion Square in downtown Montreal
to its present Drummond Street site. That money was
raised in just 13 days—and it served as a model for the
first-ever Endowment Campaign for McGill University
in 1911, and later for the wartime War Bonds and Victory Loan campaigns which helped to finance the First
World War. The 14-year-old, as you may have guessed,
was named John Wilson McConnell. He went on to
become one of the most successful men in Canada and
to endow the foundation that bears his name. Mr. McConnell never forgot the support, the training, and the
values he found at the Y, and over the years he repaid it
richly.
On the face of it this is not an unusual story and I am
sure many of you here could tell your own version of it.
And perhaps that is what is unusual about it: an organization with a history of over 150 years of community service, an organization which embodies a mix of physical,
intellectual, and spiritual values, an organization which
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has always had a door open for the marginalized—then,
youth arriving from the countryside, now, refugees and
immigrants, First Nations people, inner city children
and single mothers—an organization at once intensely
local in its commitment and focus, and universal in its
values and aspirations.
The theme of your meeting is: Inspire, Imagine, Connect, and Change.
I would like to speak to each of these, but in reverse
order. First, Change:
It is easy to be glib: we talk about change, at some
level we experience it, we have an economy that drives
it and is driven by it—but do we actually understand
it? Are we engaged with it, or just surfing its superficial
aspects, its novelty and faddishness?
Change can be viewed ecologically: if we observe
nature we see rapid but superficial change in the succeeding seasons of the year. We also see slower but more
profound change as landscapes evolve over decades,
trees colonizing fields, streams carving new waterways,
and so on. At a yet deeper level, the earth’s atmosphere
cools and warms over centuries and millennia, and species evolve and die out. And finally, at the deepest geological level change is practically invisible as the earth’s
crust moves and shifts, mountains erode and are pushed
up, and stars explode into being and nothingness.
Mostly, we observe change at the most superficial
level: we welcome the ever-shifting panorama of the
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seasons. We in North America have a culture that embraces and celebrates novelty. But we balance this with
a deeper need for stability, a yearning for permanence,
and perhaps also a fear that for us, the privileged, real
change means giving up things we value, be it security,
wealth, or advantage.
So we are ambivalent about change. We can look
around and see things that cry out for redress—profligate and wasteful energy use for example, or social
injustice—and we are moved to do something about
them. But, with the exception of a few saints, we would
like that this something does not create undue pain or
disruption in our lives, because finally we lack conviction that we can do anything truly effective to resolve
these issues. In the haunting words of Leonard Cohen:
Everybody knows that the dice are loaded
Everybody rolls with their fingers crossed
Everybody knows that the war is over
Everybody knows that the good guys lost
Everybody knows that the fight was fixed
The poor stay poor, the rich get rich
That’s how it goes
Everybody knows

Well, I believe that we are at a point in human history
when the changes we observe are more profound than
winter succeeding fall, or even the transformation of
landscapes.We are instead facing a number of “ultimata.”
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Let me give three examples: weapons of mass destruction (WMDs), environmental degradation, and global
poverty. “Ultimatum” is a strong word, but I think it is
warranted because each of these challenges now requires
urgent human action or our very future is imperiled.
What brings each of these to a crisis point is our unwillingness as a society to address them effectively over the
past 50 years. But we can no longer shrug these off with
an off-hand, “Everybody knows, that’s just the way it is.”
With WMDs, the genie is out of the bottle. For 50
years after World War II the spread of WMDs could be
controlled by a small number of state actors, mainly the
two so-called superpowers, using the doctrine of mutually assured destruction. The end of the Cold War presented us with the opportunity to destroy the stockpiles
and to take decisive steps to prevent proliferation. What
has happened instead is that the existing nuclear powers
refused to engage in any discussion of meaningful arms
reductions for themselves and consequently we are now
witnessing a rapid proliferation of WMDs—in Iran,
North Korea, South Asia, to name a few—and likely
also to various terrorist and criminal organizations. We
faced a moment of historic opportunity and we didn’t
seize it. It is a nightmare of failed leadership, the consequences of which may place our entire future in doubt.
That is one ultimatum; a second is the consequences
of environmental degradation. To take but one aspect, it
doesn’t really matter whether global warming is a re-
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sult of human activity or a natural, recurring process.
The evidence is overwhelming that climate change is
occurring; the only debate among serious scientists is
how rapidly, and whether we can adapt in time. Even
if the climate is changing as part of a natural cycle, we
are going to have to try to slow it down by limiting the
impact of human activities. But again, instead of awareness of the gathering crisis bringing all the inhabitants of
this planet together to face a common threat, we have
finger-pointing, prevarication and posturing.
Finally, there is global poverty—though some may
argue that here we do not really face an “ultimatum”
because unlike WMDs and climate change, poverty is
part of the human condition and always has been. That
may have been true, but in the 21st century we know
that there is nothing “inevitable” about poverty. In fact,
just five years ago world leaders at the UN Millennium
Summit established a set of eight “Millennium Development Goals” to be attained by 2015, which would
have the effect of, among other things, halving extreme
poverty (defined as living on less than $1 a day), halting the spread of HIV/AIDS and providing universal
primary education. The leaders agreed that these Goals
were realistic, achievable, and they solemnly committed
themselves to work together to realize them. It would
require more aid, certainly, and critically, some painful
accommodation to improve terms of trade, access to
rich country markets, etc.—but it is doable.
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The most recent report on progress toward the
Goals, released by the UN before this year’s General
Assembly meeting, gives a mixed picture. The poverty
rate has undoubtedly improved in East Asia and Latin
America, but in Africa and Southern Asia millions more
people are hungry and half of the children under age five
are chronically malnourished. Eleven million children
a year—30,000 a day—die of preventable or treatable
causes.
My point here is not to argue that the glass is halfempty or half-full. The last quarter century has witnessed much progress too: contrary to popular impression the incidence of conflict, for example, has declined
by some 40 percent according to a recent study released
by the Human Security Report; the younger generation, especially in Europe, is “thinking green” both in its
personal values and political behaviour; long-standing
inequalities between men and women, the so-called
gender gap, is beginning to close—not just in the West
but in poorer countries, as evidenced by rising female
attendance at primary school.
The point is that some of us have become anesthetized, our sense of moral outrage dulled. Whether the
glass is half-full or half-empty, there is room for improvement, reason to re-double our efforts—not to sit back and
say “Well, things appear to be getting better.”The UN Report points out that the very poor are getting poorer; after a number of years of decline the number of people liv-
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ing with hunger is increasing again, and half of child deaths
are due to malnutrition. And lest we think this is due to
the particularities or inefficiencies of the South, we need
to remind ourselves that the increase in the number of
Americans living in poverty is growing three times as fast
as the population as a whole. In Washington D.C., capital
of the richest country in the world, infant mortality rates
are twice the national average and half of all children live
in poverty, twice the proportion just five years ago.
We can redress these things. OECD member country official aid, at around $80 billion, is at a record high,
but we need to compare it with the $300 billion these
same countries provide in agricultural subsidies to their
farmers—incentives to over-produce which, when coupled with barriers to our markets for developing country farmers, deprive Southern countries of at least $100
billion in benefits (as per the World Bank)—the fruits of
their work, not our “aid.”
These are statistics; they inform, but they do not
engage. So what are the implications of all this for those
of us who are here in this room? Quite simply, that we
have to make a choice, we have to decide that facing up
to the “ultimata” I have just described is no longer optional, no longer something we can put off for the next
generation to worry about. That decision, even if it involves some pain and some costs, will require political
leadership of course, but it will also require changes in
our lives, and in the organizations and institutions with
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which we engage. We have to stop seeing the statistics
and start seeing the people, stop consigning global problems to the care of experts and bureaucrats and pundits
and politicians, and start getting involved directly.
My message is that change is personal: we, especially
in the rich world, cannot preach austerity and responsibility to others so that we can go on enjoying our SUV
lifestyle. But individual actions only go so far; they must
be amplified by concerted actions through the organizations, associations, churches and mosques, neighbourhood and voluntary groups of which we are part. Here,
that means theYMCA—the worldwide structure and enduring values that bring us together and permit us to connect across borders, languages and political differences.
This brings me to the second theme of this conference: Connect.
At a superficial level it would appear that we are
better connected these days than ever before. The Internet has virtually erased time and distance, and the cost
of communication is approaching zero. Media cover the
world: we learn about hundreds drowned in a ferry accident in Bangladesh, a car bomb exploding in Basra, or
farmers protesting in Chiapas, but usually without any
context that would help us actually make sense of these
events.
9/11 and 11/9: the two dates that set the context
for the generation of people now in their 30s and 40s.
One was the day—evening, actually—that the Ber-
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lin Wall came down, closing a chapter of history that
opened in 1917 with the Bolshevik Revolution; the
other was the day when the Twin Towers came down,
opening the War on Terrorism. One war, the Cold War,
ended and another started, but they differ from one another in almost every respect. Most importantly for the
world we live in today, one wall was dismantled and another wall began to be constructed. One wall was physical and succumbed to pickaxes and crowbars, the other
is psychological and is being put in place as we speak,
fear by fear and prejudice by prejudice.
How ironic: even as travel and technology break
down barriers of ignorance and suspicion, terrorism—
the threat or reality of it—is erecting new walls of mistrust and fear. The story of civilization is about how human societies have opened up, redefining community
beyond the boundaries of family, clan, or caste to include “others”: first, fellow citizens, then strangers, and
finally—slowly, awkwardly—people who appear to be
different—ethnically, in terms of creed, sexual preference, or because of disability.
The Y’s history has reflected this: first, a mission to
inculcate values and welcome the like-minded—young
Christian men making their way in an alien and sinful urban industrializing world; then a broader social mission
embracing the marginal—recent immigrants, troubled
youth, the disadvantaged. And, more recently, a bigger
global mission as the Y evolved into an international
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movement with active chapters all over the world. All
through this journey, the Y has been about connecting.
Building the movement, sharing resources, working
with respect for each other’s strengths—all elements of
your Global Operating Plan—allow the Y to play an important role connecting individuals.
This connective role is more important now than
ever.The world may be linked electronically but this isn’t
necessarily diminishing our fear of the “other.” Governments and business have created international institutions
that allow them to communicate and collaborate, but our
ability to connect as individuals lags far behind, and the
phrase “global civil society” remains more a goal than a
reality. Business and governments, rightly or wrongly,
are distrusted, their motives are suspect. We must open
other channels that allow for direct person-to-person
links—exchanges, collaborative projects, ways particularly for young people to get together to share and to act
on their concerns. Earlier this year I visited young Cuban
and Canadian participants in a youth exchange between
Canada and Cuba: I was struck by how quickly these
18–20-year-olds had learned another language, English
or Spanish (for some Francophones both), but more importantly how they had learned to see the world through
someone else’s eyes. Once learned, it is something you never forget—when people connect, authentically, miracles
are possible! The Y, to repeat, is about connecting—in
neighbourhoods, across communities, around the world.
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In Those Years
In those years, people will say, we lost track
of the meaning of we, of you
we found ourselves
reduced to I
and the whole thing became
silly, ironic, terrible:
we were trying to live a personal life
and, yes, that was the only life
we could bear witness to
But the great dark birds of history screamed and plunged
into our personal weather
They were headed somewhere else but their beaks and pinions drove
along the shore, through the rags of fog
where we stood, saying I
—Adrienne Rich

Nobel Peace Laureate Desmond Tutu of South Africa tells a
story:
And God says, I have a dream. I have a dream that all of my
children will discover that they belong in one family—my
family, the human family—a family in which there are no
outsiders… black, white, red, yellow, short, tall, young,
old, rich, poor, gay, lesbian, straight—everyone. All belong.
And God says, I have only you to help me realize my dream.
Help me.
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The third theme: Imagine. Imagine the world as we
would want it to be. What would it be like? Peaceful,
certainly, environmentally sustainable, providing economic opportunity, social well-being and a rich cultural
milieu for all its inhabitants, a world in which people are
free to exercise choice, to develop their talents, to live
lives of personal fulfillment in diverse, supportive, and
inclusive communities.
Is it ridiculous to imagine such a world? Is it not
extraordinary that of all the thousands of species on this
planet, ours is the only one that has the ability to look
into the future, to exercise foresight? We alone are able
to imagine something better—and then take action to
improve what exists. It is our ability to hope, and to look
ahead so as to anticipate and to plan that distinguishes
humankind. Why then are we so unwilling or unable to
use it?
The Guatemalan indigenous leader, Rigoberta Menchú Tum, who received the Nobel Prize for
Peace in 1992, described how such a world might
be created:
… no peace without justice;
… no justice without fairness;
… no fairness without development;
… no development without democracy;
… no democracy without respect for the identity of
all cultures and peoples.
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The final theme of this gathering is: Inspire.
The engagement we are called upon to make is so
profound that it can only come from within. No motivational speaker, no scary scenario of future tragedies, not
even reading the lessons of history as detailed in Jared
Diamond’s book Collapse or the many others like it, can
compel us to change our beliefs and behaviours. There
are inspirational figures, of course, who by the force not
so much of what they say but how they live, can set off
an empathetic chord deep within each one of us that signals a change of heart rather than just a change of mind.
We each probably have some of these figures in
our heads—a Nelson Mandela perhaps, who conjures
up a vision of social justice so powerful that it literally
changed history; or a Dalai Lama, exemplifying a Buddhist vision of loving compassion and respect for all
sentient beings; or perhaps someone closer to home,
a parent who modeled values of love and respect that
influence our everyday conduct. We need heroes and
exemplars to point the way, but each one of us has the
potential to lead by example. It was Nelson Mandela,
quoting the poet Marianne Williamson, who said:
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our
deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens
us. We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you not
to be? …Your playing small doesn’t serve the world.
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We need Nelson Mandela and Desmond Tutu and Rigoberta Menchú of Guatemala to remind us what human
beings are capable of. But they are also a little intimidating in the lofty example they set. We have closerto-home models, people like the two young Canadians
Craig and Marc Kielburger. Craig at the age of 12 started
campaigning on behalf of child labourers in Pakistan and
created an organization, Free the Children, which now has
100,000 members around the world, all under 17 years
of age. Or Ryan Little, now 14, who started fundraising
for wells in Africa when he was in Grade 1, and whose
Ryan’s Well Foundation has raised over $1 million for
170 water projects in nine countries. Or, even closer to
home, the young single mother who was interviewed on
the radio yesterday, who works right here in the Montreal YMCA taking care of a dozen toddlers, and who is
struggling on a minimal salary to take care of her own
two children while providing love and care to others’.
None of these people would claim to be heroes, they
are ordinary people who each in his or her own way is
reaching out, connecting, assembling the building blocks
of a better world, and through their quiet example providing inspiration. Each may be inspiring, but what
makes them effective is the organizational context which
translates individual initiative into sustainable change.
This is also what the YMCA movement does, through
its training, community development, and bridging to
the wider world. It is for each of us to decide how we
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can contribute—what we cannot do is stand aside and
pretend not to be involved.
This is your challenge, you who have come from so
many countries to meet here in Montreal to explore the
Y’s international role: through the lens of theY’s mission
and values to commit yourselves to change our societies for the better, to use your ability to connect people
through the unique global movement that is the YMCA,
and together to imagine the world we want for our children and our children’s children and to inspire and lead
by your example in bringing it into existence.
I’ll give the last inspirational words to the poet Jon
Anderson, whose poem “You Must” goes as follows:
You Must
You must have a hope
that will let you stomp and sing
at any cold dawn.
You must not wait
to love the student who loves you
and would like to kill you.
You must read the story again
and again to the child
who receives you with a bovine stare.
You must get up
every day to punch in
not dreaming on transcendence,
not desiring new heroes or gods,
not looking the other way,
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but looking for the other way
and ready to talk to everyone on the line.
You must not wait
for official approval
nor general consensus
to rage.You must
come again to kneel
in shiny, rock-strewn soil
not to pray, but to plant.
Yes, even now
as ice caps melt and black top
goes soft in the sun
you must prepare for the harvest.
—Jon Anderson
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8
Comments to Meeting
of Foundation Partners

At the Meeting of Foundation Partners,
Mont Gabriel, Quebec, November 2006
My purpose here is to explain the origins of the
Foundation’s focus on social innovation. To do so, we
have to go back ten years or so. The Foundation’s Trustees had set the Foundation the mandate to fund nationally rather than mainly in Montreal; the new orientation
sought to take a longer-term view, helping Canadians to
respond to the challenges of rapid change, and to be, as
an early document stated, “a lubricant for change, not fuel
for [charities’] everyday operations.”
National programs were first initiated by the Foundation in the fields of community economic develop-
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ment (the Community Economic Development Technical Assistance Program, housed at Carleton University),
the arts and education (ArtsSmarts), and home-based
caregiving. Each was innovative in its approach, in the
new type of relationship established between funder
and grantee, and in the creation of intermediary organizations—often with policy direction by the local
partners—to manage the programs. Other national
initiatives followed, in fields as varied as environmental
education (Green Street), community leadership, and
youth engagement.
A year or two later we began making grants for
what we called “applied dissemination,” that is, to scale
up projects that had shown the potential for wider success of local innovations. Nez Rouge (Operation Red
Nose in English), PLAN, and Volunteer Grandparents
were examples of interesting and innovative activities
that had begun to generate interest from other communities, leading to requests to innovators to share their
approaches. We codified some of the lessons learned
through these grants in a booklet titled Should You Sow
What You Know? In the intervening years, more than 20
applied dissemination grants have been made by the
Foundation.
A third stream that contributed to our evolving
focus on social innovation was the McGill-McConnell
Program, a national leadership development program
for voluntary sector leaders which led in turn to a se-
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ries of focused workshops and seminars on issues identified by the participants. Growing out of that program
was a year-long seminar between some of the faculty of
the McGill-McConnell program, Dupont Canada, and
representatives of the community sector on the topic of
social innovation (culminating in the 2006 publication of
Getting to Maybe).
In 2004 these three streams coalesced into a new
program called “Sustaining Social Innovation,” a collaboration between Dupont Canada, PLAN Institute, and
the Foundation. It had three major programmatic components: Al Etmanski and Vickie Cammack of PLAN undertook an open-ended exploration of social innovation
and innovators across Canada and elsewhere that were
tackling transformational change; Dupont funded a series of workshops led by Michael Quinn Patton to develop a new approach to evaluating complex long-term
change-oriented programs; and the Foundation funded
a number of social entrepreneurs, convened regular
meetings as a “living lab” in the practice of social innovation, and consulted with others in the philanthropic
sector on examples of “big picture” change.
We are now entering a new phase, to consolidate
and integrate what we have done to date.
We have chosen to intensify our work in social innovation, both because Einstein’s dictum that we cannot
find new answers by asking the old questions remains
valid and because we believe there is a need to make
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Social
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Integrated approach
to incubate and support
social entrepreneurs and
to increase the impact
and durability of their
innovations to solve
social problems.

innovation in the social sphere as “normal” and efficient
as it is now in the fields of science and technology. We
are not alone: Stanford University publishes the respected Journal of Social Innovation, the Skoll Centre
in Oxford is offering training courses on social entre-
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preneurship, the recent BC provincial budget set aside
funds for a Pacific Centre for Social Innovation, etc. It is
perhaps a reflection of our rapidly changing world that
the new, only slightly ironic, dictum is, “When it works,
it is obsolete!”
A recent IBM Global CEO Report stated along the
same lines that for business, innovation is no longer just
about changes in products and processes, but increasingly about changes in the business model itself, that is,
in the basic structure or financial model of the business.
In the world of philanthropy the dominant paradigm has
assumed distinct roles for practitioners, researchers,
and funders, each working in near-isolation and according to its own logic. Thus, researchers conceptualize
theories and models, practitioners—often operating on
intuition—develop new approaches and manage programs, and funders establish the “rules of the game” and
judge outcomes.
The new paradigm changes this “business model”:
grantmakers move away from project funding, from addressing symptoms, from trying to change others and
from power flowing from control of resources. Instead
they engage in a process of collaborative inquiry (“learning journeys,” in the words of Paul Born of Tamarack
Institute) that engage funder and change-agent, theoretician and practitioner, facilitator and subject in a joint
effort to understand and to solve problems. We don’t
know—any of us—how exactly to reach our goals, but
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we do share a common commitment to explore, to test,
to learn, and eventually to find solutions.
Change agents, in turn, can stop pretending that
they have a blueprint which, if followed, will produce
the transformation they seek, and that the process is
risk-free. Obstacles and dead-ends can be acknowledged candidly so that plans can be adjusted and lessons
learned. The all-too-common “dance of deception” between funder and practitioner shifts to a tango of collaboration.
Margaret Wheatley has written, “All change arises
from a change in meaning, when we change our understanding of what is going on.” The new paradigm involves just
such a “change in meaning,” which is the real sense of
innovation that has transformational potential. Without
that, innovation can be just novelty, because systems
are resistant, new ideas spawn antibodies, and no single
agent can bring about transformation alone.
If change is about us, and not just others, we have
to ask ourselves, how do we feel about change? Do we
feel threatened by it, or engaged in it? Do we truly believe that social injustices can be overcome, that the
global environment can continue to sustain us, that Canadians can be leaders in creating a better society? If
we don’t believe these things, what will sustain then,
what will make us persevere on that learning journey,
with its inevitable switch-backs, dead ends and blind
corners?
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Let us admit that changing roles can be uncomfortable—perhaps especially for funders. For the McConnell Foundation, it means that our own work becomes
an ongoing inquiry into the priority issues we have
taken on, challenges that are necessarily complex and
long-term and that we can only hope to address by collaborating closely with others, with researchers, practitioners and other funders. If we look at our work in applied dissemination, for example, we see slow progress
from a simple (simplistic as it turns out) growth model
to a deeper understanding of the role of innovation in
spurring systems change—wherein a policy component
becomes a critical success factor, as does a strong learning orientation and an understanding of the potential for
youth to be levers for change. It means also, for all of us,
a shift from a “scarcity mentality” to an “abundance mentality,” to a culture of possibility. A new way of framing
the problem to be tackled, a new set of questions, suddenly throws into relief resources and capacities previously unseen.
The challenge for funders, for us, is to accept that
we share accountability, and to document and communicate what we are learning (and in doing so to create
a safe space for creative problem-solving). It is also to
innovate in our own practices rather than just exhort
others to change. In embarking on this next phase of our
social innovation work I cannot promise that the Foundation will be able to respond to everything you ask for,
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but I can promise that we will collaborate, engage, and
share what we learn, and remain committed, with you,
to be as innovative in supporting your efforts as you are
in addressing some of the pressing challenges facing Canadian society.
This next phase of our exploration of social innovation is designed to bring together everything we have
learned to date, using as our conceptual framework the
panarchy model laid out by C.S. Hollings and developed
in Getting to Maybe1.
Economic entrepreneurs benefit from a widespread
understanding of the fundamental importance of innovation to our prosperity and competitiveness, and
from a whole suite of supports to assist budding entrepreneurs to raise capital, access training, and eventually
to “go public.” The Foundation wants to make social innovation as widely understood and supported, through
a program that integrates training, leadership development, investment and strong links to academic research
for the purpose of identifying, testing, and documenting
relevant lessons so that our understanding of social innovation can be further developed.
In an article in the November 2006 Harvard Business Review, Rosabeth Moss Kantor warns about the
“classic traps” that stifle innovation in the for-profit sec-

tor. These can be avoided, she advises, when companies
“widen the search for new ideas, loosen overly tight controls
and rigid structures, forge better connections between innovators
and mainstream operations, and cultivate communication and
cooperation skills.”2 This advice can be applied as well to
the not-for-profit sector, with the added concern that,
absent an IPO as an end-point, managers face an even
greater obstacle to justifying the investment of scarce
time and resources in unproven approaches. It is up to
funders, and especially private foundations with their
greater flexibility and tolerance for risk, to actively help
our social entrepreneurs by welcoming promising new
ideas, giving them the time and resources to test their
efficacy, and helping to link them to funders, investors,
policy-makers, and partners so that innovation powers
social progress no less than economic prosperity.

1 W
 estley, Frances, Zimmerman, Brenda, and Patton, Michael Quinn,
Getting to Maybe, Random House, 2006

2 Kantor, Rosabeth Moss, Innovation: The Classic Traps, Harvard Business
Review November 2006
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9
Speech to Annual Meeting
of Engineers Without Borders

At the 2007 Annual Meeting of EWB,
Calgary, Alberta, January 2007
I speak to you today as someone who went overseas on
a two-year assignment with CUSO and discovered 25
years later that I had had a career in “international development,” something I didn’t even know existed when
I signed up to go to West Africa. If longevity equals expertise, I guess that qualifies me as an “expert.”
However, I am no such thing, and when it comes to
international development, I don’t believe anyone else is
either. I would describe myself rather as a disillusioned
development worker who has learned one thing—that
when it comes to promoting development, I don’t know
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very much. So what can I bring to you today?
I can see George and Parker starting to squirm: oh,
oh, they’re thinking, he’s going to rain on EWB’s parade. Well, no. When I say disillusioned, I mean it in a
positive sense. I haven’t lost hope, or become cynical
or think that aid programs just throw tax money into
a bottomless pit. I simply mean that I have gotten over
some of the illusions I once had. And, in the spirit of
enquiry that is one of the most compelling qualities of
EWB, I want to talk about some of those illusions and
why we all need to get past them, if indeed, we hope to
have impact in this challenging field.
It has been said that an era ends when the illusions
that sustain it are exhausted. I think that in that sense, we
are indeed at the end of an era. And I think that is a good
thing, because clinging to our illusions just prevents us
from engaging with the world as it is. Charles Dickens
started his famous book about the French Revolution, A
Tale of Two Cities, with the wonderful sentence: It was the
best of times, it was the worst of times…The old order was
collapsing and something new was being born. Maybe
not such a great time to be an aristocrat, one of the
privileged, but—as we acknowledge today—it was a
great step forward for the serfs and “sans-culottes”—the
underprivileged masses.
I want to talk about three illusions that I took with
me and clung to like life rafts, until I began to realize
they weren’t holding me up, they were holding me back.
The first is the illusion of the inevitability of progress.
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This is a source of great comfort and reassurance, that
history unfolds linearly and always toward greater opportunity and well-being. It is an illusion that North
Americans are particularly prone to, with our practical,
problem-solving approach to life. Ironically, it reached
its fullest and most hubristic expression in a book titled
The End of History published in 1992, which was written by an American academic and policy wonk named
Francis Fukuyama. In it he argued that after the collapse
of the Soviet Union and with the spread of economic
globalization, world history had reached its final stop,
which was the universal adoption of capitalism and liberal democracy. No more ideology—or rather only one
ideology—and therefore no more conflict. Well, that
was before 9/11 and Al-Qaeda and the spread of conflict in the Middle East, and a number of other events
that suggest we are not done with History yet!
Thirty years ago, when I set off for Africa, I was
fortified by the conviction that things were inexorably
improving. I wanted to be part of the process, contributing to and benefiting from the fast-forward march of
history, you might say. Of course, there might be setbacks, but overall things were fated to get better, for
most people. Now that the age of colonialism was over,
development would vanquish poverty and democracy
would free people from oppression. Of course, many
positive things have happened—but no one can argue
seriously that Africa as a whole is better off today than it
was then. It turns out there is nothing inevitable about
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progress.We just didn’t foresee the HIV/AIDS pandemic, failed states, rule by genocidal governments or wellintentioned but misguided “aid.”
Ah, you may say, but overall the proportion of
people living in absolute poverty in the world is going down. In the aggregate, due to economic growth in
parts of Asia that is true, but if you look more closely
at the breakdowns within countries, you see a yawning
gap opening up between the prosperity of those who
are benefiting from economic growth and the poverty
of those dislocated by it. And economic disparity is
growing within rich countries too. Still today 2.7 billion people—over half the population of the developing world—live on less than $2/day; and there are 793
billionaires, according to Forbes, who collectively have
assets equal to one-fifth of US GDP (and in the last three
years, the number has increased by 66 percent, and their
total net worth by 86 percent).Yes, India and China are
getting richer—fast. But according to World Bank economist Branko Milanovic, the widening inequalities inside
India and China counterbalance any reduction in global
inequality derived from those countries overall growth.
In Shanghai alone, six million impoverished migrants
from the hinterland have poured into the city, desperate
for some share of the new wealth that is being created.
That number is growing every day and is causing considerable concern for the Chinese government.
Does it matter, so long as global disparity between
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the so-called “developed” or rich world and the poor or
“developing” world shifts? According to most research,
what creates resentment and hence instability is not the
absolute level of poverty in a society, but the relative
level—the visible gap between what a few people have
and what their more numerous neighbours lack. That
is when people question why they are poor and struggling to survive, and whether the system that creates
and feeds those disparities is just or legitimate. And if
people feel that there is opportunity for some, but they
are excluded from it, the foundations are laid for resentment, anger, and violence. That is true in China, India,
Mexico—or the suburbs of Paris or Rome.
Economic growth is part of the answer of course.
But by itself it is not enough. Capitalism may be the best
system yet devised for allocating resources efficiently
and for generating wealth but even its staunchest defenders don’t suggest that it can distribute wealth fairly.
That is the role of government, to create a level playing
field, to set the stage through rules and laws for markets
to function, to ensure that at some minimum level all
citizens’ basic needs are met. When the political system
doesn’t do this, or serves only the desires of the powerful—as is the case in many parts of the world today—
the result is instability and violence.
But if the idea that progress is inevitable, that social
and economic change create only benefits for people, is
an illusion, what does that mean for us? Certainly not
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that we should give up on the goal of improving people’s
lives, just the notion that this can happen all by itself,
without our active engagement. It means that we have
to commit ourselves to creating that better world, and
that it will require perseverance; it is not a two-year
assignment, it is a lifetime’s commitment. We can take
comfort in the evidence that absolute poverty is on the
decline along with infant mortality, and that life expectancy and education rates for girls are improving, but
we have to look deeper. Otherwise higher overall living
standards will just mask the reality of growing inequality, despair, and violence.
A second illusion I want to talk about is the notion
that “development” is just about them, not us. We used
to think, and many people still do, that the world was
divided between rich, “developed” countries, and poor
“undeveloped” ones. The goal of development is to give
poor people the skills, technologies, and capital which
would enable them to be like us. We didn’t think too
much about how long it would take for them to “catch
up,” or whether the ecosystem could actually support
billions more people consuming energy and resources at
the level of people in the OECD countries.
We now see daily evidence that change is buffeting
us too, whether it arises from climate change, economic
competition from the Pacific countries, the education
demands of a knowledge-intensive economy, demographic shifts including an aging population and a low
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birth rate, or other factors. Our response—quite naturally—is first, to deny these changes are significant,
then look for a quick fix (usually technological), and finally demand that someone else fix the problem so that
we can continue to enjoy our comfortable status quo.
The trouble is that the status quo is no longer an option,
and the more effort we invest in trying to shore it up,
the less energy and resources we can devote to finding
something better to replace it with.
Economists estimate that GDP per capita in poor
countries will not approach that of North America or
Europe until 2100. More importantly, the global energy
crisis and environmental changes mean that the consumption of resources at the North American rate is unrealistic. Since we cannot expect the poor to acquiesce
indefinitely to a situation where one-fifth of humanity
enjoys four fifths of the world’s wealth, we too will have
to make adjustments. At the moment, many Canadians
are still in the denial stage (although on environmental
awareness at least that is shifting fast). But consider: our
relative affluence hasn’t succeeded in making us happier, or more fulfilled. Despite the enormous growth of
our economy over the past quarter century polls show
us that people are not more satisfied with their lives or
feeling less stressed. Endless acquisition, it turns out, is
not a substitute for a sense of purpose and healthy relationships. Many people are looking for other sources of
meaning, a better balance between work and life, a set
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of values not based on consumerism. In a world where
fifteen percent of the population consume a disproportionate share of the world’s resources, that has to be a
good thing. But we shouldn’t pretend that this is going
to be easy or that it will not entail short-term pain. Part
of our commitment to a healthy sustainable future is to
help Canadians put our experience into a global context. Instead of fearing and fighting change, we must
look for the opportunities it creates to improve not just
others’ lives but our own. Part of the reason for working with Africans and others is to learn from them, to
tap into that vitality, sheer joy of living and courage they
exhibit, the primacy they give to family and friendship
and the valuing of children and old people.
A final illusion, and one particularly appealing to
Canadians for obvious reasons, concerns the role of
Canada itself. The image of the Canadian welcomed everywhere due to the maple leaf sticker or badge worn
in a lapel or sewn on a backpack is one of our cherished national myths. And on a personal level, there is
enough truth even today to sustain it. But Canada, the
universally appreciated “helpful fixer,” generous supplier
of foreign aid, international Boy Scout with no colonial
baggage—that era is over. It existed because of our
enormous contribution to victory in World War II, our
relatively robust foreign policy in the 1950s, ’60s, and
’70s, our bicultural heritage, and an enlightened and
quite generous aid program.
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But as a number of commentators have observed,
that is over. Canada no longer has a free pass. Our
economy has dropped from 7th to 11th in the world, our
military forces have been allowed to atrophy, and after a
series of cutbacks our aid program is not merely stingy,
it is widely viewed as unfocused and ineffectual.We have
to work to earn respect now, not sit back and accept it
as our due. One way we earn it is by confronting the
challenge often directed at us by friends and partners
overseas: “how can you help us if you are not facing
the development issues in your own country, the poverty, illiteracy, and homelessness, and—especially—the
shameful neglect of your aboriginal people?”
That last issue, the despair in so many native communities, is our national shame. The leading cause of
death among Aboriginal youth, especially males, is suicide. In some communities, the suicide rate for children
and adolescents is ten percent or higher. Think of it: if
we projected that ten percent of the 250 or so males
in this room would take their lives in the next twelve
months, would we just sit here wondering if we should
do something about it? No, it would be a national tragedy, a scandal.
The question I ask myself as I look at the world
today—facing unprecedented threats from climate
change, previously unimaginable destructive capacity
in the hands of small groups of people thanks to technology, instability and violence as wrenching economic
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change opens a widening gulf between its beneficiaries
and victims—is, what form will this upheaval take, and
how can we, the world’s “aristocrats” in terms of wealth
and power, play a positive role?
And this brings me to EWB, and to you, its supporters and members.
What attracted me to EWB when Parker and George
first came to talk to me in 2001 about their idea, was
that they were not under the illusion that poor countries
just needed a dose of good ol’ Canadian problem solving
in the form of young engineers, nor that being Canadian and wanting to help was enough. They understood
the complexity of development, the importance of local
cultures, the ways in which skills and technology can
either enhance disparity or create opportunity.
EWB set itself a lofty aim, to provide leadership
in bringing about change. It talks in its annual report
of how it creates that leadership role : through innovation, insight, and influence—through new ideas and approaches, a rigorous self-examination to determine
what works and what doesn’t, and by inspiring and, if
necessary, goading others. It chose a sector, the engineering profession that, (with all due respect) was not
very present in Canada’s overseas development effort, it
has worked to enlist the interest and support of the business community, and it has played an active advocacy
role vis à vis policy-makers and the public. It crosses
many boundaries: between the voluntary and for-profit
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worlds, and in the overseas and domestic foci of its program, in the age and diversity of its members, and its
joining of engineering skills with knowledge from the
social sciences.
EWB has escaped, so far, some of the illusions I referred to earlier. It does not believe that we have the answers to others’ problems, that technical solutions can
solve challenges that are rooted in history, culture, and
socioeconomic realities we barely understand, or that
Canadians don’t have to earn the right to work with others on these transcendent issues of our time. We earn
that by being modest about what we can do, appreciative of others’ efforts—and willing to engage in making
change in our own society. I read with interest a debate
on an EWB blog that was launched when George posted
a provocative article questioning the practice of sending
people to work for change in other countries without
being engaged in working on behalf of disadvantaged
groups at home; the response from EWB members was
lively and diverse, and indicated that a lot of people
were asking themselves that very question. Robert Fox
of Oxfam put this very well in his address; he said, “We
have the opportunity to help the South, we have the obligation to change our own country.” I would emphasize
even more: We earn the opportunity to help the South
by how we contribute to betterment at home.
I started by quoting Dickens’ It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times… It was the worst because of
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the upheaval, the violence of the French Revolution, the
wrenching change that cast everything upside down—
position, authority, wealth. And it was the best for that
too—because old systems which no longer served a
purpose were discarded, new values of liberty, equality, and fraternity embraced, and out of the “creative destruction” a new order emerged.
I believe we stand at a similar juncture today. Environmental changes, a decline in population in most
industrialized countries, a powerful reassertion of cultural difference, the use of terrorism by small groups to
achieve their ends, the emergence of new power centres
in South and East Asia, are converging forces that will
cause us to change. The question is, are our societies resilient enough to adapt, or will the changes overwhelm our
ability to respond? (If you think I am exaggerating, go to
Western Europe and see what just those forces are doing
and the fears they are provoking among a growing part
of the population). Will rich countries view the challenge as a global challenge, requiring a global response,
or will we retreat into a “charity begins at home” mentality, in a sense building dikes against the rising seawaters at home while the Maldives and Bangladesh and
other places disappear beneath the waves?
The answer, I believe, lies in the attributes EWB
has identified as its strategies: innovation—not clinging
to the status quo but accepting the risks of change, exploring alternatives, adapting our institutions however
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difficult that may be; insight—using our understanding
of complexity and systems-thinking, and the knowledge
derived from other cultures and ways of problem-solving; and influence—listening to people and advocating
to government and business and the public for what we
believe to be right and necessary and just. The good news
is that on the environment at least, but also poverty and
health and energy, there are unmistakable signs a global
consciousness of the nature of the problems is emerging, and a will to fashion a truly global response.
You, who work with and support EWB, have a great
advantage: you already understand the dimensions of
the task ahead and you have decided to get engaged to
make positive change happen. You understand that we
need to work with others both in Canada and overseas
if we are to be effective. You are listening to partners
overseas like Patricia Lumano, the Zambian farmer profiled in your annual report, and telling other Canadians too what she has taught you about endurance and
resourcefulness and courage. You are reaching out to
business leaders like the ones who recently created the
Committee to End Homelessness right here in Calgary,
business leaders who get it and who are beginning to
harness the enormous power and influence of the private sector to focus Canadians on the need—and the
opportunities!—of change.
Most of all, you are not shackled by the illusions
that people like me held for so long.You can use the ana-
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lytical and problem-solving skills of your engineering
training, with your own boundless energy and creativity, to put EWB and Canada at the forefront of the global
movement for change.
If you were to ask me “am I optimistic” that Western
society is resilient enough to adapt to the challenges I
have mentioned today, I would have to answer that what
counts is not whether we are optimistic or pessimistic
but whether we have hope. Optimism can just be a naïve
belief that everything will turn out alright in the end
but Hope refers to the bedrock conviction that positive
change is possible, that we can create the kind of world
we want for ourselves and our children. Optimism can
be passive but hope compels us to act, to play our part.
When I see EWB in action, when I look around this
room, when I read the reports of your work, it is impossible not to have hope.
Robert F. Kennedy said, about the time that I set out
for West Africa, “Each time a person stands up for an idea, or
acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice,
(s)he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other
from a million different centres of energy and daring, those
ripples build a current that can sweep down the mightiest walls
of oppression and resistance.”
You are those people, and my hope is that you and
those ripples will converge to form a mighty tsunami
that leads to a better future for every human being on
this planet!

10
Remarks to the Leadership Conference
and Annual Meeting
of the Kidney Foundation

At the Leadership Conference and Annual Meeting of the KFoC,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, June 2007
Whenever I find myself in a gathering such as this I often
ask, “Why are we all here?” No doubt we each have an
answer, each a little different, but underneath them is a
common theme: we are here to find community, to build
community, to get strength, to share experience, to find
hope. We are here because we have some common concerns, some common values, because we care. For those
of us here, our involvement in the Kidney Foundation of
Canada is not the whole story of who we are of course,
but it is an important way that we find support, and give
support—in other words, it’s a community.
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This is what I want to talk about today. What is a
community, why does it matter to us, how are our communities changing, and what are the implications for us
and for the Kidney Foundation of Canada?
What is a community? My simple and succinct
answer is a community is where “we” become “us.” In other
words, a bond is created which draws a boundary between those who are part of it, and those who are not. In
pre-modern societies, that bond most often was family;
then it expanded as societies became more complex and
inter-connected, and as nation-states based on ethnicity
came into being. The challenge of the modern world is
to expand our concept of community beyond distinctions based on ethnicity, religion, or nation states—in
other words to recognize what we all have in common
as human beings sharing a fragile planet.
Why does community matter? The poet John Donne
summed it up almost four hundred years ago: “No man
is an island.”We need the sense of identity and belonging
that comes from being part of something larger than our
individual selves. Belonging means contributing; being
part of a community means that we share some core values and beliefs, we draw meaning from them that gives
our lives significance, and we contribute what we can to
the larger good.
Being part of the Canadian community, for most of
us, has meant membership in a privileged elite of the
world’s most prosperous and blessed people. It is no
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surprise that for many years Canada has ranked at or
near the top of the UN’s most developed and desirable
places to live. Most Canadians are blissfully unaware of
this fact, but anyone who has traveled widely, and many
new citizens who have chosen to come here, can attest
to its validity.
That is the upside. The downside is that 50 years
of prosperity and peace have bred in many Canadians a
sense of entitlement, even complacency. That does not
equip us for the challenges ahead.
We are moving out of an age of Western supremacy,
when the industrialized world’s economic might was
unchallenged, and our values and beliefs could be presented as “universal.” This shift is going to require some
adjustment, and on the evidence so far it will not be
easy. For Canada in particular, it means unprecedented
competition as globalization shrinks our relative economic power, opens up our borders, challenges our
values. And let us not forget the as yet unpredictable
impact of environmental changes!
We are witnessing the effects of these global influences on our communities already but the greatest
change is still somewhat below the radar: Canada’s population is changing. It is increasingly multi-cultural and
multi-ethnic; it is increasingly urban; and it is increasingly older. More precisely, there is a growing gap between our diverse, youthful, and growing major cities,
and our declining, graying rural areas.
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One of five Canadians now was born outside the
country. In 25 years the phrase “visible minority” will
be a misnomer; in many of our cities a majority will be
non-white. This will undoubtedly affect many of our institutions, including charities, which will become more
diverse, or risk disappearing. Eighty percent of Canadians already live in urban areas; in 25 years the shift to the
cities will make our rural areas relatively unpopulated
and unable to support services like schools and hospitals. The latest projections indicate that the only regions
of the country that are likely to grow in population are
the Lower Mainland of B.C., the Calgary-Edmonton
corridor, the “Golden Horseshoe” around Lake Ontario,
and Montreal-Laval.
Canada’s birthrate is below replacement levels now,
and our population is only growing through immigration. Twenty-five years from now, the ratio of people in
the workforce to dependents will have shifted decisively.
In 2005 there were 44 children and seniors for every 100
Canadians of working age; by 2030 that will have grown
to 61 children and seniors. In other words fewer workers
(and tax-payers) will be supporting more dependents.
Given these incontrovertible facts, we can begin to
discern the new Canadian reality. Large parts of rural
Canada will experience depopulation, and the lack of
amenities will only accelerate this phenomenon. Governments will lack the tax base to pay for the level of
services that we presently enjoy. Our society, and our
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institutions and assumptions, will be more diverse than
is the case today.
What does this scenario I have sketched portend
for voluntary organizations like the Kidney Foundation?
We can wring our hands—or we can look for the opportunities this new situation opens up, opportunities
to re-think how we work, to re-imagine our role, to reengage with our community. This need not be a story
of decline. It can be a story of new possibilities. But to
make the most of them we are going to have to be more
resourceful, more innovative, more creative.
Demographic realities will force us to become
more resourceful. At present, we tolerate a relatively
high level of “wastage” in our society—a loss of talent
through unemployment (including highly skilled immigrant professionals), denial of the opportunity to contribute because of physical or mental disability, lack of
skills due to leaving school early or insufficient chances
for upgrading later in life, addiction, etc. As a prosperous society we accept this as a necessary cost of a
modern state and we pay taxes to ensure that minimum
needs of such people, representing some 30 percent of
our population, are met.
What would happen if instead of viewing Canada
as a rich country that can afford to support 30 percent
of its people who could be—and want to be—productive and contributing members of society, we turned
this around and asked, what must we do as a society
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to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to contribute whatever they can, especially those we have labeled
marginal or disabled or unemployable?
Instead of tolerating this wastage of human potential, we would systematically remove obstacles to participation: the high school drop-out would be supported
to return to school to complete his or her education, regardless of age; the person suffering from mental illness
would be helped to find suitable work, with support for
the times when he or she couldn’t function fully; addiction would be treated as a health rather than a criminal
concern. In short, our operating assumption would be
that citizenship confers the right and obligation to contribute, that this is what creates dynamic and resilient
communities, and that human potential and creativity
are irreplaceable assets. The only way to maintain our
standard of living and quality of life is by everyone participating to the best of their ability.
John McKnight from Northwestern University has
been trying to change our mindset around community development for some time. His argument is very
simple: nothing develops by focusing on weakness and
deficiencies. If we want to see positive change, it must
develop from within, and it must be based on positive
attributes, the skills, capacities, and assets that people
possess. By focusing on individual and community assets, not needs, you build from strength. He urges us to
always view the glass as half full!
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It sounds simple, but it requires a whole different
mindset. Typically when we want to do community development we start with a needs analysis, a “problem
statement”—in other words, we identify what is lacking and go from there to create a program response by
which we will meet the need. An asset-based approach,
on the other hand, would start by asking, what are
the possibilities here, what resources exist that can be
strengthened and mobilized. Ah, you may say, but poor
communities are poor precisely because they lack resources. No, says John McKnight, and he has years of
experience to back him up. Every community has assets—even if they are unrecognized. They may not be
in the form of material things, but so-called poor communities often have strong networks and attachments,
a rich history and culture that engender pride, and
formal and informal institutions and organizational capacities that bind the community together. By focusing
only on material needs we devalue these other resources
and emphasize the one external input that we control,
money. Too often we also undermine or destroy the less
tangible assets that already exist by allowing our money
and expertise to displace local effort and commitment.
What might this look like in practice?
I want to illustrate what I am talking about by giving an example from the experience of another agency
the Foundation has been supporting, PLAN Institute for
Caring Citizenship in Vancouver. Several years ago we
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learned of an innovative program developed by PLAN
to address the problem of aging parents with children,
now adults, who have severe disabilities. Not so long ago
such children would have had a limited lifespan, probably dying before their caregivers. With medical advances, however, they often now outlast their parents, creating a dilemma: how can their parents ensure that they
continue to receive the same quality of care and support
after the parents’ death? PLAN’s simple but ingenious
answer was to devise a contractual agreement that took
account of the family’s assets—real estate, insurance,
but also the human relationships of family, friends, and
neighbours (the networks of people who care, in other
words)—to ensure that the quality of care and the network of support would remain intact after the parents
death. Over several years PLAN was able, with financial
support from the Foundation and others, to help spread
this idea to other centres across Canada.
This is, I think it fair to say, so far a classic voluntary sector approach: define the need (to allay parental
anxiety and ensure quality of care), devise a solution in
the form of a program that meets the need, test its effectiveness, and then disseminate the model more widely.
PLAN’s response was creative, but the approach—to
work at a local level and in a service mode—is standard
practice for the voluntary sector.
The innovation for PLAN came when they stepped
back to ask, given their limitations as a smallish charity
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with very limited resources based in Vancouver, “How
can we address the root causes of this situation?” Their
response was to re-frame the problem, from “How can
we provide peace of mind (for the parents)?” to “What is
a good life (for the dependents)?” The answer, of course,
is that the elements of “a good life” for people with a
disability are the same as for the rest of us—reasonable
comfort and security, fulfilling personal relationships
based on affection and caring, being part of a community, being a citizen in the fullest sense. And citizenship,
they quickly recognized, is defined by belonging and
contributing. Re-conceptualizing the problem in this
way meant that the people concerned were no longer
viewed as clients or consumers of services, but as citizens with the same rights and responsibilities as the rest
of us. The challenge was not so much to support their
needs by providing them with help, as to ensure that
obstacles to their participation were removed. This has
led in turn to a much broader set of responses by PLAN,
including the No One Alone Campaign, which takes the
issue of inclusion and broadens it to include the many
other groups in our society that are marginalized: school
drop-outs, people with mental illness, single mothers,
the elderly.
Just to continue for a moment, you may recall that
the last federal budget created the Registered Disability
Savings Plan to enable money to be put aside in a tax
sheltered investment vehicle—a direct result of PLAN’s
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lobbying that will result in an estimated $40 billion in
assets being mobilized to help people with disabilities to
live in dignity. The glass most assuredly is half-full, not
half-empty!
This is what I am referring to when I talk about innovation in mobilizing a community’s assets, human and
financial, to not just meet a specific need but to create a
new reality. Instead of treating people with a disability
as a vulnerable group dependent on our generosity, the
issue has become how to use the market clout of some
$40 billion in assets.
I have dwelt quite a lot on the PLAN example because it illustrates well the asset-based approach. It also
exemplifies what we mean when we talk about the need
for innovation in the social sector, and about how the
market can be a positive force to leverage large-scale
change, and finally why it is necessary to step back from
our immediate concerns to explore the need for system
change if we want to attain durable solutions.
Let us turn now to ask what this might mean for the
Kidney Foundation of Canada.
The Foundation has substantial assets: it is a dynamic national network with strong local involvement;
it benefits from a learning culture and an emphasis on
leadership development at all levels; it has a strong volunteer base; it raises a lot of money; and it promotes
and funds cutting-edge research. Perhaps I am glossing
over a few weaknesses, but you can take satisfaction that
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KFoC’s external image is of a dynamic organization that
is well respected for the work it does.
Looking forward, how do we see these assets faring? No doubt the leadership and learning focus will
continue to be nurtured. The volunteer base, however,
will be affected by the trends I mentioned earlier. Already the data in the 2004 National Survey of Giving
and Volunteering indicate that 67 percent of volunteer
work is done by just 5 percent of the population, and
the number of volunteers is projected to decline by 2
percent a year for the next decade. This is due to the
aging of the existing volunteer workforce, the “time
deficit” many Canadians experience, the declining influence of religious affiliation, and other factors. The
approaching retirement “spike” may offer some remedy,
but surveys reveal that 75 percent of baby-boomers say
they are not interested in volunteering. What has been
called our “civic core”—the people who volunteer as
fire-fighters, team coaches, political campaign staffers, the people who make our communities work—is
shrinking.
What about the financial assets? It doesn’t require a
futurist to predict that the competition for donations is
going to be fierce. Fewer people working, less government services, increased competition among charities,
fewer volunteers to spread the word—all of these will
test KFoC’s ability to meet the ambitious revenue goals
you have set for yourselves.
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This in turn directly affects the research the Foundation will be able to sponsor, at a time when the competition for the best brains and the newest technology
will result in ever-rising costs.
In painting this scenario I may sound like Cassandra.
My point though is to highlight how important it is now,
and will be in the future, to identify and use every asset
you have. Some of those assets may be unexpected, and
some may require investment and development that will
only pay off in the future, which is why a strong vision
and sound leadership is so important to voluntary organizations now.
Some of the pointers to where we are going are
found not in the world of charities, but in the world
of commerce. Changes tend to be visible there more
quickly because of how the market drives adaptation and
innovation. In recent years there has been a transformation wrought by technology. The mass market, whether
in retailing or services or media has been replaced by
customization; the client or customer is now the user
or active agent. In many cases, the intermediary or broker has been replaced by direct interaction between
buyer and seller. “Open source” technology and access
to information is leading to free exchange, user control,
greater individual responsibility. How might this affect
the voluntary sector? The old notion of some people volunteering to help the less fortunate is transformed; we
all must become more resourceful in meeting our own
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needs as well as those of others in order to create the
kinds of community we want to live in.
Charities’ model of service-based, one-size-fits-all
programming, stand-alone agencies addressing one set
of needs in competition with other agencies, will have
to evolve. This may lead to new forms of collaboration,
or mergers with other health charities to create more
holistic approaches to health issues. Our constituents,
people suffering from kidney disease or engaged with
those who are, will determine their own needs and customize the support they get with the help of KFoC. Can
we envisage many health-related causes combining back
office functions and collaborating on research funding,
awareness campaigns, and organ donation efforts, or
will scarce resources lead to a “my cause is more important than yours” contest? Will we be best served by separate agencies for every organ and disease or by collaborative campaigns that focus on the conditions of good
health? (It is a challenge that your sister-organizations in
the environmental field are already facing.)
As far as financial resources go, there will be more
competition and therefore more demand for tangible
results, less willingness to go out year after year appealing for increased donations with no solutions in sight. It
may be that the priority will radically shift in the direction of prevention of kidney disease, behavioral changes,
or dramatically increasing the level of organ donations.
Already we have direct appeals over the Internet for
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needed organs by people desperate to short-circuit the
normal channels. In the future this form of direct person-to-person interaction may be the way that Canadians are made aware of the scale of the need and of their
ability to help to answer it.
I would suggest that human resources will be even
more important in the future than they are now. It may
not be extreme to say that charities will shift from seeing volunteers as the way they raise money, to seeing
money as the way to engage volunteers. I don’t mean
that volunteers will be paid, of course, but more money
will be invested in engaging, training, managing, and
supporting the networks of people who allow KFoC to
carry out its mission. It is safe to say that many charities
now treat volunteers as an adjunct to their paid staff,
often doing low-skill or boring tasks that it makes no
sense for paid staff to do. In the future this will be reversed, as it is already in some organizations: low-skill
jobs will be automated or abolished, and the role of paid
staff will be to do the work that volunteers cannot or do
not want to do.
Let me conclude by summarizing my message to
you: KFoC is a strong, dynamic, and forward-looking
organization but, like other charities, it faces considerable challenges in the context of our changing society. Its effectiveness will depend to a large extent on
its adaptability, its innovation, and its resourceful use of
all the community’s assets to advance its mission. The
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greatest danger, especially for successful organizations,
is to fall into the trap of thinking that what will work in
the future is more of what we are doing now.
Being innovative does not mean stopping what
works now, it means making space to explore new ideas,
to raise new questions, to seek out and be stimulated
by new partnerships. Much of this will require listening
carefully to your constituents’ needs and remembering
that most innovation—new thinking and new practice—comes from the margins, not the mainstream,
from the person with kidney disease in the Northwest
Territories, not the research lab or National Office.
The Kidney Foundation now funds excellent research; has an active network, and highly skilled staff. By
using all its assets—knowledge, people, collaborations,
influence—it will engage Canadians, citizens, and policy-makers alike, to reach its goal of good health for all.
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11
The Health of the Non-Profit Sector—
Is this Sector at Risk?

At the Association of Family Serving Agencies,
Victoria, British Columbia, November 2007
The important role of the charitable sector is Canada’s
secret. We have proportionately the second largest sector in the world, after Holland. It employs 1.5 million
paid workers (almost as many as the entire manufacturing
sector and two and a half times the number of workers
in the construction industry). It contributes 8.5 percent
of Canada’s GDP (4 percent if you exclude hospitals,
universities, and colleges)—this is more than the retail
industry, mining, oil, and gas together. In recent years it
has also been the fastest growing sector of the Canadian
economy.
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So, the voluntary sector is large, it is important. But
is it healthy? Let’s look at three indicators: its financial
situation, human resources, and leadership.

Financial health
Excluding hospitals and colleges and universities, the
sector receives some $75 billion a year. This large number varies greatly by sector of activity and size of organization. For example, the 1 percent of organizations
with revenues over $10 million receive 60 percent of all
revenue.
The most important revenue source is government grants and contributions. Although we think of
the voluntary sector as primarily supported by charitable donations, this is not the case. Excluding hospitals,
colleges, and universities, 40 percent of revenues come
from government (mostly, 24 percent, provincial); 48
percent comes from self-generated income (goods &
services, membership fees, etc.); and 12 percent from
donors, mainly individual.
Three-quarters of organizations report their revenues to be stable or increasing. However, this masks
some underlying concerns: 1) government grants and
contracts are more difficult to obtain, often have onerous conditions attached, and increasingly are tied to specific projects and exclude “core” costs; 2) the demand for
services from communities or client groups is increasing
as other services are reduced, so organizations are facing
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shortfalls even if their overall revenue is stable; and 3)
the average size of donations is increasing but the number of donors is declining. (For the period 2000–2005,
average individual receipted donations have gone from
under $1000 to almost $1400, but the number claiming
has dropped by several percentage points.)
The increasing number of large gifts—in some cases very large gifts—is of course welcome. It can, however, mask a more worrying underlying trend and, not
surprisingly, these large gifts tend to be drawn to institutional campaigns run by universities and hospitals,
or showcase arts projects. Large donations, like government grants, can also be narrowly tied to projects. The
result is that over time there has been chronic underinvestment in core costs of organizations.

People
Not all “voluntary” organizations are volunteer-driven
but volunteers are the life-blood of the sector. It is the
fact that support for NFP organizations is voluntary—
whether in the form of cash or time—that distinguishes
it from government and commerce, where relationships
are based on obligation or market transactions. So in a
real sense the sector’s capacity to attract and retain volunteers, whether as Board members, service providers,
or donors, is a critical gauge of its overall health.
Even without hospitals, universities, and colleges
the sector has 1 million full-time equivalent paid em-
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ployees and a further 525 thousand full-time equivalent
volunteers. This represents almost ten percent of Canada’s economically active population.
Many organizations however report difficulty retaining or attracting new staff, given the lack of job security, limited opportunities for advancement within
organizations, and lower compensation. In a competitive job market these are reasons for concern. Furthermore, while the number of volunteers is impressive, it
is drawn from a narrow segment of the population since
only 11 percent of Canadians account for 77 percent
of volunteer hours. Not surprisingly, most of this effort tends to be in organizations delivering services (75
percent), with a quarter devoted to what StatsCan calls
“expressive” activities—causes, advocacy, etc.
We find here a growing difficulty recruiting volunteers and Board members. Smaller organizations are
particularly hard hit, since almost three-quarters of all
volunteers are engaged by the largest 6 percent of organizations. This is due to many factors no doubt: an aging population, time pressures, an increasingly transient
lifestyle, less socialization into volunteering through
church attendance, and parental example, etc.

Leadership
It is trite to note that the voluntary sector—like most of
Canadian society—is graying. A whole age cohort, the
boomers, is on the cusp of retirement and its replace-
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ment is hard to find. Many organizations do not have
the depth of staffing or the resources to systematically
groom the successors to present leaders. Meantime
there is fierce competition with other sectors of society
to attract new leaders—and moreover to attract people
when the conditions they can offer are markedly inferior, in terms of job security, compensation, and the complexity of the challenges. There are no overall studies of
the dimensions of the issue in Canada, but in the US a
recent study1 stated that American charities will have to
find 640,000 new leaders in the next decade. One of the
few Canadian studies was done by CentrePoint in Calgary, which revealed that over 80 percent of voluntary
agencies saying they plan to leave in the next five years:
one-third to retire and the rest to seek other challenges.

Conclusion
So there we have a quick, and necessarily partial, overview of the state of the sector. How healthy do we appear to be? What would a healthy sector look like?
If we were talking about the for-profit or business
sector, we would know what the signs of health are: stable and growing revenues, good employment prospects
with constant skill upgrading and high employee job
satisfaction, strong investment in technology and other
ways to enhance productivity, a diverse workforce, clear
1 Bridgespan Group, The Non-profit Sector’s Leadership Deficit.
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business strategies, orderly succession planning, and so
on.
Does this look like what I have described in the voluntary sector? No.
So, what is needed? There are no simple solutions,
and everything is interlinked: money, people, vision.
The easiest thing is to say that, at bottom, the problem
is money, or the lack thereof. That is true, but we need
to ask, why is the sector so chronically starved of the
resources it needs to do the job we ask of it? Clearly
the reason is not an absolute lack of cash in Canada; the
country is experiencing an economic boom, and on average per capita income has never been higher, nor government revenues and corporate profits so buoyant.
The more fundamental question is, why is the charitable sector, which has an important—even critical—
role to play in Canadian society, which is trusted and
supported by a large majority of citizens, and which has
demonstrated its cost-effectiveness in delivering government services and meeting the needs of vulnerable
people, why are we not attracting the resources we need
to do our job better, to be vibrant and healthy?
No doubt we could all provide our own answers to
this question, and I will only offer a few observations.
What is the problem?
First, we are overlooked, or to put it differently we
don’t tell our story very well. The statistic I gave earlier,
that the voluntary sector employs more people than the
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entire manufacturing sector in Canada would suggest
that it should receive a comparable amount of attention
from politicians and the media as manufacturing does.
Every newspaper carries a business section; but when
was the last time you saw a newspaper with a Charities
section? Employment figures for industry are reported
daily. When manufacturing jobs are lost due to the soaring loonie, provincial premiers call for an urgent federal-provincial meeting to discuss what must be done.
When was the last time anyone suggested that maintaining a vibrant communities sector justified an inter-governmental consultation?
Second, we are fragmented. It is therefore hard to
give a coherent account of the problems we face or how
we could be more effective. The 2004 and 2005 studies2
by Lynn Eakin in Toronto that analyzed how government
contracts were short-changing the sector by not covering operating costs for the programs they were funding,
should have been trumpeted far and wide. But there is
no single spokesgroup which could command attention.
And anyway, people in the charitable sector are genetically pre-disposed to simply knuckle down and try to do
more with less. Volunteers don’t go on strike; they just
burn out!
2 Lynn Eakin, Community Capacity-Draining: the Impact of Current Funding
Practices on Non-Profit Community Organizations (May 2004); The Policy and
Practice Gap (March 2005).
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Because of these two factors, there is no national
policy framework for the voluntary sector. No active
national leader (though some former ones like Paul
Martin and Preston Manning) is talking about how
strong citizen organizations enable communities to address local challenges, how they are essential to healthy
functioning democracies. Even to talk of a “national
policy framework” in Canada seems fanciful. But in the
UK, it is not just talked about, it exists! In the UK Treasury Department (our Department of Finance) there
exists the Charity and Third Sector Finance Unit, and in
the Deputy Prime Minister’s Office is the Office of the
Third Sector. The Government has a policy framework
and strategy to work with community organizations
to promote social and economic regeneration by giving community groups a stronger voice, by improving
public services through partnering with Third Sector
organizations, by supporting social enterprise…and
by providing cash, more than $1 billion CDN! Of this
amount $100 million is to go to community foundation
endowments to support grants for community groups,
$235 million to encourage youth volunteering… and
so on.
In Canada we can only look at this and pinch ourselves in disbelief. All we have is a weak Voluntary Sector Accord, painstakingly negotiated over several years,
that is now treated by the federal government as pretty
much irrelevant.
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TheWay Forward
It is not surprising therefore that the sector’s financial
situation is bad and, given the extent of its dependence
on government, unlikely to improve. Of course, we
need to encourage philanthropy (and the capital gains
tax exemption was an important step in this regard),
and foundations in particular need to be more flexible
and generous with regard to operating expenses. But
community organizations also have to be more entrepreneurial in seeking out new sources of revenue, and
more strategic in designing programs that focus on
long-term sustainability from the very beginning.
A national policy framework might increase the
amount of government funding, as it has in the UK.
Equally important, it could improve the terms upon
which such funding is provided (as the Accord did not).
A more realistic level of support for operating expenses
could improve salary and other conditions, and make
the sector a more attractive place to work, but by itself
it is not enough. As we all know, money doesn’t by itself
solve problems. People solve problems.
We need to attract the right people. Ample evidence exists that younger staff are not necessarily motivated by the same factors as older staff in the sector.
They are as personally committed to the “cause,” but not
prepared to sacrifice their private or family lives to it. In
fact, their commitment to a cause overrides loyalty to
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a particular employer or organization. They need to be
consulted and to feel valued, and are less comfortable in
a vertical structure. More of them are choosing to work
in smaller organizations, where they can see how they
can make a difference; or they are choosing to start their
own organizations.
A national policy framework that supports the sector is not just going to happen. We have to convince
Canadians that it is needed, and the politicians have to
hear the message. To succeed in doing this, we are going to have to adopt new methods of communicating.
Brochures and mail appeals don’t cut it in the age of
instant messaging and interactive video. YouTube’s announcement that it will set aside a portion of its site
exclusively for charities is causing many to re-think their
strategies for getting their message out—particularly to
a younger population. This is not just to encourage donations, though it may achieve that; it is to communicate
what not-for-profits are doing and why it matters in a
way that connects to the intended audience.
Of course, what we say is as important as how we
say it. We have all heard the cries for more accountability, for greater efficiency, the demand for results. And we
have all wrestled with the challenge of evaluation and
the frustration of not having a simple, single measure of
performance, the “bottom line.”
In our work there is much change that is hard to
quantify, hard to measure. But that doesn’t mean that we
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cannot collect data and demonstrate results—we can
gather quantitative and qualitative evidence that shows
what is changing as a result of our work—and use that
to improve performance. As Jim Collins says in Good to
Great and the Social Sectors, all indicators are flawed.What
matters is not finding the perfect indicator, but settling
on a consistent and intelligent method of assessing your
results and then tracking that rigorously.
This brings me to the final point, which concerns
leadership. Planning is key. Existing leaders should be
helped to transition into new roles as mentors and parttime consultants; training is needed for middle management, along the lines now being funded by the Metcalf
Foundation with York University in Toronto; people
should be drawn in from business and government to
contribute their expertise in areas such as fundraising
or HR. Crucially, capacities and experience must be
shared. This might mean some organizations merging
their administrative functions, donors paying for peerto-peer learning opportunities, and a strong focus on
attracting people from Aboriginal and other minority
communities.
The voluntary sector may never be able to compete with the business world or government service on
the basis of what it pays, but we do have the ace in our
hand: people want to believe in what they do, they want
to make not just a living but a difference. That is what we
offer. But it must be more than a promise or a hope.
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We are not just organizations meeting human needs, or
delivering a service, or helping our neighbours. We are
the lifeblood of a democratic society; we are the means by which
people act together to improve their lives; we are the drivers of
innovation and change to overcome social problems like poverty
or exclusion or injustice.
That is the message we must communicate, and that
we must embody. If we succeed, we will attract the staff
and volunteers we need, we will develop the great leaders, we will generate the public recognition and political
support to amplify our efforts. We will overcome some
of the present day challenges I have mentioned, and we
will create a community sector that is not only healthy
itself but which engages Canadians in the larger task of
reinvigorating our country.

12
Dancing to the Music of Now:
University-Community Partnering

At the CUExpo 2008, University ofVictoria,
Victoria, British Columbia, May 2008
• Climate change will bring water scarcity to between 1.1 and 3.2 billion people as temperatures
rise by two to three degrees Celsius.
-Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007
• Consumption by humans has exceeded the Earth’s
carrying capacity since the 1980s. We are spending
the natural capital accumulated over millennia at an
accelerating rate. Oil demand, to take one example,
will outstrip production causing a supply crunch
starting in 2010.
-US National Petroleum Council, 2007
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• The price of a ton of rice, a staple food for more
than half the world’s people, has doubled over the
past two years, from US$460 to almost US$1000.
-NewYork Times, March 28, 2008
• The CIA estimates the number of failing states at 20
or so.
-Lester Brown, Plan B 3.0: Mobilizing to Save
These are reports taken at random from recent newspapers. My point is simple: we are facing some serious
problems, problems that some knowledgeable observers say puts our very future in doubt.
More than ever—and I am not just saying this for
dramatic effect—we need to call on all our resources,
all our knowledge, all our wisdom, to solve environmental and social problems. This, in a nutshell, is why
this gathering of people drawn from universities and
community organizations is so timely and so urgent.
Universities have the task of uncovering new
knowledge through research. Some research is driven
by our need to understand things, how we got where
we are—the origin of the universe, the nature of matter.
And some is driven by the need to change things—to
solve problems, to right injustices, to create a sustainable future. Janice Stein, who directs the Munk Centre
at the University of Toronto, distinguishes between different kinds of knowledge: the what and why questions
to which academics seek answers, and the how ques-
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tions which are more contextual and experiential.
Universities can easily be caricatured as ivory towers, but even caricatures contain some truth, or we
wouldn’t recognize them. The reality is that universities are complex and varied. The cliché about their detachment from society is only partly true. Land-grant
colleges in the US never conformed to this stereotype.
(The University of Wisconsin is said to have referred
to the walls of the university being “the borders of the
state.”) In Canada too, there are many examples of engaged faculty, of community-university interaction, of
universities actively fulfilling a mission of civic responsibility. UVic’s LE,NONET project to encourage Aboriginal students to pursue higher education, and Nigel
Livingston’s CanAssist program that works with people
with disabilities are just two of many examples on this
campus, while in the community there is complementary work being done by groups like CCEDNet, the Storytellers’ Foundation and others.
But I think we would all agree that this is not the prevailing situation, particularly for research-intensive universities.The more “pure” the research is, the more prestige it appears to have. For most universities, research is
the first priority, teaching an afterthought (though this
is changing), and the application of knowledge is of only
indirect interest, unless it has revenue-generating potential (patents and the like). What are the criteria of excellence in higher education? First, the volume of grants for
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basic research; then, the numbers of doctoral programs,
the level of qualifications required for admission, the size
of the endowment, etc. We don’t find in this list an institution’s track record in meeting societal needs or its
ability to collaborate or the ways it enhances democratic
engagement among students and staff.

Challenges to constructive collaboration
• Getting key stakeholders to the table, including “strangers”
• Defining the research issue or problem in an inclusive way
• Overcoming professional blind spots, not allowing “specialists” to dominate
• Knowledge hierarchy favours quantitative and deductive
disciplines over qualitative and inductive disciplines
• In academe, theory trumps practice; in the community,
practice trumps theory
• Time, costs, and culture may be incompatible
• Trusting relationships are key

Academics are rewarded for specialized language
and conceptual rigour, which is fine except that it results in a conscious or unconscious devaluing of local
knowledge and an intense professional identification
with expert status. This may not be a problem in the
closed world of scholarly pursuits whose reference
point is “advancing the discipline” but it is not a productive response to complex problems which require holis-
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tic approaches and multiple knowledge sets.
But I don’t have to tell you this. The fact that you are
at this conference testifies that you understand the value
of combining scholarly research with community needs
and capacity.
Karl Marx famously said that philosophers have only
studied the world, the point is to change it. Communitybased research, the theme of our meeting here, is motivated, I believe, by the passion to understand in order
to change. You only have to peruse the abstracts of the
papers and presentations for this conference to appreciate the range of issues and concerns being addressed and
the enduring nature of the many partnerships you have
established.
Ten years ago I participated as a Council member
of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
(SSHRC) when the concept of the Community-University Research Alliance or CURA was introduced. I can
tell you that there was fierce resistance at first both from
university representatives on the Council and even from
the staff of SSHRC. The view was that serious research
was only done in universities, that community organizations had neither the skills nor resources for it, and
that the appropriate form for a CURA therefore should
be more in the nature of university-based research carried out IN the community than a genuine partnership.
We were advised that there would be little demand for
CURAs. When it turned out that there was huge de-
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mand, and that CURAs were being repeatedly cited as
demonstrating universities’ commitment to addressing
real problems, there was still an annual struggle to find
money from the SSHRC budget. The default always was
to put individual, curiosity-driven research first.
Many of you have probably encountered similar
attitudes in your own institutions. On the other hand,
there are examples of universities adopting enquirydriven curricula, and creating inter-disciplinary centres
and knowledge-transfer offices such as the Knowledge
Mobilization Unit Linking (York University, UVic, and
Memorial). And there are many examples of what have
been called “servant-academics” who put their knowledge to community use with transformative effect (perhaps the most famous contemporary example is Nobel
Prize winner Mohammed Yunus).
A month ago representatives of some of Canada’s
largest private foundations met in Fredericton with
the presidents and provosts of a dozen universities. The
message from the foundations was not particularly welcome: in essence, they said we are out of the business of
providing general grants for research or capital needs
and, where we are supporting research, there is a desire
to link it more closely to a foundation’s own goals and
priorities.
This is not to deny the need for basic research, but
most foundations’ mandate is to improve the lives of Canadians in fairly immediate and tangible ways. By and
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large we don’t see the drivers for achieving that aim in
academia. We are looking for fresh ideas and new approaches, and whether we are talking about higher education or industry the evidence is that innovation tends
to occur on the ground, where theory and practice collide, not in the boardroom or the faculty lounge or the
executive suite.
At the Fredericton meeting, Dr. Meric Gertler of
the University of Toronto talked about how our understanding of innovation has been dominated by linear
models, or the science “push” model: ideas are transferred from the lab to the marketplace, mediated by
the university’s tech transfer office. Interaction with
communities doesn’t work this way; it is more iterative,
recursive, and dependent upon a two-way exchange.
When it works, both sides benefit: new understandings and approaches are more relevant and practical and
more able to solve real problems. The difference in cultures of the two parties contributes to the usefulness of
the knowledge that is created precisely because the insider/outsider dynamic, the tension between researcher
and practitioner perspectives, yields new insights.

What you find when there is real collaboration
• Collaboration not competition
• Listening not talking
• Sharing not hoarding
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Facilitating not directing
Allowing not judging
Making mistakes not being perfect
Being uncertain rather than being the expert
Doing not just thinking

Three years ago the McConnell Foundation decided to
focus its funding for higher education on communitybased service-learning (CBSL), that is, experiential
learning based on the curriculum that is designed to
have students apply classroom knowledge in the outside world and, at the same time, benefit community
organizations and groups. At its best, it is collaborative, community-based, action-oriented, reflective, real
world problem-solving. After a competitive application
process, we made grants to ten universities across Canada, and recently we have begun to receive feedback. We
have not been surprised to hear that students participating in CBSL loved the experience, loved the opportunity to apply what they were learning while they were
learning it. We have not been surprised either to be told
that faculty members using this approach enjoyed the
enthusiasm and passion to learn that it generated among
their students. We have not been surprised to discover
that typically only a small minority of departments or
professors were willing to adopt CBSL as a pedagogy.
What has surprised us is the response of some ad-
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ministrations, which have discovered that, in an increasingly competitive environment for attracting students,
CBSL is proving to be a magnet for highly motivated,
very smart, and academically desirable recruits; ergo,
in institutions where a few dozens or hundreds of students were participating in CBSL opportunities, there
was suddenly pressure from the top to ramp up the program—make it available for hundreds, even thousands.
It would seem we had success.
However, the feedback from many of the community organizations and groups participating in CBSL programs was notably different. They were less persuaded
of the value, swamped by the supervisory demands on
small and sometimes volunteer staffs, unable to adjust
their ways of working to the rigid requirements of university timetables and working methods. Ramping up
the numbers of students will of course accentuate the
burden. Because properly-designed CBSL takes faculty
time to organize and requires time for students to reflect on what they are learning, it costs more than being
in a classroom and therefore there is a danger that the
experience will be diluted to little more than transitory
volunteering.
What have we learned for our support for CBSL so
far? First, that there is a tremendous appetite for such
programs for all the right reasons; second, we have been
reminded that in university/community relationships, it
is almost always the university that is the dominant part-
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ner, unless great care is taken at both the institutional
and individual faculty member level to be sensitive to
community needs and culture. Third, we have learned
that however much universities say they value these programs, cash-strapped administrations will not invest to
make them transformational learning experiences. Finally, we have realized that it was perhaps a mistake to
adopt the terminology of community service-learning
(very much in use in the US), and specifically the word
service.
Service connotes, to me at least, rendering help,
meeting someone else’s needs which, in the case of
CBSL, carries a tinge of noblesse oblige. We don’t talk
about the “service” society renders to universities by the
transfer of tens or hundreds of millions of tax dollars
to pay professors’ salaries or subsidize tuitions. A better term, we see in retrospect, would be communityuniversity engagement, which suggests that instead of
bringing knowledge out from academe it is actually being co-created, theory tested in practice, practice generating new theory, a process involving the different
but vital skills of people in the community, of student
“learners” and of faculty.
The newspaper clips I presented at the beginning
of this talk emphasized why I think all of us need to be
engaged in this “co-creation” of knowledge to address
pressing global challenges. The Earth has always been
fragile—vulnerable to being hit by an errant meteor,
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or to being destroyed by nuclear war, for example. But
an increasingly insistent message now, one we have all
heard, comes from scientists and researchers: it says we
may have passed thresholds of irreversible change. Of
course, our ingenuity is far from exhausted and we can
hope for salvation from nanotechnology, biogenetics,
quantum computing, geo-engineering, and breakthroughs in material science. We, in North America at
least, have an abiding faith in the “technological fix” to
open new vistas and to get us out of jams.
But our problems now are not primarily technical.
They are human, deriving from our behaviour, our beliefs and our values, and from the institutions we have
created. The challenge is not just to come up with new
breakthroughs in knowledge, but to apply what we already know!
We know that washing hands is the cheapest, most
effective way to prevent the deadly spread of C. difficile
and MRSA in our hospitals—infections that currently
cause more deaths than road accidents—yet that doesn’t
alter the fact that only 42 percent of medical professionals in hospitals now routinely wash their hands. We
know that we have to reduce our energy consumption,
yet that doesn’t prevent auto manufacturers and union
and urban planners and developers from continuing to
operate as though gas were still 35 cents a litre.We know
that water shortages are already being experienced—
not just in the countries of the South but also in the US,
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and probably soon in Canada—but that doesn’t dissuade
homebuilders in Arizona and New Mexico from putting
up luxury houses alongside golf courses (!) in the baking
desert. We know that our food system is vulnerable to
increased energy costs, supply disruptions, and so on,
but that has not prevented our towns and cities from
sprawling out across thousands of acres of prime farmland every year.

The old knowledge paradigm
•
•
•
•

Intellectual property rights (IPR)
Encyclopedia Britannica
Linear “push” model of transmission
Specialization

• Teaching as transmitting knowledge
• Mechanistic view—researcher as observer

The new knowledge paradigm
•
•
•
•

Open source
Wikipedia
Iterative, “co-creation”
Contextual, integrative

• Learning in and through research
• Quantum view—researcher as participant
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No doubt there are many reasons for this disconnect,
not excluding human greed and myopia. But one of
them is a skepticism or distrust of expertise, of knowledge, of so-called “academic learning” (specifically in
the social sciences), a distrust born of the experience
of many in the broader community. When we think of
the existential challenges that I prefaced this talk with,
we take comfort in our view of ourselves as rational beings, uniquely able to consider the future consequences
of our actions or inaction. But examples abound of civilizations which drove themselves to extinction by irrational behaviour. In his book Collapse, Jared Diamond
gives several examples of self-destructive behaviour and
bad choices, often leading to environmental collapse.
On Easter Island, for example, the felling of trees intensified even after it had created severe soil erosion and
drought, as the islanders endeavoured to propitiate the
gods by erecting yet more gigantic statues.
What might be a contemporary version of such
self-destructive behaviour? How about the fact that according to Lester Brown the cost of additional funding
to restore the Earth (planting trees to reduce flooding
and sequester carbon, restoring fisheries, protecting
biodiversity, stabilizing water tables, and so on) is some
US$113 billion. A large sum, to be sure, but it pales in
comparison beside the scale of the world’s military budgets, which totaled US$1.2 trillion in 2006 (half of that
for the US alone).
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Additional Funding Needed to Restore the Earth
Activity

Funding
(Billions $)

Planting trees to reduce flooding
and conserve oil................................................. 6
Planting trees to sequester carbon........................... 20
Protecting topsoil on cropland............................... 24
Restoring rangelands............................................ 9
Restoring fisheries.............................................. 13
Protecting biodiversity........................................ 31
Stabilizing water tables........................................ 10
Total...........................................................113

World Military Budgets 2006
Country

Budget
(Billions $)

US.................................................................560
UK................................................................ 59
China............................................................. 50
Russia............................................................. 35
All other.........................................................397
World Military Expenditure................... 1, 235
Lester Brown, Plan B. 3.0: Mobilizing to Save Civilization, Earth Policy
Institute, 2008
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Even adding the estimated US$50 billion needed to
meet the UN Millennium Development Goals to establish basic dignity for all, we are barely nibbling at what
is currently devoted to building our destructive capacity. The total appropriated by the US Congress for the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan alone, up to 2008 comes to
US$800 billion!
So—what can we do to encourage universities and
communities to dance to the same beat?
First, we need to recognize that institutions matter:
rules, expectations and incentives have a major impact
on how interactions occur. Currently academic culture is very influenced by an industry model, driven by
business values and predominantly economic goals, i.e.
competitiveness, ROI, responsiveness to the market,
and so on. Respected voices ranging from Derek Bok,
former President of Harvard, Clark Kerr, Chancellor of
UCLA, and the Kellogg Forum on Higher Education for
the Public Good have called for a re-emphasis on the
university’s public role in society.
One small step in this direction that some Canadian
universities are already studying would be to revamp
criteria for tenure. Tenure, as you know, is based on an
individual’s research, teaching and outreach, with by
far the greatest weight being given to research (as measured by the ranking of the journal publishing it, and
the number of citations). Simply adding social impact to
these three, with some formula for measuring it through
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feedback from those benefiting, would encourage those
faculty who wish for greater social engagement to do so
without risking their academic standing.
Second, there needs to be change outside the university too. Many community organizations also work in
silos, find it difficult to collaborate, or do not understand
the need for research to improve their understanding of
the issues they are addressing in order to enhance their
effectiveness. They too are increasingly being pushed
out of their comfort zones of service delivery or advocacy to address more fundamental system change. There
have been some notable successes recently, for example
welfare agencies have moved from palliative programs
to proposing ways for government to help low income
individuals transition to self-reliance, and organizations
working for people with physical or mental health problems have shifted the debate from service provision to
removing barriers to participation.
Finally, funders also have a responsibility. Foundations in particular can move from one-off support for
university campaigns and “naming” opportunities to encourage long-term relationship building between universities and communities (itself predicated on multiyear financial commitments), with financial support
that recognizes the added cost—both to the university
and to the community—of doing this well.
I want to conclude by going back to those gloomy
indicators that I opened with. Recently I read a story
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by the American Pulitzer Prize-winning author Michael
Chabon. He tells of a number of people including the
former Whole Earth Catalogue editor Stewart Brand,
British composer Brian Eno, and others, who have set
out to create a giant clock. It will cost tens of millions of
dollars, be stored in a cave in Nevada, and it is designed
to keep running for ten thousand years. That’s right: ten
thousand years, twice as old as the pyramids. The point
of the clock, says Chabon, is to revive the idea of the
Future, a story we tell of hope, dread, and wonder—
but which many people are beginning to lose faith in.
We say the clock will last for ten thousand years, but do
we believe it? Do we really think there will still be humans when it finally runs down, or even that the planet
will still be here? Think about it. In the West, in my lifetime, the Future has gone from the marvels of science
fiction and “Beam me up, Scotty,” the visions of World
Fair pavilions, of “Better Living through Chemistry” and
the promise of plastics as preached to the young Dustin
Hoffman in The Graduate to the dystopias of the current
cinema, the banishment of household goods that were in
everyday use until yesterday, and dire warnings of the
disastrous effects of climate change, or pandemics, or—
again—the threat of nuclear war. In his book, The World
Without Us, Alan Weisman explores what would happen
to the earth if the human race were to be extinguished,
or extinguish itself. Now we can read about our own
extinction, and then go back to our daily routines.
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I am not at the point where I believe our problems
are insoluble or the future irretrievably in question.
Humans are uniquely able to think about the future,
and to plan and to act to create the world they want
for themselves and their children. But that world is
very different, to my mind, from the one we presently
have—more peaceful, more just, more sustainable. To
get to that world from here requires that we move out of
our comfort zones, that we collaborate with those who
differ from us, that we build bridges across languages,
specializations and ideologies.
Since I was invited to speak to you by Budd Hall I
think the only permissible way to conclude my remarks
is with a poem. What follows is by the poet Jon Anderson, and is titled “You Must.”
You Must
You must have a hope
that will let you stomp and sing
at any cold dawn.
You must not wait
to love the student who loves you
and would like to kill you.
You must read the story again
and again to the child
who receives you with a bovine stare.
You must get up
every day to punch in
not dreaming on transcendence,
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not desiring new heroes or gods,
not looking the other way,
but looking for the other way
and ready to talk to everyone on the line.
You must not wait
for official approval
nor general consensus
to rage.You must
come again to kneel
in shiny, rock-strewn soil
not to pray, but to plant.
Yes, even now
as ice caps melt and black top
goes soft in the sun
you must prepare for the harvest.
—Jon Anderson
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13
Service-Learning
and Compassionate Leadership

At Intercordia Canada, Massey College,
Toronto, Ontario, May 2009
I have been asked to speak tonight about the concepts of
“service-learning” and compassionate leadership.
I want to speak from my own experience. Following
my graduation from McGill I went overseas with CUSO.
Its motto at the time was “Serve and Learn.” We didn’t
understand that at first; we thought we were about helping and teaching. It was only toward the end of our assignments that we realized (and some of us never did)
that where we thought we were giving, we were in fact
receiving, and where we thought we were teaching, we
actually were learning. It was a humbling realization, it
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felt somehow as though we, who had had the privilege
of receiving this extraordinary opportunity of being immersed in another culture, were also deriving the greatest share of the benefit: privilege compounded. But at
least we learned humility.
We learned more than that of course. Specifically,
what did I learn?
First, I learned to listen. Living in another culture,
surrounded by people speaking a language one doesn’t
understand, means that you have to develop the skills
to communicate cross-culturally, often non-verbally, always attuned to the most subtle cues to how you are supposed to behave. Second, I learned about dependence
and vulnerability, and about trust. It took a hitchhiking
expedition across the Sahara on my own to teach me
that I am not always master of my fate, and that Western concepts of task and time don’t travel well. Finally,
I learned about appreciating complexity, that interventions that introduce change without truly understanding
the dynamics and relationships at play, are seldom successful and sometimes dangerous.
My two-year CUSO assignment, which already
seemed like half a lifetime before I embarked, ended up
turning into a five year stint in West Africa. That was less
a conscious decision than an acknowledgement of how
much ignorance I had to overcome before I could be
of the slightest use to anyone. Each additional day reminded me that I still had a great deal to learn about the
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countries and cultures I worked in—and then I decided
it was time to get back to Canada before I lost touch
with my own country and culture. My time in West Africa, and subsequent work in the Sudan and South Asia,
did not turn me into a “development expert.” What I
learned was less about “development” and more about
people. It set the course of my life not by making me
commit myself to a career in development (I still don’t
know what it means) but by making me committed to
change and fascinated to know why and how people
change.
And that is what I want to talk about tonight:
change. There is nothing new about change, of course.
Every generation has sought to improve the world; what
is sometimes referred to dismissively as the idealism of
youth is a cliché, but it is also the core of the American
Dream. However today’s young people face a new challenge: to restore the world. And today’s young Canadians have the added challenge of doing it without the advantages that their parents had, the heritage of a country
blessed with almost unequalled human and natural resources in a world where those assets are very unevenly
distributed.
In a Commencement Address which he gave earlier this month at the University of Portland, Paul
Hawken said, “The planet came with a set of operating instructions but we seem to have misplaced them.”
Simple things like not poisoning the water or wiping
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out other species. My generation used its inheritance
of 60 years of post-World War II peace and unprecedented prosperity, which is what our parents bequeathed to us, to indulge ourselves. We took care of
our present, but today’s youth will have to look to the
needs of everybody’s future. In the post-industrial world
this may be the first generation that does not receive as
its birthright the prospect of a longer and better life in
a healthy ecosphere.
So change is coming, and it will be for the better.
The odd thing about change is that we tend to see it
in terms of the other. Just as development was once
thought to be about helping others to become like us, in
their standard of living, their values, their lifestyles, so
change is often seen in terms of how other people must
change. Gandhi famously said, “Be the change you want
to see in the world,” but most of us actually would prefer
to just exhort, advocate or legislate how we think others should be in the world. For us to commit ourselves
to affecting change requires that we deeply understand
why it is necessary—even if it entails some short-term
pain and loss of privilege for ourselves. That is why real
change is less a product of analysis and thinking than of
seeing and feeling.
That is why a different kind of learning is needed,
learning with the heart as well as with the mind. To look
at the current situation, for example, our heads tell us
that the economic decline we are experiencing now is
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painful, but that with appropriate policies and some restructuring and adjustment, the market soon will get us
back to where we were, furiously producing and consuming, generating profits, and enjoying our affluence.
Our hearts, however, tell a different story: that the way
we have been living is unsustainable, wasteful and unjust
in how its benefits are distributed, and that we could live
with less and not give up one iota of our potential for
happiness or fulfillment.
Our heads tell us that it makes political sense to
shore up what has existed, to bail out failing industries,
to cater to powerful interests and to tell people that
when this “correction” is over we can once again enjoy
our SUV lifestyles. Our hearts tell us that we have to
share the planet better for everyone’s sake, and that we
are more likely to find fulfillment in pursuing the meaning of a good life, than by acquiring the means to buy
the good life.
“Service-learning,” though I am inclined to believe
that term is a misnomer, is an example of that different kind of learning. It is really a form of experiential
learning, sharpened in a cross-cultural setting or in any
situation that pushes us out of our comfort zone. It can
produce that heightened sensitivity and extra alertness
and even anxiety that signal to us that all our senses are
finely tuned to take in and make sense of everything
that is going on around us, with no familiar signposts or
comfortable poses to fall back on. We have probably all
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experienced that at one time or another; it is not always
pleasant at the time, but afterward there is the exquisite
joy of knowing that we have learned something, and that
something has changed us forever.
The poet Mary Oliver captures the terror and courage of making this move in her poem, “The Journey”:
The Journey
One day you finally knew
what you had to do, and began,
though the voices around you
kept shouting
their bad advice—
though the whole house
began to tremble
and you felt the old tug
at your ankles.
“Mend my life!”
Each voice cried.
But you didn’t stop.
You knew what you had to do,
though the wind pried
with its stiff fingers
at the very foundations—
though their melancholy
was terrible.
It was already late
enough, and a wild night,
and the road full of fallen
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branches and stones.
But little by little,
as you left their voices behind,
the stars began to burn
through the sheets of clouds,
and there was a new voice,
which you slowly
recognized as your own,
that kept you company
as you strode deeper and deeper
into the world,
determined to do
the only thing you could do—
determined to save
the only life you could save.
—Mary Oliver

The last line is not about being self-absorbed; it reminds
us that our first task and responsibility is to change ourselves, not to try to save other people. To do that we
have to go deeper and deeper into the world to find out who
we truly are. It is frightening because while we are exhilarated by the new and strange, we also crave security;
it is comforting to be with people like ourselves, not to
live constantly on the edge. It takes courage because you
are choosing your own path through life, as we all must
do. It has been said that if you see your path stretching
out ahead of you, it’s not your path. We make our path
with each step we take, every decision and choice we
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make, every time we think for ourselves or stand up for
what we believe.
What gives us that courage? We have to cultivate
certain qualities: imagination, empathy, compassion, a
sense of justice or fairness to recognize when things are
just not right. Curiously these are attributes that are often observed in children, but which wither through our
years of schooling.
(We were reminded of that recently when 400 students walked out of their school in Keswick to protest
the injustice of their Korean school mate being expelled
when he defended himself against racist bullying. They
taught the police and school authorities by their action
more about fairness and empathy than any number of
manuals and in-service training courses ever could.)
And so we have to learn them all over again, by doing and being. By seeing that you can learn and serve,
that indeed serving is a form of learning. On reflection, I
think that was the error we made in CUSO, to think that
serving and learning were separate activities, one was
giving to others and the other was benefiting from what
we got in return. Jean Vanier’s message, on the other
hand, is that it is the act of serving others that teaches
us about ourselves, and about our common humanity—
including the weaknesses and vulnerabilities that we
would prefer not to see.
I said that I thought the term “service-learning” was
a misnomer. The word “service” comes with so many
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connotations—of doing for others, of giving, even of
sacrifice. It doesn’t convey the notion of mutuality, the
idea that one is giving and receiving, learning and teaching by example. It is by learning about others, their
hopes and aspirations and fears that one discovers oneself. For many of us who had that experience of working
and living overseas, in a very different culture, one often
described in terms of poverty, misery, or hopelessness,
the shock was realizing how much poverty, misery, and
hopelessness existed in our own society (and sometimes
in ourselves). It wasn’t always material poverty in a
country like Canada, of course, and much of the misery
was hidden, but it was real nonetheless. It was just that
here we could cross the street or avert our eyes to avoid
it. In a culture that celebrates the individual, it is possible to write off the poor and marginal simply as road
kill on the highway to success.
I read in the Report of the l’Arche meeting that was
held in Toronto in June 2007 the following statement:
“Human life is founded on the mystery of communion, of being
and belonging together.We are always fragile and evolving. In
this growth, we need to hold on to two ideas: to dream and to be
tender.To dream is to imagine, to hope for the future. Although
as humans we are very messy, we must also always have a dream
of coming out of the mess.We have to believe that we can change
things.”
What drives change is not rational arguments that
influence how people think so much as evident truths
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that influence how we behave. Of course, there is a need
for data, analysis, strategies, and so on but first there has
to be a deep understanding of why change is needed and
a vision of how things could be better. Seeing is believing, but sometimes we have to believe in order to see.
We are at a point today where growing numbers of
people see the need for change; they see that a society
that measures itself by consumption is not healthy or
balanced; they see that a culture that values individuals
for what they do rather than who they are turns people
into mere instruments; they see that growing disparities
of wealth within and between countries is fundamentally unjust and inherently destabilizing.
We can dream of what we would like to see: a world
that is at peace, environmentally sustainable, with economic opportunity, social acceptance, and cultural riches
for everybody; a world in which people are free to exercise choice, to develop their talents, to contribute fully to
communities that are diverse, supportive, and inclusive.
Is it ridiculous to imagine such a world? Is it not
extraordinary that of all the thousands of species on this
planet, ours is the only one that has the ability to look
into the future, to exercise foresight? We alone are able
to imagine something better—and then to take action
to improve what exists. It is our ability to hope, and then
to look ahead so as to anticipate and to plan that distinguishes humankind. Why then are we so unwilling or
unable to use it?
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Who are the leaders who will express this vision of
a better world? We are.
As Albert Schweitzer said, “Example is not the main
thing influencing others. It is the only thing.” It is by
learning with the heart that we develop the understanding of ourselves and others that can give birth to a new
vision of what is possible, that expresses our deepest
feelings of connectedness and joy and fulfillment.
This might sound like Pollyanna, but it is reinforced
by the knowledge coming out of our new scientific understanding of reality. I am referring to the shift from
a Newtonian, mechanistic view of the world, the one
we all grew up with and that seems like common sense,
to a holistic quantum understanding of the world that
is profoundly counter-intuitive and seems to make no
sense at all. This “new” knowledge is not new at all, of
course, it is a hundred years old, but its implications are
only beginning to seep into the way we view the world.
In the old mechanistic view, the world is “out there,”
composed of objects. To understand how it works we
have to take it apart, examine the pieces, and put it
back together. We are separate from it. Quantum theory describes a very different world, in which everything—including the observer—is connected; we are
part of what we observe. So change, far from resulting from the application of external force, comes from
within. Individual actions are not tiny and inconsequential (“What influence can I possibly have?”) but part of
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a dynamic that operates within the system undergoing
change.
Expressing this same idea, Robert F. Kennedy said,
“Each time a person stands up for an idea, or acts to improve the
lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, (s)he sends forth
a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million
different centres of energy and daring, those ripples build a
current that can sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression
and resistance.”
From service-learning to sweeping down “the walls
of oppression and resistance” might seem like a mighty
leap, but all social change starts with people. The right
people to lead it are those who command respect not
because of their power or status or self-importance, but
who have self-knowledge and empathy and a compassion
for others that is rooted in their own sense of imperfection and shared humanity. So who must be the leaders?
We each must be, in whatever sphere we occupy. In the
words of HH the Dalai Lama—surely a living exponent
of compassionate leadership—“Every human being has
the same potential for compassion. The only question
is whether we really take care of that potential and develop and implement it in our daily life.”
Thank you.

14
On Not Letting
a Crisis Go to Waste

At the Social Economy and Sustainability
Research Network 2009 Policy Colloquium,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, September 2009
“You never want to let a crisis go to waste.”
—Rahm Emanuel

A week ago we marked the first anniversary of the financial collapse. So, what happened a year ago?
• Too much risk people didn’t understand
• Too much leveraging
• Too much doing what was rewarded: chasing profit
at all costs
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• Mass delusion that through some alchemy human
ingenuity, complex mathematical modeling, and sophisticated technology had combined to take us into
an era of endless growth and permanent prosperity.
The initial response was to try to fix the financial system, stabilize the banks, get credit flowing, inject stimulus money to prevent a repeat of the Great Depression.
Superficially, it seems to have worked:
• The recession is “over”
• The market is back, credit is flowing
• Deals can be made (Barrick, Encana…), bonuses
reinstated
We are supposed to believe that—especially for Canada—it wasn’t so bad after all. Consider the tagline on
a recent TV ad from the federal government: “We are
coming out of this stronger than ever.”
But of course there is more to it than that. We need
to disentangle the long-term trends which were already
underway, and the short-term impacts of the crisis itself.
In the latter category we can place the dismantling of the
G8, the so-called executive committee that “managed”
the global economy, and its replacement by the G20—
reflecting not so much the rise of the BRIC countries
(whose economic growth has been well underway for
several years already) as the decline of the moral author-
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ity of the US and of the so-called Washington consensus
of limited government and unfettered markets. (Perhaps
we can also hope that a serious blow has been struck to
what has been called “autistic economics” and the credibility of economists more generally.)
However, the far more important long-term trend,
which was to some extent obscured by the apparent
prosperity industrialized countries have enjoyed, was
a major shift in the economy itself. One aspect of this
was the slow birth of the “Green Economy”—the restructuring of Western economies to be more energy
efficient, less wasteful, replacing mass production by
customized products and distributed networks, with
customers becoming “pro-sumers” (blurring the line
between producer and consumer). Canada, it must be
said, is lagging in this transition, held back by the weight
of vested interests, particularly in conventional energy
production, and a desperate lack of leadership in the
business and political realms. Bailing out dinosaurs like
GM and Chrysler still has greater appeal than making
sure that a technology company like Nortel stays intact
and in Canada.
Another trend which has long-term implications is
the impact of rising energy prices. Jeff Rubin’s recent
book, WhyYourWorld is Going to Get aWhole Lot Smaller, argues that the rising cost of oil will overturn the rationale
for much offshore production, even throwing globalization into reverse as countries and communities turn to
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local sources for manufacturing low value items, food
production, etc.
Finally there is the inexorable aging of the Canadian population. The balance of people in the workforce
to those who are retiring is tilting; fewer people will
be paying taxes to sustain the pensions and health care
costs of the boomers. The implications of this are profound: governments will be unable to assure the level of
services we currently enjoy, particularly to scattered or
remote populations. Canadians have not been enthusiastic savers for their retirements, and a large number have
no employer pension plans. Health care, and care more
generally—for seniors, children, people with special
needs, will become a key area of employment growth.
We are moving in the direction of a new economy
which would be characterized by the following:
• A shift from export-led growth (relying on American consumers) to more production for local
markets
• Moving from free circulation of capital to regulated
flows and greater monitoring
• From global supply chains to more local sourcing,
where feasible
• New products and processes arising from the
“greening” of the economy
• Local resources mobilized for local investment
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• Goal of economic growth replaced by better quality
of life
• More mixed enterprises, blending financial and social returns
Of course, changes don’t happen seamlessly or according to a plan. The institutions and forms that we have inherited from the industrial era persist—not just corporations and bureaucracies, but educational institutions
and those delivering health care. These remain compartmentalized, professionalized, centralized, and hierarchical and they deliver standardized services to clients or
customers, not citizens or collaborators—all characteristics that we reject in our personal interactions, or
at least recognize as being profoundly out-of-step with
our needs and preferred methods of operating. Attitudes
may be slow to change but institutions are even more
resistant.
In the private sector we are now witnessing efforts
to innovate, to configure workplaces, to encourage creativity, to develop whole new business models. The public sector is struggling to modernize but is hobbled, in
Canada at least, by a culture of risk avoidance in part
created by the Auditor General and in part by the deep
suspicion politicians currently have for public servants.
And what about the community sector? On the one
hand, that is arguably where innovation is constantly occurring. We find examples of social purpose businesses,
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alternative energy coops, new ways to deliver services
to vulnerable populations—in short, a dynamic social
economy. What we don’t find is public recognition of
this (except in Quebec) by politicians or business leaders, too many of whom are ignorant or dismissive.
We need to change that. In the UK when the Labour government took power, Prime Minister Tony
Blair concluded that the problems facing the country
could not be solved by any sector on its own; solutions required cooperation between government and
business and the Community, or Third, Sector. He established the Office of the Third Sector in the PM’s
Office and instituted a series of measures to build
the sector’s capacity and to ensure adequate and diverse funding. A task force led by a successful venture
capitalist, Sir Ronald Cohen, recommended a series
of measures, including several initiatives to build infrastructure, including Unltd (seed capital for entrepreneurs); Venturesome, to provide loans and equity
for charities; Bridges Ventures (venture capital, with a
focus on deprived areas and environmental businesses;
and Bridges Social Entrepreneurs Fund for investment
in enterprises with a blended financial/social return;
Triodos, which provides equity and loan capital for
social enterprises, and Futurebuilders, which provides
loans and grants funded by government (now managing a £100 million Social Enterprise Development
Fund). The overarching goal was to ensure access to
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capital, training, and networks of mentors and advisors
for anyone or any organization with the ingenuity and
initiative to develop a new approach or a new enterprise to tackle the problems of disadvantaged individuals and communities.
A new type of company was set up, called a Community Interest Company (CIC), for social enterprises
seeking social value and impact. Since its launch in 2005,
over 2,800 of these CICs have been registered in the
UK. The US is moving in the same direction, with the
L3C or Low Profit Limited Liability Companies, and of
course one of the first acts of the Obama administration
was the creation of an Office of Social Innovation in the
White House.
So Canada is out of step, apparently locked into an
old paradigm where business, government, and community sector operate independently, with the latter
as a distinctly junior partner. Of course it is not quite
as straightforward as that: businesses are talking up the
need to be “socially responsible,” governments are looking at the benefits and costs of PPPs, community organizations are in some cases launching social enterprises,
foundations are beginning to engage in PRIs and MRIs.
But it is slow, and uphill.
Our challenge is to accelerate the process of innovation and to create institutions and processes to support
it, as has been done in the UK and the US, and here in
Quebec.
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When we describe aspects of the new economy,
it resembles nothing so much as what we call the “social economy.” Driven by a new environmental and social consciousness it looks for ways to both engage and
satisfy the needs of people at risk of being ignored or
poorly served by the market and the state—people who
at present are treated as marginal because of barriers
that prevent them from participating fully in the economy and society. I am talking of people with various disabilities, or mental illness, or lacking skills, or suffering
from addictions, or unemployed… Until now we have
treated them as clients to whom services are provided,
not as people capable of making their own contribution
to the common welfare.
To foster this economic shift, we need better data
(research), we need a stronger public image (“social
economy” seems to marginalize—people simply aren’t
aware of its scope and scale); we probably need a private
sector champion like Sir Ronald Cohen; we need to create the infrastructure for building capacity and investment vehicles like the Fiducie. Above all, we need a new
narrative: one that replaces the story offered by “autistic economics,” of growth as the panacea that solves all
problems, by a more textured story that better reflects
the reality of people’s search for fulfillment, relationships, and happiness.
Some of this is starting to happen: Causeway, SiG,
the multitude of innovations springing up as people and
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organizations struggle to find solutions to challenges
both local and national.
Leadership has been defined as “the courage to see
reality as it is, to see possibility when others can’t see
it, and to inspire people to move people from reality
to possibility.” The reality for many of us is that classical economics is just an ideology—albeit one that has
served for many decades now as the economic version
of the infamous “End of History” proposed by Francis
Fukuyama—that has led us into a blind alley. The current economic crisis has served to remove some of our
blinders. Other possibilities exist—new ways of creating economic opportunities which contribute to environmental sustainability and human well-being and
happiness are being tested. Leadership has been defined
as the courage to see the world as it is, to see possibility when others don’t see it, and to inspire people to
move from reality to possibility. The challenge is clear:
Your task, our task, is to inspire people to move from socalled “reality” to those possibilities.
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15
Learning as a 21st Century
Survival Skill

At the forum,“Lifelong Learning Matters:Taking Steps Forward,”
Ottawa, Ontario, November 2010
Recently I went to see the documentary film Waiting for
Superman, which shows how the US education system
is failing American children. One of the most poignant
scenes shows kids and their parents awaiting the results
of the lottery required by the State of New York to gain
entry into the higher performing secondary schools in
New York City—the outcome of which will significantly influence their entire lifetime trajectory. The notion
that a person’s life chances should be determined by a
lottery before even the teen years is so abhorrent, so unfair. Yet, to a significant extent that is true of everybody
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today—our lives may not be determined by a lottery,
but they are certainly largely influenced by the quality of
schooling we have received and, even more, by whether
we have been prepared for a lifetime of learning to cope
with a world of incessant change. What we know by the
time we leave secondary school is less important than
whether we have learned to learn—to thrive in a world
where young people can expect to have between ten
and fourteen jobs by age 38, where technical information doubles every two years (so half of what first year
students learn in university is out of date by their third
year), and where the top ten in-demand jobs in 2010 did
not exist in 2004.
Of course the world has never stood still, but the
pace and scale of change today is unprecedented and
our education systems have not adapted. When change
is relatively slow, predictable, and linear, we can use history and apply lessons from the past.We gather data, use
evidence based approaches, and knowledge becomes increasingly specialized. But when change is discontinuous, involving unknowns and uncertainty, experience is
less useful as a guide; we need to develop skills in understanding system dynamics and thinking across knowledge sets. Insight and intuition may be more useful than
factual knowledge, and experimentation more important than relying on what is already known. But there is
also change that is disruptive and deeply unknowable.
How can education help us to navigate those waters? For
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that we need resilience, in other words adaptability, the
capacity for innovation and continuous learning.
I would argue that we are called upon increasingly
to deal with the third kind of change—but with the
tools developed for the first. There are two already visible shifts taking place in our world, namely the shift of
the centre of gravity of the global economy from the
North Atlantic to Asia and the demographic changes
facing Canadian society as we become an older, more
diverse people. But in addition, there are changes triggered by global phenomena like climate change or terrorism or the impact of new information and communication technologies, that are so new and so far-reaching
that we cannot yet foresee how they will affect us.
The focus of the McConnell Foundation is on helping communities to respond to change, to create a culture in Canada that celebrates and supports continuous
innovation, that develops and sustains resilience. We
view ourselves as a learning organization; consequently
grants are more often than not a kind of learning partnership, testing whether an approach or activity can
produce positive results for a given problem area. We
understand that creating long-lasting change requires
that we alter the social systems that created the problems in the first place, that we are necessarily part of
that system and therefore must change as well.
Organizations and institutions may be slow to
adapt, but even harder is to change how people think.
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Yet openness to new concepts and ideas keeps a society flexible. In business there is acceptance of the need
for innovation, indeed what Joseph Schumpeter termed
“creative destruction” ensures a continual redeployment
of resources. The public sector struggles to renew itself,
but disruptive change sometimes requires some form of
social upheaval or radical breakdown of existing institutions. The voluntary or community sector exhibits a
paradox: established bodies are slow to change because
feedback mechanisms are weak or lacking (people receiving services, for example, do not pay for them), yet
there is a constant upwelling of new organizations and
informal groupings in response to new needs or causes,
which lead to new and resourceful ways of addressing
problems.
At a time of rapid change and new challenges, we
need new actors—social innovators and “institutional
entrepreneurs” who can re-frame an issue and mobilize new or re-direct existing resources. We need broad
thinkers who can integrate knowledge from different
fields and who can collaborate across sectors. There is a
societal challenge in developing ways to work effectively on what have been called horizontal problems from
within our vertical institutions. The community sector’s
role is central, because a resilient society requires active
citizens, not clients or customers.
The importance of what used to be called adult education is self-evident in this new world of change and
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complexity; yet adult education has become invisible in
Canada. How ironic and tragic that Canada, which occupied a leadership position in the worldwide adult ed
movement not so long ago, is now absent. Even creating a culture of learning is problematic when evidence
and expertise is devalued, and the experience of school
is profoundly unfulfilling. There is a recognition that
the best learning is driven by “pull” not “push,” and that
motivation is key; yet schooling is based on fixed curricula and standardized methods. In our experience at
the Foundation we have seen how experiential learning through the arts (as in our ArtsSmarts/GénieArts
program) or the environment (formerly Green Street/
Ma rue verte, now Imagineaction run by the Canadian
Teachers’ Federation) can change attitudes and improve
learning outcomes among disengaged students.
For all these reasons your goal of creating a Lifelong Learning network in Canada is to be applauded.
This meeting demonstrates the breadth of interest, and
the active presence here of participants from both English and French communities, and especially from First
Nations and Aboriginal communities, suggests that the
time is right.
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16
Words and Actions:
Creating a new Narrative
for the Community Sector

At the FCSS of BC’s general meeting,
Vancouver, British Columbia, October 2010
We are surrounded by change—sometimes it is so subterranean as to be almost imperceptible, sometimes it is
dramatic and disruptive. We embrace it and we resist it.
Mostly it seems to be happening to us rather than by us.
Business, government, and the voluntary or community
sector struggle to make sense, to adjust, to innovate.
Each faces challenges, but I want to focus particularly on
what we must do in the community sector if we are to respond creatively and effectively, to be actors not victims.
Why is this urgent now? First, because many of the
systems we have inherited that address our health care,
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education, and other needs are not working well. Despite a long stretch of economic growth and prosperity
in the period up to 2008, the condition of significant
sectors of the Canadian population actually deteriorated. First Nations members, seniors, and people with
disabilities experienced some improvement while single
mothers, the working poor, immigrants, and social assistance recipients were left further behind. Income
inequality is growing. We have created an expensive
maintenance system that marginalizes whole categories
of people, including those with some physical or intellectual disability, or with limited education, or facing
addiction problems, unemployment, etc. By preventing
them from keeping or building assets, we enforce dependence as a condition of receiving support; they are
maintained, but not helped to participate in mainstream
Canadian society as contributing citizens, people who
have dignity and choices.
It would not be an exaggeration to say that many
of our systems are broken. Broken systems shuffle
problems rather than solve them. People with mental
illnesses are taken out of institutions, but then left to
fend for themselves on the street or are incarcerated.
Immigrants with professional qualifications are encouraged to come to Canada, but then excluded from their
professions and end up driving taxis. Schooling continues to operate on the industrial mass-production model
and when young people drop out (as high as 30 percent
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in Quebec), the government responds by running TV
spots urging them to stay the course. Broken systems,
in short, are rigid, do not build on strengths, and cannot
evolve and innovate; they patch, they temporize, they
sweep under the carpet.
This state of affairs cannot persist, for the second
reason that is forcing change: an epochal shift of economic power as the centre of gravity of the global economy moves from the North Atlantic to Asia. Canada,
like other developed economies, has flourished under
the old rules of the game. There is no reason why it cannot flourish in the “new world order” too, but inevitably
there will be changes and vastly more competition from
the dynamic emergent economies of Asia and, increasingly, Latin America (and in the not distant future, Africa
too). Canada’s aging infrastructure, chronically lagging
productivity, and reliance on exporting commodities do
not equip it well to meet the competition.
Lastly, we can anticipate that in response to high
and recurrent deficits, government spending will be
curtailed. Much self-congratulation on the healthy state
of our banking system has obscured the reality that
Canadians have a higher level of public debt per capita—$37,000 for each man, woman and child, according
to The Economist—than Americans. Revenue constraint
will be exacerbated by the effects of an aging population, which results in lower economic growth since it
won’t be driven by a growing workforce, and a shift in
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the proportion of economically active to retired people—plus potentially a greater demand for public services. History suggests that the brunt of any cuts will fall
heavily on community organizations.
But non-profits and community groups are not standing still. Their roles are changing. So is their behavior.

A New Importance for Community Organizations
Present circumstances create a new world of opportunity for the community sector. Its role can no longer be
residual, compensating for market failure or gaps in government services. Rather, it occupies a central place.That
is because it is in the community that energy is tapped,
potential released, innovations launched; that is where
individuals coalesce as citizens, where they experience
the sense of belonging as members of the community,
where they express their citizenship through active engagement. However the trend toward individualization
can also create isolation and a sense of disempowerment;
refusing to engage—refraining from voting or from patronizing a company whose values you dislike—is a passive strategy. It takes organization, whether through formal structures or informal networks, to effect change.
This vision of the sector’s role may sound like just
noble sentiments, but I would argue that it is a reality.
Indeed, we already can see in the UK what acceptance of
the indispensable role of the Third Sector (as it is called
there) means. In the early 2000s the new Labour gov-
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ernment concluded that Britain’s problems could not be
solved by government alone—nor by business, and certainly not by the community sector, alone. So it set about
creating the bases for effective collaboration. New types
of cooperation between government and the private
sector emerged, such as public-private partnerships,
and an infrastructure to strengthen the community sector was put in place. This included access to new sources
of revenue, including investment capital, and capacity
building and advisory services. By and large, much of
this thinking has been retained by the new Conservative
government, under the rubric of the Big Society.
This hasn’t happened in Canada, except to a limited extent at the provincial level (in Newfoundland and
Labrador, New Brunswick, Ontario, and with the Government Non-Profit Initiative or GNPI in B.C.). An important initiative that may be a harbinger is the creation
in January 2011 by the B.C. government of an Advisory
Council on Social Entrepreneurship to help communities in that province to tackle their most persistent social
challenges. In contrast, the federal government to date
seems to regard citizens’ organizations only as “special
interest” groups, and has so far shown little concern for
the vitality of the community sector as a whole.1
1 T
 he announcement in January 2011 by Prime Minister Harper of a volunteer awards program to recognize outstanding community builders
may indicate a shift of attitude.
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Emerging Forms of Collaboration
We are emerging from a long period of consensus concerning the roles of business, government, and the community sectors in Canadian society. The first, according
to this conventional view, generates wealth; the second
maintains a level playing field (including some modest
redistribution of the wealth); and the last helps vulnerable groups and meets specific, limited needs (including
drawing attention to causes and needs that are not yet
on the public’s radar). For the most part this division of
roles has served us well. More recently however, wealth
creation has stalled (and in some OECD countries it has
fallen dramatically), income inequality is growing (in
the US to a level not seen since 1928), and the community sector is being squeezed—not just by growing
demands and diminishing resources, but by inattention
to Canadians’ spirit of civic duty, by professionalization
of what used to be freely offered care, and by barriers
to volunteering (such as security and liability fears and
union concerns over the loss of paid jobs).
Roles are becoming more fluid. Governments are
urged to “run like a business,” as are community organizations. More far-sighted business leaders are advocating that companies go beyond a corporate social responsibility (CSR) or even “triple bottom line” approach to
seize the opportunities created by the need for social and
environmental changes, in other words to craft business
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models that create social value for stakeholders.2 Many
community organizations are seeking more flexible revenue models, but are hampered by outmoded rules and
restrictions.
Faced by this blurring of boundaries, citizens are no
longer sure what to expect. The “public” is fragmented.
The private sector in its search for efficiencies has created a DIY market. “Consumers” now perform their own
banking, booking, and travel services on-line; in our demand for individualized services we are becoming what
some observers have termed “pro-sumers,” co-creators
of the customized products and services we want.3 New
communication technologies tailor information to particular audiences and niche target advertising. Relationship-management is becoming increasingly key to business strategy.
However government by and large continues to
provide standardized services through silo-ed mandates,
“working vertically in a horizontal world,” as it has been
described. While governments in Europe, Australia,
and elsewhere experiment with new ways of working, “steering rather than rowing,” Canada—with some
exceptions at provincial and municipal levels as noted
2 Michael Porter and Mark Kramer, The Big Idea: Creating Shared Value in
Harvard Business Review, January–February 2011
3 See Print me a Stradivarius: How a new manufacturing technology will change
the world, The Economist, February 10, 2011
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above—lags. In Denmark, three government departments collaborated to create the MindLab as a place to
prototype how public services can be improved, from
the point of view of their users, the citizens. In Australia and some European countries, public policy is being
co-created, officials not merely consulting but engaging
knowledgeable groups to improve the quality of decisions by ensuring that the views of stakeholders are fully
taken into account, and enacting “Open Government”
as an operating principle. Slowly this form of involving
users is beginning to enter into service delivery. Telemedicine, for example, is a growing field, and diabetes
patients and others are learning to self-monitor, thereby
saving trips to clinics and reducing costs. For this to take
root requires that co-producing policies and programs be
viewed by governments not as a tactic or concession or
way to cut costs, but as the optimal way now to meet
citizens’ expectations in a democratic society.
Not-for-profit agencies have been affected by this
too. Appreciative, asset-based approaches remind service-providers that they are dealing with people, not
simply clients. Maintaining good health and upgrading
education and skills is the responsibility of individuals,
not just institutions and professionals. Faced with growing needs, many organizations are recognizing the value
of peer support and strong networks, relying on existing
capabilities within families and communities rather than
developing their own programmatic responses.
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Collaboration is not easy. Organizations in the
community or voluntary sector work in a competitive
funding environment. The fact that raising revenues is
not tied directly to performance and results places a
premium on charismatic leadership and public relations or media skills, which can heighten rivalries and
complicate cooperation. Funders compound this when
they urge collaboration but don’t cover the increased
costs it requires, or when they structure their grants
and contributions in ways that undermine it. The increasing popularity of contests and competitions are
an example, where no allowance is made for the costs
of preparing submissions, or open bidding processes
where the only criterion is cost, with no provision
for other factors like existing relationships, level of
trust, etc. Compare this with the “open competition”
approach where applicants post their proposals and
are encouraged to borrow from and build upon each
other’s ideas.
We need to put the citizen, the problem, or the
cause at the centre, rather than the institution, the
mandate, or the jurisdiction. This focuses attention on
what matters, not on who should be doing what. The
nation-wide program to reduce poverty called Vibrant
Communities has had success precisely because it is designed to enlist local businesses, municipal and provincial departments, social service agencies and people living
in poverty to develop a common strategy. Similarly the
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recently-signed Boreal Forest Initiative can work only
because all the stakeholders—private industry, local
communities (including First Nations) and environmental organizations—are working together on a win-win
strategy that recognizes all their needs.
A further development of this is the “Living Lab”
concept which originated in Europe and now may be
found in Africa, Asia, and Latin America (and now in
Quebec). These engage end-users in open innovative
processes: citizens, businesses, and public authorities
combine to create new technologies, products, and services while simultaneously evaluating their social and
economic implications. This form of empowerment
speeds up research and development, supports SMEs,
and creates an innovation ecology.
True collaboration requires that all parties are able
to make their distinctive contribution, as well as derive benefit. To do this, the community sector needs its
shackles loosened.

Change the Rules
The community sector in Canada is big, the second
largest in the world on a per capita basis, but it underperforms. It is stifled by an outmoded and restrictive
definition of “charity,” and an inappropriate and unhelpful assignment of responsibility for monitoring it to the
Canada Revenue Agency, whose primary responsibility
is tax collection. Our definition of “charity” remains that
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established by the Statute of Elizabeth in 1604, while
other jurisdictions like Australia and the UK have moved
on. But charities in Canada are also hobbled by a beancounting interpretation of accountability, and disincentives to risk-taking or experimenting with new ideas.
In November 2009, the C.D. Howe Institute released
a study by Adam Aptowitzer4 that pointed out the conflict in having the body responsible for protecting the
tax base regulate tax-exempt entities. The study recommended the establishment of a federated Charities
Council to help the provinces fulfill their mandate regarding charities.
We need to release the sector’s creative and entrepreneurial spirit. One way is to end our binary distinction between for-profit and charitable. The single largest
(and fastest growing) source of revenue for organizations in the community sector is self-generated income,
from service fees, memberships, and in some cases
product sales (this accounts for from 40–50 percent of
total revenue). Yet charities in Canada are constrained
by rules from further developing their entrepreneurialism, and they are prohibited from carrying out activities which might even inadvertently produce a “profit,”
even where the goal is not private benefit but funding
the charity’s mission.
4 A
 dam Aptowitzer, Bringing the Provinces back In: Creating a Federated Canadian Charities Council, C.D. Howe Institute, 2009
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The purpose of such a limitation is to prevent unfair
competition between taxable businesses and untaxed
charities. A more effective response would be to have
a “destination test,” to ask if the surplus is intended for
private benefit for owners or shareholders, or to achieve
a public good, to support the mission of the charity (after all, businesses get tax relief if they donate a portion
of their profits for a charitable purpose)?

Create New Tools
Looking ahead, it is clear that the traditional ways of
funding community organizations—government grants
and contributions, and individual, corporate, or foundation donations—will not suffice to meet the challenges
we face. Governments are again in deficit-cutting mode,
and in Canada private donations cannot grow enough to
compensate for public funding cuts. As Sir Ronald Cohen, the “father” of social finance in the UK, was recently quoted in The Telegraph: “I think societies everywhere
will soon come to the conclusion that an important part
of the capitalist system is having a powerful social sector to address social issues, because government doesn’t
have the resources.”
In the UK, a new corporate entity has been created
called a Community Interest Company, or CIC, and its
purpose is to blend financial and social returns. If regulators are satisfied that a bona fide public good is being
met, the company directors are not held to the usual
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standard of maximizing shareholder value, but must
instead achieve a blended or mixed return that creates
public benefit as well as private profit. In its first five
years, some 4500 CICs have been created to meet a
range of social or environmental challenges.
For the past few years, there have been attempts in
Canada to mobilize new sources of capital, and to enable organizations working for public benefit to access a
wider range of financial instruments, including mortgages, bridge funding, loans, etc. Community foundations
in Edmonton, Ottawa, and Saint John have created loan
funds, while in Quebec the Fiducie was created with government, a labour investment fund (Fonds de Solidarité),
and private capital. Credit unions have also been active,
notably Vancity, Assiniboine, and Desjardins, and there is
a growing number of private capital funds being set up.
It was to accelerate this process that the Social Innovation Generation (SiG) partnership created the national Task Force on Social Finance in mid-2010. The
Task Force, made up of leaders from the financial sector,
entrepreneurs, and from the community, made a number of recommendations addressed to governments,
foundations, banks, and community groups to develop
an “impact investing” marketplace that would diversify
revenue sources for public benefit activities and provide
an option for institutional or individual investors seeking to achieve a public benefit as well as personal profit
from the use of their capital.
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A New Narrative
The “old” narrative was—for many of us—an inspiring
story of generosity, of commitment to others, of a culture of collective responsibility for the public welfare.
It has largely been a story of helping, exemplified by the
Good Samaritan, of giving neighbours a hand, the communal barn-raising, a story of caring for each other.
But evidence suggests that this story is losing some
of its power to engage (StatsCan reported that in 2009,
180,000 fewer tax filers claimed donations, the biggest drop since 1997). It expresses the abiding value
of charity, which will always be an important expression of compassion—but we are focusing now on the
larger issue of the implicit social contract that binds
us as citizens, the glue that creates community, not just
neighbourhoods; the commitment we share as citizens
in a democratic society to work together to create a
better, fairer world for everybody (and not least, for
future generations).
We can begin to create a new narrative by shifting the conversation from economic growth to quality
of life. We need new standards and tools to replace, or
at least complement, today’s ubiquitous Gross Domestic Product (GDP). New and credible efforts are being made: for instance, the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) distinguishes between worthwhile growth
and uneconomic growth caused by such activities as
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cleaning up pollution, the depletion of non-renewable
resources, or crime. There are also the Canadian Index of Wellbeing launched by the Atkinson Foundation
and now housed at the University of Waterloo, and the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities’ Quality of Life
Reporting System for cities, and the Vital Signs reports
issued annually by more than fifteen community foundations, which provide a snapshot of the quality of life
in their cities.
Efforts to measure non-economic factors have been
disparaged ever since the first Gross National Happiness
index was launched by the ruler of Bhutan in the 1970s.
In recent years however, the notion has acquired some
legitimacy. In 2008, President Sarkozy of France set up
a commission of economists led by Joseph Stiglitz, formerly of the World Bank, with a mandate to create a
statistical measure that would go beyond growth. It proposed replacing GDP by something broader, Net National Product (NNP) which would take account not just
of economic growth but also the value, or depreciation,
of all of a nation’s human and natural resources. In Sarkozy’s words, the “cult” of growth and the market must
be replaced by a new “politics of civilization” because in
a world of finite resources and risks to the environment
we cannot demand endless economic growth. In 2010,
Prime Minister Cameron of the UK asked the Office of
National Statistics to undertake a similar exercise, and
at the beginning of this year, an all-party committee of
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the German parliament began looking into a “Progress
Index” which could serve, in the words of one M.P., as
“a compass for policy makers to show where our society
stands, and if people are better or worse off.”
In the “new” narrative, the community sector is
where people organize to express their concerns, act
to solve problems, and hold governments and business
accountable for their decisions. It is about relationships
that are neither instrumental, as in business, nor subject
(ultimately) to coercion, as in relation to the State. The
complexity of the narrative arises because although the
dominant view of the sector is based on the notion of
charity, it is actually three things: an associational sphere
where people combine to advance a common purpose,
a normative sphere, where people promote a vision of
the “good life” (including human rights, gender equality, inclusiveness), and a public space where people can
meet, debate, campaign, and hold the private and public
sectors accountable to the wider society. This broader
view makes it clear why service to others cannot be the
sole defining feature of the community sector. Innovation—creating fresh, resourceful approaches to solving
challenges where they arise—and advocacy, particularly
by or on behalf of the vulnerable, are key contributors
to community vitality.
From a “charity” perspective, the act of volunteering, like giving, is an option for the individual, an
expression of personal values. In the “new” narrative,
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however, “volunteering” equals participation and contribution, the defining act of citizenship in a democratic
society. As such, it needs encouragement and support.
We know that volunteering in the traditional sense is
closely correlated to parental example, church attendance, and education level. The first two factors are in
decline and subjective motivation is too variable, so we
need more muscular and deliberate strategies to promote engagement. In some provinces, schools have
compulsory volunteering (the contradiction is obvious), and many universities have adopted community
service-learning5 as a way to engage students in applying their learning to community needs, but it should
be made easier for people to “do the right thing”—not
exhorting or pushing people but pulling them into public institutions like schools or hospitals, seniors’ homes
and daycares. Some businesses have already embarked
on this path, granting employees leaves of absence so
they can contribute locally or overseas. It is not coincidental that firms in the creative and high tech sectors
are leading the way, as they compete for high performing and self-motivated staff. The concept of volunteerism
should refer not to the act of getting engaged, but to the
individual’s choice of what type of involvement is most
productive and fulfilling.
5 See Silver Donald Cameron, GettingWisdom, The J.W. McConnell Family
Foundation, 2010
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How the world sees the community sector is determined in large part by its self-image. If it sees itself
as well-intentioned but marginal, it will continue to
beg for attention and resources. If, on the other hand,
it sees itself as the expression of responsible citizenship and the source of creativity and resourcefulness in
promoting society’s well-being and resilience, then it
must be an equal partner in shaping Canada’s future.
That choice is ours.
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